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60 The 10 Most Controversial 
PC Games of All Time 

Does controversy sell? We reveal the 10 games 
that got everyone's attention and see what the 

big deal was, and how well they fared. 

12 Warcraft DI: 
The Frozen Throne 

The first expansion fo r our 2002 RTS of the Year 
will feature new units, two exhilarating new 
campaigns, and a host of other changes. 

14 MS Fllgbt Simulator: 
A Century of Fllgbt 

This year marks the 100th anniversary of pow
ered flight, and Microsoft joins in the festivities 
with the latest iteration of its award-winning 
flight-sim series. 

16 XIII 
From its riveting story to its stunningly unique 

eel-shaded graphics, XIII promises to usher in a 

new era in action gaming. We have all the details 
and exclusive shots. 

18 BANDS-ON 
Read our impressions of Blitzkrieg, the Medieval: 
Total War and Neverwinter Nights add-ons, and a 
cool little strategy game called Empire of Magic. 

http:/ /www.pcgamer.com 
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ON THIS MONTH'S PCG CD We've got something for everyone this month 
- action, strategy, and RPGs! Check out the incredible demos for Freelancer, Tropico 2, 
Enclave, Rhem, and Enigma. Damn, are we good or what? 

16034.D. 
Armored Assault 
A:astlD Powers Pinball 
060:Clellerals 
Drome Racers 
l'reelaacer 
Barblnpr 
Blstol"J' CJb.almel's 
Olvtl"War 
1012 
I Was AD Atomic 
1'1'atallt! 
Blaster of Orlon 3 
1'1ystervoftbe 
lllmmDJ' 
Post: Mortem 
Praetorlalls 
Pro Race Driver 
Ra71D&D3 
Bevolatlon 
Total Immersion 
Raotnc 
World of Outlaws 

STRATEGY 

116 O&O: Generals 
Walkthroagh 

Need help beating Generals' single-player game? 
Our resident RTS god, Billy Harms, shows you how. 

120 O&O: Generals 
Multipla7er Tactics 

The developers supply the multiplayer strategies 
that'll let you dominate on line firefights. 

122 Rainbow Sbr: 3 
Sections of this awesome game can be uber
challenging. We have tips for the hardest missions. 

DEPARTMENTS 

6 Letters 
Loads of craziness this month as we help a 
reader with his "addiction," Billy receives a 
Proclamation from The Earl Of Nym, and some
one proposes a Bum Fights game for PC. 

28 E7ewltness 
LAN gaming centers in movie theaters? Get all 
the details on this exciting prospect, and on Call 
of Duty, Activision's new WWII-themed shooter. 
Plus, we have a full report from the D.I.C.E. Summit. 

110 Desktop General 
Destroyer Command and Silent Hunter II are now 
the best of friends - thanks to an unlikely source. 

112 Alte:rnate Lives 
Do MMORPGs improve social behavior in the real 
world? Steve argues that they do. 

112 Eztended Pla7 
Find out what Dan thinks of Winds of War, the 
newest add-on for Heroes of Might and Magic IV. 

114 KIJJtng Boz 
Looking to start a clan? Chuck gets advice from 
some of the best ones around. 

Andy reveals a fantastic new mod for Fl 2002. 

128 Backspace 
It's back! Test your mental mettle against our 
mighty crossword puzzle - the best ever devised. 
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ahead of the game. 

Front USB 2.0 Ports Cable Management o 
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"Alienware is on the front-line of an aesthetic movement 
that's sweeping the entire industry." 

-Maximum PC C> - -
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AREA-51™ 
CEBKTOPGAMING 

Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor with HT Technology 3.0GHz 
- NEW! 800 FSB and 512KB Advanced Transfer Cache 
- NEW! Intel® i875 Chipset-Based Motherboard 
- NEW! 512MB Dual Channel PC-3200 DOR SDRAM 

200GB 7200RPM Ultra ATAlOO Hard Drive 8MB Cache 
- NEW! ATI® RADEON ~ 9800 PRO 128MB DOR 

High-Performance Heatsink/Cooling System 
Black Floppy Drive 1.44MB 
Sound Blaster® Audigy 2 '" 6.1 Sound Card 
Black 16X/48X DVD-ROM Drive 
Black 52X/24X/52X CD-RW Drive 

~ NEW! Exclusive Alienware~ ATX Case 420-Watt PS 
Black Microsoft® Internet Keyboard 
Black Microsoft® lntellimouse Explorer 3.0 
10/ lOOMb Ethernet Adapter 
Microsoft® Windows® XP Home Edition 
1-Year Toll-Free 24/7 Technical Support 
with Aliencare On-Site Home Service 

- NEW! Allenlce: Video Cooling System 
AlienAdrenaline: Video Performance Optimizer 
AllenAutopsy: Automated Technical Support 

Personalized Owner's Manual 
FREE Exclusive Alienware® T-Shirt 
FREE Custom Al ienware® Mouse Pad 
Optimized & Configured for High-Performance 

$2,499.00 

AREA-s1m~M 
MOBILEGAMING 

Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor al 3.06GHz 
533 FSB and 512KB Advanced Transfer Cache 
Intel® 845MP+ ICH3M Chipset Motherboard 
512MB PC-2100 DOR SDRAM 

- NEW! 15.0" UltraXGA+ Enhanced TFT Active Matrix LCD 
- NEW! ATI® Mobility RADEON '" 9000 PRO 128MB DOR 

with Dual-View Display Monitor and TV-out 
40GB 5400RPM Ultra ATAlOO Hard Drive 

High-Performance Heatsink/Cooling with Arctic Silver Il l 
Removable 3.5" Floppy Drive 1.44MB 
Removable 24X/10X/24X CD-RW/8X DVD Combo Drive 
Sound Blaster® PRO Compatible with Wavetable 
5.1 3D Surround Sound with 5/PDIF Digital Output 
Front Panel Audio DJ CD Player 
Allows CD Play While System is On or Off 
One Type II PCMCIA Slot 
Four USB 2.0 Ports and One IEEE 1394 Port 
Infrared Wireless Fast IR Interface 

- NEW! Integrated Wireless 802.1 lB Mini-PC! Card 
10/ lOOMb Ethernet LAN and 56K Modem 
Dimensions, (HJ x (W) x (D): 1.7" x 13" x 11 .4" 
Weight: 7 .6Ibs. without battery 
Exclusive Metallic Majestic Blue Chassis 
Exclusive 120-Watt A/C Adapter 
Microsoft® Windows® XP Home Edition 
I -Year Toll-Free 24/7 Technica l Support 
with Aliencare Depot Service 

AlienAdrenaline: Video Performance Optimizer 
AlienAutopsy: Automated Technical Support 

Personalized Owner's Manual 
FREE Exclusive Al ienware® T-Shirt 
FREE Custom Alienware® Mouse Pad 
Optimized & Configured for High-Performance 

$2,999.00 

Introducing the latest innovat ion from Alienware® - the new face of high 
performance gaming. The unriva led performance and durabi lity of Alienware® 
systems are now matched with truly unique styli ng. Custom-built with the 
highest quality components available and backed by award-winning customer 
support, Alienware® systems offer the best gaming experience money can buy. 
No wonder it's ca lled the ultimate gaming machine. 

Alienware® recommends Microsoft® Windows® XP. 

ALIENWAREf· 
- Custom Bui ld Your Dream Machine at: 

\N\N\N.ALIEN\NARE.COM 
- Go On li ne or Call for the Latest Pricing and Promot ions: (1-800-254-3692) 

'I -B00-ALIEN\NARE 

-~ 
pentium Lf 

Prices, configurations, and avallability may change without notice. Monitor and speakers sold 
separately. Taxes and shipping chaiges not shown. Alienware can not be held responsible for 
errors in photography or typography. On-site service may be provided via contracted third 
party, service not available in all areas. Technician will be dispatched if deemed necessary 
following lelephone•based troubleshooting. For complete information on warranty. support, and 
on-site service, visit www.alienware.com. For hard drives, GB means 1 billion bytes and 
accessible capacity may vary depending on configuration. For CD-ROM. DVD-ROM. CD-RW, 
and DVD+RW/+R drive{s), maximum data transfer rates may vary and discs created with 
these drives may not be compatible with all drives and players. For modems and network 
cards/hardware, maximum achievable data transfer rates may vary. Actual case may vary in 
design. Award(s) and quote(s) listed do not pertain to a specific system or configuration. Intel, 
Intel Inside logo, and Pentium are registered trademari<s of Intel Corporation. All registered 
trademari<s and trademari<s are the property of their respective owners. 
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The War of Words 
m We want to hear from you! Write to us at PC Gamer Letters, Imagine Media, 150 North Hill Drive, 
W Brisbane, CA 94005, or email us at letters@pcgamer.com. 

m ANGRY GUY NAMED KURT 
I DD NOT SUBSCRIBE to your magazine. But I do 
get every copy. I pay retail. Why? Because I can . 
I'm not going to ask or beg for any games you 
may have scattered about your office. Why? 
Because I buy games whenever I want them: I'm 
not going to ask TheVede for any extra hardware 
goodies. Why? I'll buy any damn complete system 
I want and chuck my old one. I work for a living 
and I make beau coup bucks. 

What I do want is for you to stand there in 
your taco sauce-stained jeans, with your junior
college education, and tell me you 'll give these 
ridiculous multiplayer games a rest! 

Who was the salad brain who 
picked Battlefield 1942 as Best 
Game of 2002 (March 2003 
issue)? Exhilarating? Try frus
trating. It's just a group of 64 
idiots running around shooting 
at everything that moves. No 
coordination. No planning. No 
teamwork. No story. It's Whack-a-
Mole with better graphics. If it made 
GDTY because of the graphics 
or the premise - that you 
can shoot, fly, or drive 
anything - then 
remember: a great
looking pile of crap 
is still crap. 

- Kurt Stovall 

Your jackalization 
falls on BF 1942-
deafened ears. We 're glad 

MAY 2003 

you 've got "beau coup bucks, " but we're pretty 
convinced we're smarter than you. See, we rec

ognize the greatness of BF 1942, and you evi
dently have a glitch in your system causing you to 

question that judgment. Perhaps it's all those 
bucks going to your head. · 

m THE SKULL EXPLAINED 
TO MY FAVORITE EDITORIAL staff of any non
pornographic publication, 

Just writing to express my concerns about 
the image of a U.S. soldier adorning the cover of 
your magazine. Now, I'm no expert, but it strikes· 
me as odd that this private is aiming, and presum
ably about to fire, at a human skull. I do believe 
that once someone's head has been reduced to 

its skeletal form, they can usually be considered 
deceased, and I also would guess that our 
infantry are not trained to spend rounds on 
the skulls of our nation's enemies. 

Perhaps I'm mistaken -
perhaps the reflection of a 

skull in our brave young 
soul's glasses is not a 

reflection at all. 
Maybe he's 
wearing those 

neat hole-gog
gles that one 
buys at Party 
City for Hallo
ween. But 

that seems a 
bit unprofes
sional. Maybe 

that is a skull, 



of, say, Osama bin Laden, and our soldier is just 
so proud of his kill, he's stood there shooting at 
bin Laden 's head for about a year. If so, shouldn't 
he be more concerned about the explosive that 
just detonated by his right ear? 

- Nick Hagelin 

Military people take orders very literally, Nick, 
and we understand this soldier was com
manded to go "crack some skulls." But we 
prefer all of your theories. 

m WESTWOOD WASTED 
l'M A HIGH-SCHOOL STUDENT who has been 
PC games-crazy for three or four years now. 
The company responsible for getting me into it is 
Westwood with Red Alert. 

Of course, I couldn 't wa it for Generals to 
come out - I'd been waiting for it since you first 
mentioned it. I got the game as soon as possible, 
and started playing it. They should have called 
it Age of Generals instead of Command & 
Conquer: Generals. I'm very disappointed to see 
that the trademark sidebar command panel of all 
the Westwood RTS games has disappeared. To 
me, it was what made Westwood games a break 
from every other strategy game. What is your 
view on the loss of the sidebar, and do you think 
it was a good idea? 

- Jeremy Fleischman 

We think Westwood has bigger problems than 
changing its control scheme. Let's start with the 
loss of its offices, its brands, many of its jobs, 
and our greatest excuse for an excursion to Sin 
City. Westwood has officially been folded into 
EA, with the famed Las Vegas studio standing by 
to be shuttered. That's definitely a hard blow, 
since Westwood can pretty safely be credited 
with the origin of the real-time -strategy genre 
with its first Dune and C&C games. As for the 
C&C series, it's anyone's guess as to how EA's 
recent consolidation will ultimately affect it. We 
hope the publisher has a plan. In the meantime, 
check out our review of Generals in this issue. 

http://www.pcgamer.com 

m RED DISSATISFACTION 
I JUST SAW THE AO FOR Red Faction 2for the 
PC (March 2003 issue). Now, I'm a fan of the 
first game, with its fun multiplay and sweet 
GeoMod effects, but when I learned that Red 
Faction 2 for the PC wouldn't have a multiplayer 
mode (as in with live people, not bots), I was 
furious. Red Faction's multi play was its best 
feature, and without it, it's just an hour- to two
hour-long single-player game. Can you guys 
boss around the developers to fix the game the 
way gamers want it? 

- Doug Johnson 

Can we boss them around? We can 't even get 
our water cooler fixed. But we hear you loud 
and clear. The sequel seems to be a casualty of 
console design priorities, which for whatever 
reason de-emphasized mu/tip/ayer features. 

m PROCLAMATION BY THE EARL OF NYM 
I, THE EARL OF NYM, DO ISSUE this proclamation: 

It is the desire of the Royal House of Nym to 
acknowledge the bravery and heroism of the 
wise and strong Billy of Harmshire. His glorious 
deeds are known worldwide, such as the slaying 
of the Burning Intern of Doom, known otherwise 
as "Norman." 

Thus, we of the Kingdom of Nym do honor 
this great hero with the Imaginary Medal of 
Super Coolness, and may he continue to smite 
his many enemies, particularly the nefarious 
Daniel Billysbane. 

-Earl of Nym 
P.S. - Greg gets the Imaginary Medal of 
Mediocrity, for obvious reasons. 

The Earl has spoken! Long live this crazy royal. 

m CLANS AND AGENTS 
l'M A LOYAL READER WHO WANTS to know 
how the PC Gamer staff feels about clans. Do 
you like to be in them, or do you prefer the solo 
free-agent sorta thing? Do you ever try to start 
clans? Also, I hear a few of you play Xbox 
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IPCtffil~lli) 
READER SURVEY 
Fill It Out, Mail It In, and Wini 
We want to know what you think of PC Gam,r magazine 
so we can do more of the stuff you like, less of the stuff 
you don't like, and add whatever you think Is missing. 
FIii out the fonn below and send It to Future Network 
USA, Attn: PC Gamer Reader Survey, 150 North HIii Drive, 
Brisbane, CA 94005. All submissions received before 
April 21, 2003, will automatically be entered In a random 
drawing for a RADEON 9800 PRO video card, courtesy 
of ATI Technologies. Photocopies of the survey will not 
be accepted. 

Name _______________ _ 

Address _______________ _ 

Phone number _____________ _ 

Email address. _____________ _ 

1. How did you get this copy of PC Gamef/ 
(a) □ I'm a subscriber 
(b) □ I bought it on the newsstand 
(c) □ It was passed along to me by a friend 

2. Month to month the magazine delivers on the promises 
of its cover: 
(a) □ Agree 
(b) □ Somewhat agree 
(c) □ Disagree / Explain why not: ________ _ 

3. How many people read your copy of PC Gamef/ __ 

4. What percentage of the magazine do you generally read? 
(a) □ 1% to 25% 
(b) □ 25% to 50% 
(c) □ 50% to 75% 
(d) □ 75% to 100% 
(e) □ Every word 

5. Month to month, is PC Gamer worth the price? 
(a) □ Yes, always 
(b) □ Most of the time 
(c) □ About half the time 
(d) □ Not enough for me to buy it regularly 

6. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being most important, 5 being 
least important), define the factors that compel you to read 
PC Gamer. 
_ Attitude/personality of editorial staff 
_ Quality of writing 
_ Quality of page layout and design 
_ Quality of photography 
_ Technical depth of product coverage 
_ Honesty/integrity/frankness of product coverage 
_ Timeliness of product coverage 
_ Magazine's help in making product-purchasing decisions 
_ Magazine's help in fixing technical problems 
_ Brand recognition 

Entertainment value 
Cover lines/words 

_ Cover subject 

7. Considering all the magazines you read, how do you rank 
PC Gamer on a 1 to 5 scale (1 being the most favorable rating, 5 
being the least favorable rating) in terms of consumer value? _ 

8. Considering all the magazines you read, where does 
PC Gamer fit on your list of favorites (1 being most favorite, 
5 being least favorite)? _ 

9. What do you think of the magazine's overall design? 
(a) □ It's cool, I like it 
(b) □ I think the design is too busy 
(c) □ I think the design is too clean 
(d) □ It's just okay 



\PC{ffi!~~l~il 
READER SURVEY (CONTINUED) 

10. Do you find the tone of the writing to be: 
(a) D The right mix of fun and informative 
(b) D Too serious 
(c) D Too silly 

11. In regards to the organization of PC Gamer. 
(a) D It's easy to find exactly what I'm looking for 
(b) D I wish it were easier to find what I'm looking for 

12. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being the most favorable rating, 
5 being the least favorable rating), which of the following are 
you interested in purchasing? 
_ Last 12 issues in PDF format on a single disc 
_ PC Gamer-branded stickers, posters, 

calendars, shirts, hats 
_ Monthly electronic version of magazine that would 

replace print version 
_ A less-expensive, disc-less newsstand option 

13. How would you rate the disc content? Choose one. 
(a) D Love it! It's vital to my enjoyment of the magazine 
(b) D Appreciate it most of the time 
(c) D Occasionally find it useful 
(d) D Couldn't care less about it 

14. What do you think about the disc interface? Choose one. 
(a) D It's stunning and easy to use 
(b) D It could look better, but it's easy to use 
(c) D Could use an upgrade 

15. Do you want more or less of each of the following sections 
in each issue (circle one): 
> HANDS-ON More 
> SCOOPS More 
> EYEWITNESS More 
> FEATURES More 
> REVIEWS More 
> HARD STUFF More 
> COLUMNS More 
> STRATEGY More 

Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 

Less 
Less 
Less 
Less 
Less 
Less 
Less 
Less 

16. Please rate the following Strategy content in terms of use
fulness (1 = most useful, 5 = least useful): 

Cheat codes 
_ Complete game walkthroughs 
_ Expert strategy (e.g. , Bruce Shelley's Age of 

Mythology tips and EA-Pacific's C&C: Generals tactics) 
_ General strategies/tactics 

17. What do you prefer in the Reviews section: 
_ Fewer, longer reviews 

More reviews 

18. How useful do you find each of these types of Hard Stuff 
stories (1 = most useful, 5 = least useful): 

Hardware how-tos Hardware news 
_ Hardware previews Hardware reviews 

19. Please rate the usefulness of each of these recent 
PC Gamer How To features, on a scale of 1-5 (1 = most useful, 
5 = least useful): 
_ Turning Your PC Into a TiVo _ Making GTA Ill Skins 
_ Upgrading Your PC _ Networking Your PC 

20. How useful do you find each of these parts of Eyewitness 
(1 = most useful, 5 = least useful): 
_Main story 
_ Supplemental stories 

Release Meter 
_ Playlist 

Contest 
First-Person Shouters 

No purchase is necessary to win. The odds of winning depend upon the 
number of entries received. Future Network USA cannot be responsible for 
lost, late, misdirected, or incomplete entries. The prize is nontransferable 
and no substitutions will be allowed. Winners will be determined by a ran
dom drawing of all valid entries and the decision of Future Network USA 
shall be final. This contest is open to residents of the United States only. 
Return of any prize or prize notification as undeliverable will result in dis
qualffication and an alternate winner will be selected. Winners are respon
sible for paying any income taxes on the value of the prize received. Void in 
Rhode Island, Puerto Rico, and where prohibited by law. 
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games. One question that's been scratching at 
my head is, Who's cooler: Solid Snake or Sam 
Fisher? I say Solid Snake could totally kick Sam 
Fisher's butt, but my friends seem to think that 
just because Sam Fisher can do a wall jump, he 
can beat Solid Snake. Whoopie-doop - a wall 
jump. Solid would bust out his Stinger missile and 
blow Sam Fisher to pieces. What do you think? 

- Chris McQ. 

Nope, you 've got it all wrong. Sam would be 
tracking Snake 's movements the instant they 
both materialized in the level. Sam would get a 
visual read with his fiber-optic camera and then 
switch to his thermal vision as he got close. 
Snake would catch a sticky shocker and then Sam 
would drag his ass into a shadow somewhere. 

And clans? We 've been known to frequent 
Battlefield 1942 servers with the {PCG] moniker, 
but we don't like each other enough to get 
organized into a formal clan. 

m GIA III DOWNBEAT? 
NOT TO BE ALL "MY COUNTRY right or wrong," 
but have you ever noticed how, well, cynical 
Grand Theft Auto Ill is about America? The cops 
are corrupt, the city is dirty, the people are evil, 
and the gangs are out of control. The in-game 
radio plays an ad for a blood-sport reality show, 
there are illegal drug power-ups - it's kind of 
a negative view. 

Now, don't get me wrong - there's nothing 
"illegal" about this. But it's kinda weird. I mean, 
there's the whole SUV thing (a pet issue for 
some groups), the green recycling bins (which 
brings to mind political environmentalism), and 
the AmmuNation stores (which suggest guns 
sellers are just profiting from violence). But 
most of all there 's that statue of a soldier near 
the airport. I mean, the cone of his head 
seems disrespectful - sort of a dunce cap for 
all those who fought. 

Okay, okay, I know it's just a game, and when 
I make mine I can fill it with right-wing messages 
and patriotic images. But I'm just wondering if 
I'm the only one thinking GTA Ill pushes a nega
tive point of view, and at worst, an agenda? 

-Genie 
In the dirty South 

We hope Rockstar was pushing a political 
agenda, but we doubt it. (We don 't even care 
what agenda it might be: the thought of any kind 
of political subtext in a PC crime epic makes us 
giddy.) But the truth, we suspect, is far more 
mundane. Instead of offering an underlying 
America-subverting message, the designers of 
GTA Ill seem inspired by crime films like 
Scarface and .. . well, principally Scarface. They 
made a game that's in-keeping with their love of 
that movie 's over-the-top, Eighties-jaundiced 
nihilism. If that doesn't quite jibe with "Red" 
America 's idea of wholesome videogames, then 
that's really just an added bonus. 

m BUM FIGHTS ON PC! 
I RECENTLY WITNESSED A STREET grapple in 
which two desperate homeless people punched, 
bit, and spit on each other for some time. Pure 
exhilaration! This "bum fight" was just one of 

many destitute melees that are sweeping the 
nation. I found quite a following for this extreme 
sport, and was wondering if we can expect any 
bum-fight PC games? 

You could create your very own bum charac
ter (more teeth and putrid odors would help in 
combat). You could send your transient to exotic 
locations for battle, like under a freeway over
pass or in the bushes behind the Circle K. You 
could equip Boxcar Willy with devastating bum 
weapons like rocks, broken bottles, and maybe 
even his own feces. 

Listen up, developers: Bum fights are clearly 
the apex of modern entertainment. 

- Ry Beardsley 

We couldn 't agree more. Ry, not a day passes 
that our magazine doesn 't receive a reader's 
hare-brained pitch for a game idea. But this one 
climbs to the top of that pack, begging - no, 
demanding - to be made. C'mon, develop-
ers ... who 's game? 

http://www.pcgamer.com 



THE YEAR'S 
MOST ACCLAIMED. 

SHOOTER. . 

" ... beyond anything · 
✓ • you've seen before .~. -· -

it's the new face of .. 
futuristic com~at." 

"Everyone's fovot" 
shooter iust · 

bette 

". . . UT2003 looks · 
ef fin' amazing." 

- PCGamtr 

"Unreal Tourn~ment 2Q03 b 
~ . raises the ar 
for first-person PC action games." 

- Philadelphia Inquirer 
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IN A NUTSHELL 

B
lizzard continued its unblemished 
streak of releasing top-quality games 
last year when it finally unleashed the 

exceptional Warcraft III. By infusing this 
sequel with a dramatic, well-developed 
story, great graphics, and brilliantly bal
anced units, Blizzard created one of the 
all-time great real-time strategy games. 
And this summer we' ll have a whole new 
reason to journey to the world of Azeroth 
when The Frozen Thron e, the first expan
sion for Warcraft III, is released. 

FROZEN 
THRONE 

The Ores rebuild, the Undead scheme ... and we prepare for a seemingly amazing add·on 

, As you'd expect, Frozen Throne is set 
after the stunning conclusion of Warcraft III. 
However, instead of offering a simple con
tinuation of that story, this add-on will actu
aJ!y present two different campaigns com
posed of 30 to 35 missions total - the same 
number of missions as in the original game. 

The first campaign will feature the 
Humans, the Night Elves, and the Undead, 
with you playing out the story from all three 
sides. These three super-powers of Azeroth 
are in search of an artifact that will imbue 

its owner with tremendous power. As 
luck would have it, the artifact is hidden 
in a glacier where the evil Lich King is 
entombed. The exact details of the story are 
still a closely guarded secret, but we do 
know that it' ll involve one of the key fig
ures in Warcraft III, the traitorous Arthas. 

Throne's second campaign will feature 
the Ores, who don' t give a rat's ass about 
what the other races are up to; it' ll chronicle 
their efforts to carve out a new existence and 
solidify their place on Azeroth. However, in 

expansion far our 211112 m 68118 
of Iha Year will iacluda two uw 
campaigns, n-hal'08I and units, 
and a •• of other additioDL h 
doasa't get any batlar thllll this. 

Whan it coas to producing gamas 
that are an absolute joy to play, no 
.. cu beat Blizzard's portfolio (tba 
Wan:tafls. Stan:ndl. Iha Diablos). 
They're oaa of Iha alj-tima greats. 
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a nice change of pace, this campaign may 
play more like Diablo than Warcraft III. 

"Because of changes to the custom 
campaign editor, we'll be able to link maps 
and the game will remember that you've 
cleared a level," explains Blizzard Executive 
Producer Bill Roper. "And events in one 
level could trigger something to happen in 
another level." Because of how the cam
paign is being designed, Throne may play 
more like an RPG, and it' ll have a sharper 
focus on the hero units. 

struct the Ivory Tower. Just like the other 
towers in the game, the Ivory Tower can be 
upgraded, but its mobility means that the 
Humans will now be able to quickly con
struct a defensive line anywhere on the map. 

REBALANCING THE FOUR SIDES 
THE lNTRODUCrJON OF THE NEW HERO FOR EACH 
race is part of Blizzard's concerted effort to 
keep balancing and tweaking how the game 
unfolds. As a result, several other new units 
and structures are being added to the game. 

"We want to make units that complement 
NEW HEROES the races," says Roper about Throne's new 
BEYOND THE CREATION OF THE TWO NEW CAM- non-Hero units, "and introduce new strate-
paigns, the most notable new addition is gies and alter the economy of the game." 
the inclusion of a new Hero for each race. A good example of this focus is the 

The new Undead Hero, the Crypt Lord, Mountain Giants, a new unit that will be 
is a larger iteration of the Crypt Fiend. The available to the Night Elves. As Roper is 
Crypt Lord can impale enemy units a nd quick to point out, the Night Elves lacked a 
then toss them into the air, which either big bruiser in Warcraft [[[_ The Mountain 
kills or stuns them when they land. It ca n Giants now fill that role, and when used in 
also summon Carrion Scarabs that are conjunction with archers, they can be a 
raised from fallen bodies and scurry potent fighting force. 
about, attacking nearby enemy units . Also, you' ll now be able to build mer-

The Night Elves' new Hero is called chants and even Neutral Heroes, who you'll 
Warden, and he's a mobile, assassin-like hire at the Tavern. These Heroes will take one 
character. His most impressive powers are of your available Hero slots, but each one 
Blink, which lets him teleport in and out of of them will bring new abilities and powers. 
locations around the map, and a new attack According to Roper, these Neutral Heroes 
called Fan of Knives. When activated, this are being included to give people more 
attack unleashes a bunch of knives; if used choices in how they want to play the game. 
in conjunction with Blink, you' ll be able to Battle.net is also being upgraded: 
pop in, hit enemy units with your blades, Blizzard's adding clan support, so you' ll be 
and then teleport to safety. This hit-and-run able to start a clan, recruit people, and even 
tactic should be loads of fun. manage your own channel. A clan ladder 

Finally, the Humans will have access to will track the overall rating of your clan in 
the Blood Mage Hero unit. In addition to comparison to the other clans in the game. 
casting spells such as Flame Strike, a devas- At press time, Blizzard is readying the 
tating fire attack, and Banish, which makes beta of Frozen Throne, and we'll be snagging 
the targeted unit ethereal so it can't attack it in short order. Watch for our hands-on 
or be attacked, the Blood Mage can con- report in a month or two. - William Harms ~ 

-------------------------------------- ~ 
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MS FLIGHT SIMULATOR A CENTURY 
OF FLIGHT 
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IN A NUTSHELL 

Charles Lindbergh's "Spirit of 
St. Louis" is one of aviation's 
most storied aircraft - and 
one of the most difficult to fly. 

S ince acquiring the rights for Flight 
Simulator from SubLOGIC two decades 
ago, Microsoft has rolled out eight 

versions of its pioneering civil-aviation sim. 
With the pending release of Flight Simulator: 
A Century of Flight- so titled to mark the 
100th anniversary of powered flight - the 
Redmond crew is focusing on crafting a 
flight sim that will once again push the 
genre in new and interesting directions. 

Arriving less than a year-and-a-half after 
Flight Sim 2002 turned the genre on its ear 
with its amazing visuals, fluid framerates, 
and long-overdue air-traffic-control imple
mentation, the latest iteration plans to elevate 
this franchise to an impressive new level. 

The most noticeable upgrade comes in 
FS:ACOFs new dynamic weather system, 
which will transform your desktop flight 
environment into a continuously evolving 
pattern of atmospheric conditions, including 
some of the fluffiest and most realistic-look
ing cloud layers ever seen in a commercial 
flight sim. As with FS 2002, you can down
load real-time weather for your selected geo
graphic region - updated every 15 minutes 
in this version - or select a specific weather 
"theme" ranging from scattered autumn 
clouds to a full-blown summer thunderstorm. 

The 100th anniversary of flight is also MS Flight Simulator's 20th 

"Because flying is mostly about moving 
through the air," says Microsoft Business 
Development Manager Bruce Williams, 
"the new dynamic weather system is my 
favorite new feature. It's visually stunning, 
and I think it'll introduce a new set of chal
lenges to simulated flying, bringing it that 
much closer to the real world." 

Microsoft has chosen to mark the cen
tennial of powered flight by adding nine 
historical planes. Joining FS 2002's 15 con
temporary aircraft (the Sopwith Camel has 
been replaced by a Robinson R22 helicopter) 
will be the Wright brothers' original 1903 
Wright Flyer, Curtiss JN-4 Jenny, Vickers 
Vimy, Lindbergh's Spirit of St. Louis, 

I • 

Lockheed Vega, Ford Trimotor, Douglas 
DC-3, DH 88 Comet, and Piper Cub. 

"We chose planes that are historically 
significant and represent important devel
opments in [aerial] technology," explains 
Williams. "We also wanted aircraft that par
ticipated in important events that profoundly 
changed the public's perception of aviation." 

Beneath its attractive new clouds and 
aircraft skins, FS:ACOF will also feature 
several enhancements to its core game 
engine. A new ATC system will now permit 
traffic at non-towered airports, en route 
altitude changes, pop-up IFR clearances, 
and precision or non-precision approaches 
to multiple runways. Improved interaction 
means that you can now find yourself at the 
back of the landing or take-off queue at 
busier airports. Plus, new Garmin 500 and 
295 series GPS modules and expanded 
flight-school lessons should help abbrevi
ate the learning curve for first-time flyers. 

The recent demise of printed manuals 
(due to game-box downsizing) has also been 
addressed with the Interactive Media 
Content feature, which will remain fully 
accessible as the sirn runs. This "web site on 
the disc" will include a visual guide to the 
sim's key features, plus direct links to flights, 
lessons, briefings, how-to procedures, and 
comprehensive aircraft handbooks . 

Additionally, the new sim will feature 
extensive scenery improvements, "click
able" 3D cockpits, 24,000 worldwide air
ports (up 3,000 from FS 2002), and contin
ued SDK support for third-party enhance
ments. With all the enhancements and 
improvements, FS:ACOF looks to be a 
worthy release in a year when we'll be cele
brating the 100th anniversary of the Wright 
brothers' historic flight. - Andy Mahood 

MS Right Sim will boast a n
dynamic weather system, nine new 
historical planes, scenery improve• 
ments, and a number of enhance
ments lo the core game engine. 

Microsoft is the only developer that 
seems to know how lo make money 
with this genre. It's been turning 
out best-selling versions of the 
Flight Simulatorseries since 1!Nl3. 
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Unless the bookstores of Europe are your second 
home, it's unlikely you ' ll have encountered Xlll, a 
French-language Belgian graphic novel that enjoys 

near Tintin-sized success in the land of fancy wine and 
smelly cheese. Surprisingly, publisher/developer Ubi 
Soft sees the espionage thriller's lack of U.S. pres
ence as a blessing . Freed from the baggage that a 
big-name license often brings to videogame 
conversions, this first-person-shooter adaptation 
won't have any notoriously picky stateside comic-
book fans to satisfy. 

Though XIII, the comic, has yet to see an 
English-language translation, it is set in the 

U.S. The Memento-ish premise has all the 
makings of a really bad day: As the lead 

character, you wake up alone on a beach 
with a gunshot wound to the head and 

no memory, and to make matters worse, 
you' re the prime suspect in the assassination 

of the president of the United States. The only 
clues that you carry are a tattoo reading "XIII" and a 

mysterious key. That's not to mention the gang of hoods 
and a government organization that are out to kill you. 

The game's journey is a race through 33 missions to 
discover who you are_ and who murdered the president. 
Missions offer the usual spy antics - infiltrating a 
prison to spring a captured general, laying detonation 

PERCENTAGE COMP.LETE: 70% 
1M,;1,;.a.-i;,1.11;1,M1,;11 Sept.13.2003 

like a playable comic book thanks 
to complately eel-shaded Unreal
engine graphics and an innovative 
"sixth sense· power that'll lat you 
"see" anemies' movements. 

Ubi Soft's internal studio has 
produced gaming genius I Splinter 
Cell, Rayman 2) and some landfill 
material !Batman: Vengeance). Ubi 
Soft's Paris office is developing XIIL 
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charges on a docked submarine - but xm distin
guishes itself from Deus Ex and (shudder) 007: 
Nightfire by offering a stunning presentation of 
graphic novel- faithful eel-shaded graphics. 

A gimmick? Yes .. . and no. Most of xm will play like 
other shooters of its ilk, with a few notable exceptions. 
At the top of the list is your "sixth sense" skill . This 
ability tells you where an unseen enemy is located based 
on visual representations of movement, such as a radar
like icon in the HUD that alerts you to his presence, or 
the uncanny power to "see" sounds. For example, if a 
patrolling guard makes a "tap, tap, tap" noise behind a 
closed door, you' ll see that sound onscreen. 

If you pull off a headshot or discover an important 
clue, you'll be treated to a three-frame close-up of the 
event at the top of the screen, reinforcing the "ripped 
from a comic" look of the game. 

A thoroughly unrecognizable version of the Unreal 
graphics engine, including the Karma physics engine, 
is at the heart of xm. Interaction with environments is 
similar to Nightfire's in that your reticule icon changes 
as it passes over objects, letting you know which items 
you can pick up or activate. 

And you' ll need to pay attention to your icon, 
because you never know what might turn out to be a 
handy weapon. Chairs, bottles, and even shards of 
glass can all become lethal in your skilled hands, com
plementing an already spy-friendly repertoire of pis
tols, crossbows, harpoon guns, lockpicks, grappling 
hooks, and our Splinter Cell favorite, sneaking up on a 
bad guy and using him as a human shield. (During my 
playtime with the French beta, 1 even knocked out one 
guard by dropping on his head from a ventilation tube, 
Mission Impossible-style.) 

Xill's muJtiplayer game will include up to 16-player 
deathmatch, CTF, and a few other cool modes that 
we've been sworn to secrecy about. (But trust us, they 
are cool.) Ubi Soft also plans to release a level editor as 
a free download sometime after the game ships, which 
is sure to spawn fan-generated eel-shaded adventures 
until the inevitable sequel. - Chuck Osborn 

or \lat. 

See over there, where it 
looks like nothing is going on? 
That's your future 
if you just sit there. 

> A real college degree, focused 
on advancing technology. 
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nd In this ferocious expansion pack 

hough I had a few problems 
with Medieval: Total War, it 
was one my favorite games of 

2002. The battles were epic in both 
scale and level of carnage, and the 
strategy section was so engrossing 
that hours of gametime would pass in 
the blink of an eye. I've been spending 
about a week playing a build of Viking 
Invasion, the add-on for Medieval, and 
boy, is it shaping up perfectly. 

who, just as they did in real life, employ 
a raiding style of combat If you play as 
the Vikings, rather than simply charg
ing into a territory and conquering it, 
you'll want to destroy enemy buildings, 
which will earn you gold. 

As Vikings, you can still conquer a 
territory if you wish, but it's often more 
beneficial to launch an attack, raze 
enemy buildings, and then get the hell 
out of Dodge. I found this new game

DEVIELOPICR 
play style very refreshing 
and a lot of fun - there's 
nothing like seeing your 
Viking hordes swanning 
across the countryside. 

The Creative Assembly 

PU■LISHICR 

Activision 

RELEASE DATE 
May 2003 

And to make sure 
you're out killing folks and 
burning their cities to the 

ground, the two territories the Vikings 
start with are practically barren of 
resources. Strategically, it's a great 
way of balancing the game. 

Set in the year 793CE, Viking 
Invasion features one new map - an 
expanded and detailed look at the 
British Isles. You get eight new Viking
era factions, including the Irish, the 
Welsh, the Scots, and off to the east, 
in Scandinavia, the Vikings. Instead of 
simply offering the same gameplay on a 
new map, however, Viking Invasion will 
force you to develop new strategies. 

One reason for new tactics is that 
Medieval's technology tree has been 
modified - you can't build a fort in all 
of your territories, for example. Also, 
the new pre-battle screen lets you 
organize your forces and even deter
mine the order in which reinforce
ments will appear on the battlefield. 

The biggest strategic change, 
though, is reserved for the Vikings, 

The original Medieval is getting 
some new goodies as well in the way 
of three new factions -the 
Argonese, the Hungarians, and 
Sicilians - plus new unit types. You'll 
also get more information on your 
generals' character, which will affect 
their various ratings. So if a general 
has, say, a reputation for fleeing the 
battlefield, his skills will decrease. 

Based on what I've seen, Viking 
Invasion is cooking up plenty of tasty 
new vittles. It should definitely help 
Total War fanatics pass the time until 
the series-revamping Rome: Total War 
is released. - William Harms 
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Nonn tries his hand at winning World War II in this upcoming RTS game 

hen Blitzkrieg was first previewed 
back in our September 2002 issue, 
we were intrigued by the promise 

of fully 3D graphics, a host of playable . units, and 
the game's streamlined resource management. 
Now that I've had a chance to play a build of 
this soon-to-be-released RTS, it's certainly look
ing like Blitzkrieg will meet our expectations. 

Featuring two fronts of World War II -
Europe and Africa - Blitzkrieg offers three 
distinct campaigns. You'll fight as the Germans, 
Soviets, or Allies, and each campaign re-cre
ates battles and missions that their respective 

DEVELOPER 
Nival Interactive 

PUBLISHER 
CDV Software 

RELEASE DATE 
April 2003 

sides actually fought. History buffs may have a 
slight advantage, as tactics that the Allies used 
in real life work just as effectively on the virtual 
battlefield, but your own strategic decisions 
appear to make a significant difference in each 
battle's outcome. 

In fact, completing missions seems to 
require plenty of strategic awareness. Tanks, 
for instance, are extremely powerful but move 
excruciatingly slowly. Grouping them with a few 
squads of infantry is a smart move, but those 

forces could be laid to waste by distant artillery. 
It's only by combining air support, snipers, engi
neers, and a sound assault group that major 
conflicts can be won. 

For those who aren't interested in following 
the historical route, a skirmish mode offers 
independent missions that let you test your 
strategies, though most of the fun lies in forging 
through the mammoth conflict itself. A multi
player element provides potential for great 
assault and defend modes, especially with the 
vast number of strategic possibilities stemming 
just from the unit-selection pool, which includes 
over 100 units. 

If there's anything here that'll discourage 
the lay- RTS enthusiast, it's that the Sudden 
Strike-style combat tends to be very slow
paced. (In fact, the game looks and plays an 
awful lot like Sudden Strike.) Also, keeping 
track of all the various kinds of tanks and 
infantry can be tough at times, especially for 
someone who just wants to get in and play. 

I didn't encounter any destabilizing slow
downs with regard to the graphical load, but 
even with my high-end system, the game was 
barely achieving smooth framerates. In fa ir
ness, this aspect should be fully optimized 
before the game ships. 

Based on my time with Blitzkrieg, it appears 
that Nival Interactive has the makings of a 
solid strategy game on its hands. Watch for our 
review in a month or so. - Norman Chan 
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Mayhem in Unpronounceable Places - must be a NWN expansion pack 

t's no surprise that our 2002 
RPG of the Year is getting an 
official add-on, but surely 

the myriad Neverwinter Nights 
fans will expect something spe
cial from the game's creators. 
Between the official module 
releases and vast tracts of real 
estate constructed by fans, NWN 

that introduce three new tilesets 
- ruins, desert, and winter rural. 

Though I wasn't able to expe
rience how the story progresses, 
I did get to fight the 14 new mon
sters, which include the kobolds, 
manticore, basilisk, and gorgon, 
and creatures such as the scor
pion-like stingers, half-ant/half

DEVELOPER 

human formians, 
and reptilian 
asabi in the 
desert setting. 

BioWare 

PUBLISHER 
lnlogrames 

RELEASE DATE 
May2003 

The new 
creatures intro
duce some cool 
spell-effects -

has provided plenty of single
player value, and that's not even 
counting the endless possibilities 
of multiplayer excursions. 

At the core of Undrentide is 
roughly 20 hours of new single
player adventuring. The story 
starts you as an apprentice to 
Master Dragan, the dwarvish 
former adventurer. The game 
then takes you through lands 

and spells - such as the gorgon 
encasing you in stone. Around 50 
new spells have been added, 
many accompanied by fantastic 
effects such as the giant green 
fist of the Bigby's Hand spells. 

And to ensure that you're not 
traipsing through this adventure 
with your well-worn character 
classes, Shadows adds five new 
prestige character classes, each 

MAY 2003 PC GAMER 

with distinct racial, alignment, 
skill, and even feat requirements. 
For example, Shadowdancers are 
born out of rogue or bard classes, 
Harper Scouts come from 
rangers, Assassins are for the 
evil-aligned, and Arcane Archers 
add a number of magical combat 
abilities to the armory of fighter 
classes .. . but you have to be an 
elf. The last prestige option is the 
evil anti-paladin, the Blackguard. 

BioWare also says that your 
alignment will play a bigger role in 
the story's progression. Wailing 
on innocent villagers will cause 
problems later as shopkeepers 
refuse to serve you and dialogue 
options with key NPCs are limited. 

The NWN engine continues 
to hold up well, delivering some 
spectacular spell and combat 
effects, plus plenty of variety 
between terrain tilesets. With all 
these new features also available 
to mod-makers, Shadows should 
give even greater legs to a seem
ingly endless RPG. - Rob Smith 

http://www.pcgamer.com 
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M 
ultiplex movie theaters and videogames 
have been joined at the hip for years 
now. In fact, most of us would probably 
find it rather unsettling to enter a theater 

and not be bombarded by the sights and sounds of 
arcade machines begging for pocketfu ls of quarters. 

But the Pacific Theatres Gaslamp 15 multiplex 
takes this trend a tad further. As you enter the doors of 

this San Diego, Calif.- based theater, you'll see plasma 
screens on the walls of the lobby showing footage of 
the latest PC- and videogames in action. That footage 
isn't static video loops - it's being generated live 
from one of the theaters within the building. Welcome 
to the first of 400 planned locations of ES ports Arena. 

"Gaming has become a mainstream form of 
entertainment, [joining] TV, movies, and music," 

ESports Arena will take 
full advantage of its 
location by showing key 
matches on the theater's 
big screen. The competitors 
will likely follow the 
action on their personal 
monitors, but the use of the 
big screen will make it 
easier for others to watch 
the action unfold. And in 
the case of Madden 2003. it 
might act as • game film,· 
where gamers can study 
each other's playing styles 
while watching for a 
competitor's · money plays: 

enthuses John Varley, the CED of ESports Are na. "With 
over 145 mil lion existing computer-game players in 
the U.S., we felt there was a demand fo r a new type of 
venue where gamers could meet to play and compete." 

Judging by the Gaslamp 15 prototype loc ation, 
these centers will stand out to anyone coming 
through the doors. One of the multip lex's former 
230-seat theaters is now home to 110 incredibly high
tech game stations offering the latest PC- and con
sole games, plus high-speed Internet access. Using 
split-screen technology, the big theater screen will 
display tournaments in progress or show off a game 
to entice potentia l customers. 

Given the fi na nces involved, it's also easy to see 
why a multiplex would be more than willing to sacri
fice one of its theaters to open an ESports Arena 
Entertainment Center. The movie-theater business 
runs on razor-thin margins, but as Varley explains, 
"ES ports Arena will generally own and pay for the 
construction of the actual locations." 

"ESports Arena may be a sub-tenant [paying 
rent] or a partner [sharing revenue]. Theater owners 
are actua lly not required to do anything as far as 
construction. ESports Arena handles the entire 
process - from provid ing the license and permitting 

http://www.pcgamer.com 



to de ions, and construction. All opera-
tions are handled by ESports Arena employees, 
including technology support. We designed this 
process to be a seamless integrated operation that 
would be non-invasive - both structurally and oper
ationally - for the theater," Varley adds. 

The current plan calls for ESports Arena to open 
400 more sites over the next four years, which 

"Let's say you want to try a game you've never 
played before," Varley explains. "Coaches can help 
you learn the basics and give a few tips to help you 
get started. They'll also help players that want to get 
over the hump in a game. If someone is having trouble 
getting past a certa in spot or just wants to improve, 
the coach will be there to offer hints or strategies." 

So, this whole thing sounds really great. .. but 
means that roughly 200 million people 
each year will be exposed to the 
gaming centers once all of them are 
operational. That's a lot of folks 
checking out our favorite pastime. 

WHAT'S PLAYING 
how much is it going to cost? 
Actually, even to underpaid maga
zine editors like us, the pricing plan 
sounds reasonable. Everyone who 
wants to play must become a mem
ber, and to join you'll have to give 
up some personal information such 
as your age, which will allow the 
company to keep mature content 
out of the hands of minors. (This 
information will also be sold to 
game publishers in an effort to sub
sidize the costs of the Arenas.) 

EXPANSION PLANS 
If the experience of Pacific Theatres is 
any indication, this fast growth plan may 
not be as outlandish as it initially seems. 

Right now, visitan to Ille 
ESports Area■ ■t the 
Gal■mp 15 111111tipl■x c■n 
play roughly IO PC ■nd 
console g■lll8I, including: 

■ W■rcnfl III IPCI 
■ Di■blo H IPCI 

"During the six weeks of con
struction, we've had no disruption to 
our theater operations," says Jay 
Swerdlow, executive VP for Pacific 
Theatres. Mr. Swerdlow also com-

■ Slarcr■ft IPCI 
■ NR. Madden 211113 IPCI 
■ Halo (Xlaox) 
■ Guilty Gau X2 IPS2l After that, the cost is $4/hour 

after 4:00 p.m. and $2/hour during 
daytime hours. Most theaters will 

■ G■leri■ns: Alh IPS2l 

mented that, thus far, all of his expec-
tations have been met, and that additional locations 
of Pacific Theatres multiplexes are being considered 
for the ESports Arena transformation. 

When asked about his thoughts on security and 
how, for lack of a better term, hooliganism might 

impact business. Swerdlow didn't see it as a poten
tial problem - at least, no more problematic than 
the challenges that multiplexes already face with 
theater-jumpers (those who buy one ticket and try to 
get into other shows for free) or rowdy kids playing 
the existing arcade machines. 

Both Swerdlow and Varley, in fact, emphasized 
how important it was to present the right image, and 
both are intent on making sure the entire operation is 
as family-friendly as possible. Precautions will be in 
place to safeguard children from mature content, 
including having an area at the front of the audito
rium devoted to non-violent games, and even adding 
a canopy-like mechanism to the big screen to block 
content from the innocent eyes upfront In this way, 
first-person-shooter fans can happily co-exist with 
The Sims supporters and Harry Potter players, and 
all can enjoy the comfortable surroundings. 

TOURNAMENT ENTRY 
In addition to offering the casual gamer/moviegoer a 
place to come and play or just check email, ESports 
Arena will feature tournaments and team competi
tions complete with referees. Another interesting 
concept is that of "coaches." 

http://www.pcgamer.com 

also offer a discount on concessions to Arena mem
bers, and when you buy a movie ticket, you can use 
your stub to get 40 free minutes of access. 

To ensure that all of the members have access to 
a terminal during tournaments, 36 stations (or about 

ESPORTS 
ARENA MAY 
BECOMING 
TOA THEATER 
NEAR YOU 

33 percent of the available space) will always be 
reserved for members who are not participating in 
the tournament. And if the demand starts to outstrip 
supply, a reservation system will be implemented. 

In time, Varley also plans to open up another 
2,000 smaller locations, called ESports Clubs, to han
dle the overflow. These could be located anywhere 
from a local gaming store to a nearby Wal-Mart. 
When you call to reserve your spot, you'll be informed 
of those alternate venues and their availability. 

The next six ESports Arenas are scheduled to 
open in Los Angeles, New York, Seattle, Dallas, 
Chicago, and Atlanta over the next few months, at a 
cost of around $1 million per arena. 

"I can say that it's not a hard sell to the the
aters," says Varley. "We offer to bring the gamer-age 
demographic back into the cinema, to drive up food 
concessions, to build and operate the arena our
selves, to operate national events showcasing their 
cinema, and to even bring in television coverage on a 
regular basis. And we pay them to do this. It's a 
pretty fair deal for them." 

It sounds like a pretty fair deal to us, too. We look 
forward to seeing an ESports Arena open up in our 
area in the near future . 

PC GAMER MAY 2003 



It's been fun getting back into the 
terrorist takedown of Raven Shield's co-op 
mode. While the lack of a classic map is dis
appointing, the intense firefights and need 
for a cool head in hot situations is great 
gameplay. I've also been back through the 
streets of GTA Ill's Liberty City while looking 
forward to the PC release of Vice City. 

COREY I loved decimating hordes of 
vicious beasties in Serious Sam: Second 
Encounter, so I've been plowing full-bore 
through the beta of Will Rock. HELL yeah - a 
game that combines mythological monsters 
with slash-and-slay deathmongeringl Waiting 
near a pool of blood, and then pulverizing an 
emerging nasty with my shotgun ... Oh yeah ... 

DAN Having beaten Splinter Cell and 
liberated Georgia from oligarchical tyranny, 
I've now turned my sights toward 
Neverwinter Nights, which I never got a 
chance to get into before: I'm taking the 
belligerent dwarf Red Meadswiller through 
the diabolical dungeons. There will be 
absolutely no dwarf-tossing I 

CHUCK This month, I've been given a 
slave ... err . ..intern named Jeff Leclerc. Jeff's 
here from Maine on a two-week high-school 
project Having J.Le around is like playing 
Black & White: I command him to fetch 
coffee, he does it; I tell him to take screen
shots, he does that, too. Jeff doesn't know it 
yet, but tomorrow he's pooping on villagers. 

BILLY I've been playing C&C: Generals 
so much that I've actually started dream
ing about it In my dreams I'm bombing the 
hell out of the GLA one minute, and the 
next I'm ass-naked at a bus stop, fighting 
off hecklers. I've also been playing the 
Viking Invasion expansion for Medieval: 
Total War. Brilliant! 

JOE I finally gave Madden 2003 a try. The 
franchise mode is great for stats junkies like 
myself, but the gameplay itself is pretty frus
trating - where's the defense? And just for 
fun I jumped on a Day of Defeat server: it's 
still a great game, though it's not quite 
Battlefield 1942 Now I want to try Team 
Fortress Classic again ... 

CHIAKI So to recap: I've been obsessed 
with the Sims: Unleashed add-on. My family 
owns a parrot (that is sooooo annoying, I'm 
having dreams of beer batter and hot 
grease I and three cats with a kitten on the 
way. I did start out with just two but the darn 
babies just keep popping out! Heehee - I 
sound pretty crass, even to myself. Nice! 

CREC Nothing but Harbingerthis 
month. It's missing a certain amount of that 
all-important "Blizzard flare," but succeeds 
in being one of the few Diablo clones that 
doesn't try to reinvent the concept, or 
expand it into a deeper game experience, a 
la Divine Divinity. Read my review on page 
78 for the full scoopage. 

PC GAMER 

Rolling the D.I.C.E. 
Things learned from attending this year's conference in Vegas 

I ndustry luminaries from around the globe descended on Las Vegas Feb. 27- 28 for this year's D.I.C.E. 
(Design, Innovate, Communicate, Entertain I Summit -two days of thoughtful discussion on the 
current state of the interactive-entertainment industry (and how to make it betterl. What did we pick 

up? Well, besides the basics - never gamble while inebriated, and never, ever chase your losses -
we learned that making games is hard. To wit: 

■ Will Wright, Maxis: "One thing I learned recently: online games are a complete pain in the ass." 
■ Seamus Blackley, former Xbox developer and co-founder of new publisher Capital Entertainment 

Group: "We're all wrong .. . Whatwe need to do is know who our audience is ... it's not the press, it's 
not the guys on the message boards. Who is it? Make games for them." 

■ Gas Powered Games head Chris Taylor on the upcoming MMORPG games: "It's clear that there will 
be some disasters." 

■ Star Wars: Galaxies Creative Director Raph Koster: " [The expectations of SWG] are frankly terrify
ing ... and we're trying to reset expectations." 

Other interesting details picked up along the way: 
■ Dungeon Siege 2will have a maximum party size of six, down from eight. Also, according to Chris 

Taylor: "We got schooled in the economics of development ... We have to use this engine again." 
■ Over 800,000 people have completed basic training in America's Army, and the new add-on, Stryker 

Brigade, will debut at E3. It'll have seven new missions and will introduce the medic class. (Which 
might help educate players in real-world procedures useful for today's terrorist-threatened world.I 

■ According to Star Wars: Galaxies Producer Rich Vogel: " It's a hardcore game ... the hardcore will 
build the world. " There will be no mainstream press for the game at launch, letting the hardcore 
crowd go in and help play-balance, since they're used to doing that with their MMORPGs, says Vogel. 

http://www.pcgamer.com 
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CALL OF DUTY 
Activision throws its hat in the WWII shooter ring with a new franchise 

A I ready sporting the 
Wolfenstein games in its 
Hun-capping stable, 

Activision is introducing a new, 
more traditional World War II
themed action series dubbed 
Call of Duty. Development duties 
for the first game, in what's 
planned to be a long-running 
franchise, are in the hands of a 
new studio, Infinity Ward, a 
group made up of over 20 former 
employees from Medal of Honor: 
Allied Assault developer 2015. 

Citing a double-digit growth 
every year for first-person shoot
ers, Activision Global Brand Man
ager Kevin Wynne sees plenty of 
opportunity in the WWII space. 
"We'll ground the brand in the 
realistic role of the common man 
in warfare," says Wynne, high
lighting the key gameplay emo
tion that will differentiate Call of 
Dutyfrom other WWII games. 

Armed with the core Quake 
Ill engine, Infinity Ward has set 
out to create a gritty, in-the
trenches experience - "the 

real battlefield experience," 
explains Thaine Lyman, the 
game's senior producer. "We 
have no superhero character, no 
single man repelling the entire 
German advance. We're telling 
the story of the unsung heroes." 

Call of Duty will encompass 
three distinct campaigns that 
aim to capture the real breadth 
and scope of WWII, not just "24 
hours of chaos," as the conflict 
was described by one focus
group attendee, summarizing the 

grueling six
year campaign 
according to 
his Hollywood
educated 
understanding 
of D-Day. 

Starting out 
as Private 
Martin, a U.S. 
Army para
trooper, you'll 
fight alongside 

a squad of Al teammates 
charged with clearing towns 
and silencing German anti-air
craft batteries as the Normandy 
landings occur on June 6, 1944. 

Infinity Ward has built new 
animation and Al systems that 
are critical to creating a sense 
of teamwork as your squad lays 
down covering fire and pulls its 
wounded to safety. With tracer 
fire blazing overhead and mounted 
machine-gun nests peppering 
your position, you'll have to 
crawl prone through ditches, 

find cover behind walls, and lean 
around corners to pick off targets. 

After the U.S. campaign, the 
action switches to the British. 
Here you'll play more stealth
focused operations as a com
mando - though, while infiltra
tion will be critical, you'll still 
face monumental firefights. Your 
commando team will have to 
destroy flak guns at the Eder 
dam (as a prelude to the 1943 
Dambusters raids that damaged 
industry in the Ruhr valley) and 
infiltrate the battleship Tirpitz. 

The third campaign focuses 
on the oft-ignored Russians. 
Now you've got massive but ill
equipped numbers to throw at 
the German forces occupying 
Stalingrad. You'll cross the 
Volga river and be forced to 
land and head across some bru
tal territory as mortar shells rain 
down, Stukas bomb the landing 
site, and machine guns spew 
lead in every direction. 

"We want to bring a cine
matic feel to the genre," says 
IW President Grant Collier, who 
cites influences like the movies 
Enemy at the Gates, Stalingrad, 
and obviously Saving Private 
Ryan. But the intention is to 
capture something earthier in 
the role of the single soldier. 

"It's about the guys in the 
trenches," says Vince Zampella, 
IW chief creative officer. " In 
that sense, it's the Band of 
Brothers of games. " And who 
doesn't want to play that? 
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Just me, in my fly 
threads, out for a stroll 
with my baseball bat .. 

A hazy sunset. crulllng 
alongside bikini-clad 
rollerskaters - don 

life get any better? 



ix months isn't so long to wait, is it? That's how long PC owners 
have had to cast admiring glances at their PS2-owning 

brethren while the console boys have enjoyed one of the 
greatest games ever created. 

Think you know everything there is to know about 
Grand Theft Auto: Vice City? Wrong. Even if you 've played it on 

the PS2, you've never seen or experienced it as it was meant to 
be - on the PC. Dazzling high-res graphics, flawless control, mod

ability ... it's all here. And that's not the end of the story. 
Y'see, GTA is a cultural phenomenon. It's been railed on by conservative 

organizations, high-ranking politicians, and mud-raking lawyers. On the flip 
side, it's been regaled with awards up the ying-yang, industry veterans have cooed at 
its achievement, and even mainstream media outlets have jumped on the bandwagon 
of critical acclaim. GTA isn't just about controversy; it's about our cu lture. And better 
yet, Vice City is one of the greatest games ever made. But you'd gathered that already. 

PC GAMER 

Twice the size of Liberty City, 
Vice City looks just like a real 
city should. From '50s muscle 
cars (inset) to family sedans 

(below), it's easy to get 
yourself a ride in this town. 
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• 
THE GTA3.COM WEB SITE 
asked visitors which game
play features in Vice City are 
the most appealing. If you 
think it's all about T&A, take 
a look at how people voted: 

WHATS THE BEST THING 
ABOUT VICE CITY/ 



"One of the most controversial games of the year may not be 
politically correct, but damn if it ain't fun to play." 

"[GTA) lets me do all the things I've always dreamt of doing, 
like blowing up police stations, carrying out mob hits, and 
running through the streets shooting randomly at passers-by. 
Sure, I'll most certainly die in a hail of bullets, but what a rush!" 

ALSO REVIEWED THAT ISSUE: High score: Flight Unlimited 2, 
92%; Low score: SWIV 30 Assault, 20% 

"Glasses, che 
dallion, check. 

chest, check. 
Pi uit - oh dear." 
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MadModders 
Hit Libeny City! 
ON TH( PC, GTl /1/llS mu HIDGES, HOVEi 
CHS, IND EVEN THE STITUE OF LIIEITY 
WITH ITS THREE HUGE ISLANDS and 70-odd mis
sions, Grand Theft Auto Ill seemed never-ending 
- in a good, "YES!-there·s-more" kind of way. 
But with the addition of some sweet user mods, 
the gun-packin' glory really does keep on giving. 

You'll find dozens of downloadable mods that 
change the world of GTA Ill to varying degrees. 
Some mods, like GTAMax·s Exhaust Flames 
(gives cars fire-spewing tailpipes) and Jay Bee's 
GPS-Radar (enhances your onscreen radar), 
take a non-interactive feature of the game and 
tweak or enhance it a bit Other mods, like Toni_D's 
Super Punch (enables Hulk-style punches) and 
ole wize cock's Atomic MOD (increases explosion 
size), make GTA Ill's action even crazier. 

Some more ambitious madders have made 
physical additions to the gameworld. Odie's Miss 
Liberty mod adds an authentic-looking Statue of 
Liberty - and it's life-size, so you can walk 
around inside! z9's SkyPark creates just what it 
says - a road leading to a floating skypark, 
complete with picnic tables, restrooms, and stunt 
ramps. Other mods, like HomerSimpson's 
HomerSimpson Bridge and Opius' Sky Bridge, 
change the gameworld by installing new roads 
that let you traverse Liberty City more quickly. 

Two big in-progress mods will reshape the 
GTA Ill experience even more. Currently in pro
duction by a nine-person team, San Angeles will 
give GTA Ill players a whole new territory in 
which to commit crimes. The city of San Angeles 
will have new cars, new gangs, and stricter 

police - all playing a prominent part, no doubt, 
in the story, which will be "an evolving plot 
split over several chapters," according to 
the website. You'll play as new character 
Chris, recently moved from Liberty City. An 

ultra-early test version of this mod is 
already available at www.gta3-sa.com/ 

And finally .. . how about some GTA Ill 
multiplay'! Yep - some intrepid modders 

are using the unimplemented multiplayer 
code built into GTA Ill to create Multi Theft 
Auto. Right now, the early alpha version 

posted at www.gta3mta.tk supports 
two players via LAN or 

Internet connection; 
eventually, the mod
ders hope to support 
up to eight players. 

You'll find the 
aforementioned 
mods, plus many 
more, at gtaworld. 
nfscheats.com, 
www.magenheimer. 
com/gta3 mods, and 
www3.bc.sympa 
tico.ca/D4rkwind. 

Haze effects are 
evidently the 

new lens flare! 

"Rockstar's sequel delivers all the controversial thrills of the 
original, but the schtick is starting to feel a little tired." 

"While there are some great touches ... buildings that 
explode in great fiery infernos, certain production values 
have been skimped on. [It lacks] the depth of character a 
good voice-acting job can supply." 

ALSO REVIEWED THAT ISSUE: High score: Age of Empires II, 
94%; Low score: 30 Ultra Radio Controlled Racers, 25% 
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"PC graphics deliver the ultimate version of the PS2's 
breakout hit...A revolution of invention." 

" ... the only controversy should have been explaining why it 
took the industry so long to design such a brilliantly free
form game .. . [it) plays constant homage to Scarface .. . doing 
for carjacking what Tony Montana did for coke." 

ALSO REVIEWED THAT ISSUE: High score: Morrowind, 90%; 
Low score: F.O.N. Y. Firefighter, 6% 

Interview with 
Rockstar CEO 

. Terry Donovan 
PCG: How early did Rockstar decide to go with 
an '80s setting for Vice City, and why the '80s? 

TD: [Executive Producer) Sam Houser has cer
tainly been talking about it since the late '90s. 
As for why ... l think as a cultural resource the 
era is unparalleled in its flamboyance, and it 
felt like strangely untapped territory both stylis
tically and as an object of satire. We had both 
an incredibly unique selection of TV and film 
memories from the period, as well as the 
heady confusion of our own teenage years, so 
the '80s was appealing on a number of levels. 

PCG: How much of the camp in Vice City is 
reference to the time period, and how much is 
designed to soften the context of where these 
crime dealings happen? 

TD: I think humor has been ever-present in all 
versions of the game; it's essential to what 
makes the game good. Every version of GTA 
has been deeply satirical on many levels. With 
Vice City, that satire may be expressed more 
than ever through advances in all the produc
tion methodologies that go into the game expe
rience, like voice-acting, radio stations, anima
tion, city buildings, and mission structures. 

PCG: When GTA Ill became such a smash-hit 
success, what pressure did you feel to deliver 
what you wanted and what gamers expected? 

TD: The pressure and expectations were enor
mous. But I'll be honest: they're primarily inter
nal. We are absolutely our own worst critics, 
and we're totally aware of what it would mean 
to deliver something sub-standard to the people 
worldwide who wanted some more GTA. We 
could have done an add-on, maybe some more 
missions in Liberty City. [But) we felt that if we 
overdeliver with Vice City by producing a game 
that exceeds GTA Ill in every conceivable way, 
that we might surprise people, in a good way. 

PCG: Would GTA Ill and Vice City have been as 
successful if they'd used no-name voice talent? 

TD: No. I don't think people bought the game 
because of the famous voices; I think gamers are 
too savvy for that. But I do believe great acting 
performances added to what makes the game 
good, which is basically what makes it success
ful. But my suspicion is that the core gaming 
community is more aware of the celebrity status 
of the voice talent than the rest of the world. 

PCG: Where does Grand Theft Auto go next? 

TD: No comment! 

PCG: Thanks for that. 
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"W nna buy a used car?" 

What's Next for GTA? 
VICE CITY CERTAINLY WON'T BE the last we 
hear of the GTA series, but plans for the next 
game are a closely guarded secret. A massively 
multiplayer version has been rumored, and the 
premise makes sense: play as a mobster or cop, 
street walker or shop owner, and live out that life 
in an immersive, persistent world. 

What about GTA: Vegas? Let's face it: Sin 
City is the ideal location for GTA's seamier activi
ties. Rather than the fictional settings of Liberty 
City and Vice City, a realistically modeled Vegas 
would be a gamer's playground paradise. With 
its grounding in the real-world pop culture of the 
time, how about starting out in the Vegas of Frank 
Sinatra 's Rat Pack? Imagine Dean Martin and 
Sammy Davis Jr. on the radio, and a whole new 
business world of casinos to build in the desert. 
Then, as time progresses, you build your business, 
branching into the cultural money-makers through 
the swing in' '60s and seedy '70s. Whaddya think? 
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RELEASED: May 1997 RELEASED: 1997 RELEASED: January 1996 RELEASED: 1995 

THE GAME: 30 Realms recycled THE GAME: Sort of a 30 Death THE GAME: An overmuscular THE GAME: In a marked departure 
Duke Nukem 3D's Build engine to Race, it puts you in a lethal car buzzcut psycho defends the Earth from designer/writer Roberta 
create this first-person shooter race where you earn money by from aliens in this first-person 30 Williams' King's Quest series, you 
that followed the adventures of causing damage - which includes shooter that cemented the posi - play as a young wife exposing the 
crouching ninja, not-so-hidden running over hapless pedestrians. tion of one of PC gaming 's most secrets of a deadly old mansion 
stereotype Lo Wang. THE CONTROVERSY: It was the 

enduring pseudo-celebrities. you've just moved into. 

THE CONTROVERSY: Not surpris- "running over hapless pedestri- THE CONTROVERSY: Duke rou- THE CONTROVERSY: In addition to 
ingly, Japanese-Americans ans" part that outraged parents. tinely forked out dollar bills for blood and gore, it had sex, partial 
weren't exactly thrilled to see their The glorification of ramming inno- pole-straddling strippers to "shake nudity, and - in a cut-scene that 
cultural heritage reduced to cent bystanders into bloody hood it, baby," or euthanized suffering generated the most controversy 
cliched double entendres and ornaments - for money - (and nude) women who'd plead - a brutal rape. 
offensive pigeon "Engrish," lead- rubbed some people the wrong with him to "killlll meeee." Some 

NUMBER SOLD: 301 ,138 copies ing to cries of racism. way. Fancy that. found Duke misogynistic. 

NUMBER SOLD: 118,500 copies NUMBER SOLD: 117,228 copies NUMBER SOLD: 1,252,035 copies THE AFTERMATH: Despite the 
game's self-censoring option, 

THE AFTERMATH: Once the game THE AFTERMATH: My, what wide- THE AFTERMATH: The game's Australia banned Phantasmagoria 
came and went, so did the contro- eyed innocents we were back in alleged sexism - nothing more entirely, and some retail stores 
versy. In the end, Shadow Warrior 1997. The original Carmageddon than you'd find on TV during in the United States refused to 
just wasn't enticing enough to ended up being ported to most sweeps - didn't stop Duke. A sell it. But it was still popular 
make as lasting an impression as consoles - including the kiddy- sequel has been in development enough to spawn a sequel, 
Duke Nukem 30. oriented Game Boy Color. since the late Jurassic era. Phantasmagoria: A Puzzle of Flesh. 



RELEASED: 2000 

THE GAME: As mercenary-for-hire 
John Mullins, your job is to find 
four stolen nukes, dispatching any 
assorted scum who interfere. 

THE CONTROVERSY: Some charged 
that the action was a little too real
istic. SOF's location-sensitive dam
age model let you blow off body 
parts, leaving bloody stumps and 
howls of pain from the blow-ees. 
The all-too-human enemies begged 
for their lives and doubled over in 
agony after searing crotch shots. 

NUMBER SOLD: 298,563 copies 

THE AFTERMATH: Still the goriest 
shooter of all time, SOFis often held 
up as an example of violence in 
videogames, but it was successful 
enough to launch a sequel and be 
ported to the major consoles. 

RELEASED: 1998 

THE GAME: In short, you're an 
armed-to-the-teeth loony who 
goes on a major killing spree in 
this isometric action game. 

THE CONTROVERSY: In Pasta/you 
aren't gunning down aliens, 
demons, or criminals -your tar
gets are the innocent human 
inhabitants of a small town. Mail 
carriers, and the Postmaster 
General in particular, were also 
offended by the game's name. 

NUMBER SOLD: 49,036 copies 

THE AFTERMATH: Posta/'s serial
killer plotline is mitigated by the 
game's less-than-realistic visuals. 
Developer Running With Scissors 
is banking on the controversy: FPS 
Postal 2 promises to be more 
twisted than the original. 

RELEASED: June 1999 

THE GAME: As a two-bit thug, you 
whack marks with lead pipes, 
flamethrowers, grenades, and 
shotguns in a first-person shooter 
that asks, "Who the f""k are you 
lookin' at, mother******?" 

THE CONTROVERSY: Kingpin's 
abundant blood and smack-talking 
obscenities had the industry 
bracing for an all-out attack by 
political pundits. 

NUMBER SOLD: 76,189 copies 

THE AFTERMATH: Inevitably, the 
game tried too hard to be contro
versial - the cartoonish violence 
undercut whatever shock value 
was to be found in the four-letter 
language. Developer Xatrix went 
out of business right after 
Kingpin's release. 

RELEASED: 1999 

THE GAME: This fantasy-based 
massively multiplayer RPG sucked 
players into a persistent online 
world where you can live virtually 
forever ... as long as you keep up 
your monthly subscription. 

THE CONTROVERSY: EverQuest 
became controversial after the 
highly publicized Thanksgiving 
2001 suicide of Shawn Woolley
committed, alleges his mother, 
because of Woolley's addiction to 
EQ. The game has been widely 
referred to as" EverCrack." 

NUMBER SOLD: 559,948 copies 

THE AFTERMATH: In spite of Mrs. 
Woolley's threatened lawsuit to 
mandate warning labels advising 
that EQ is dangerously addictive, 
the game is as popular as ever. 

RELEASED: 2000 

THE GAME: An "adventure" game 
where you must help horny aliens 
take pictures of scantily clad mod
els - or they'll destroy the world! 
(The aliens, not the models.) 

THE CONTROVERSY: Panty 
Raider's sophomoric sex antics 
garnered the attention of parents' 
group Dads & Daughters, which 
touted the game to CNN and USA 
Today as an example of videogam
ing's degradation of women. 

NUMBER SOLD: 28,692 copies 

THE AFTERMATH: "[The contro
versy] definitely helped it," says 
Simon & Schuster lnteractive's 
publicity director, Peter Binazeski. 
" If it wasn't for parenting groups 
latching onto it, I don't think it 
would've [sold] as well as it did." 

DOOM 
RELEASED: 1993 

THE GAME: A space marine faces 
level after level of demons and 
other denizens of hell in this first
person shooter that revolutionized 
the game industry. 

THE CONTROVERSY: Dubbed a 
"mass-murder simulator" by crit
ics like Lt. Col. David Grossman, 
DOOM is still being touted as 
Public Enemy No. 1 by concerned 
citizens a full 10 years after its 
release. The quintessential "vio
lent game," it has seemingly been 
blamed for everything from school 
shootings to bedwetting, and 
everything in-between. 

NUMBER SOLD: 601,773 copies* 

THE AFTERMATH: Since the main 
brunt of the controversy didn't 
emerge until well after the PC 
version had become a classic, 
sales were never affected. 
Despite looking their advanced 
age, the DOOM games are the 
most ported titles in history, even 
appearing on the Game Boy 
Advance and Pocket PC. 

•Does not include non-retail shareware sales. 



Click or call for 
our latest pricing 
and promotions. 

Excellent for conquering strange new worlds or just escaping from this one. Dell offers a wide variety of desktops 

and notebooks that come fu lly equipped with the power, speed and high performance to take your PC experience to new 

levels. When you order from Dell, you'll get exactly what you want and need to make a PC that's uniquely yours. Since Dell 

uses high-quality, rel iable technology, like Intel® Pentium® 4 Processors with awesome performance for gaming, music, digita l photos, and beyond, you know you're 

getting a high-quality, reliable PC. And, as always, it comes backed by award-winning service and support available 24/7, 365 days a year. Best of al l, when you 

order direct, you get the right PC at the right price. So go online or ca ll today. We'll show you how easy it is to score a great PC. 

Dell I Home Notebooks 

NEW lnspiron™ 5100 Notebook NEW lnspiron™ 8500 Notebook NEW lnspiron"' 8500 Notebook 
Perfect Balance of Performance and Price Ultimate Multimedia Perfonnance Ultimate Multimedia Perfonnance 
• Intel• Pentium• 4 Processor at 2.80GHz • Mobile Intel• Pentium• 4 Processor-M at 2.20GHz • Mobile Intel• Pentium• 4 Processor-M at 2.40GHz 
• 15" Super XGA+ TFT Display • 15.4" Wide-Aspect UltraSharp· SXGA+ TFT Display • 15.4" Wide-Aspect UltraSharp" UXGA TFT Display 
• 384MB DOR PC2100 SDRAM • 512MB DOR PC21 00 SD RAM • 512MB DOR PC2100 SDRAM 
• 30GB* Ultra ATA Hard Drive • 40GB* Ultra ATA Hard Drive • 60GB* Ultra ATA Hard Drive 
• 24x CD-RW/DVD Combo Drive with Roxio's Easy CD Creator° • 24x CO-RW/DVO Combo Drive with Roxio's Easy CO Creator° • 24x CD-RW/OVD Combo Drive with Roxio's Easy CD Creator° 
• 16MB DOR ATI• MOBILITY" RADEON" 7500 AGP 4x Graphics • 32MB ATl0 MOBILITY" RADEON" 9000 AGP 4x Graphics • 64MB DOR NVIDIA• GeForce4" 4200 Go AGP 4x Graphics 
• Integrated Stereo Sound • Integrated Stereo Sound • Integrated Stereo Sound 
• 94WHr Li -Ion Battery 112 cell) • 72WHr Li-Ion Battery with ExpressCharge· Technology 19 cell) • 72WHr Li -Ion Battery with ExpressCharge• Technology 19 cell) 
• Internal Modem and NIC Included • Internal Modem and NIC Included • Internal Modem and NIC Included 
• Microsoft$ Windows• XP Professional • Microsoft$ Windows• XP Professional • Microsoft$ Windows• XP Professional 
• WordPerfect° Productivity Pack wi th Quicken• New User Edition • WordPerfect° Productivity Pack wi th Quicken• New User Edi tion • WordPerfect° Productivity Pack with Quicken• New User Edition 

$1849 oras lowas $56/mo~ 
E-VALUE Code: 16892-D80418m $2149 oras lowas $65/mo• 

E-VALUE Code: 16892-D80421m $2479 or as low as $75/mo~ 
E-VALUE Code: 16892-D80424m 

Make this your perfect PC: Make this your perfect PC: Make this your perfect PC: 
• 512MB DOR PC2100 SORAM, add $50 • 60GB* Ultra ATA Hard Drive, add $1 30 • 2~ 48WHr Li-Ion Polymer Battery, add $129 
• 40GB* Ultra ATA Hard Drive, add $79 • 64MB DOR NVIDIA• GeForce4" 4200 Go AGP 4x Graphics, add $99 • External Hanman Kardon HK-395 Speakers with Subwoofer. add $59 
• Dell Backpack, add $79 • Dell Nylon Case, add $49 • 64MB Dell USB Memory Key, add $59 



Dell I Home Desktops 

Dimension™ 4550 Desktop 
Superior Performance, Smart Value 
• Intel• Pentium• 4 Processor at 2.53GHz with 

533MHz Front Side Bus and 512K L2 Cache 
• 512MB DOR SDRAM at 333MHz 
• 120GB* Ultra ATA/100 Hard Drive {7200 RPM) 
• 19" (18.0" v.i.s., .24dp) M992 Monitor 
• NEW 128MB DOR ATl0 RADEON" 9700 TX Graphics Card with 

TV-Out and DVI 
• 16x DVD-ROM Drive 
• NEW Sound Blaste,. Audigy2" Sound Card with DVD Audio 
• Harman Kardon HK-395 Speakers with Subwoofer 
• 56K' PCI Telephony Modem 
• Integrated Intel• PRO 10/100 Ethernet 
• Microso~ Windows• XP Home Edition 
• WordPerfect9 Productivity Pack with Quicken• New User Edition 

$1499 oraslowas $45/ mo~ 
E-VALUE Code: 16892-D50414rn 

Make this your perfect PC: 
• NEW 128MB DOR ATl0 RAOEON" 9700 Pro Graphics Card with 

TV-Out and DVI, add $180 
• 21" {19.9" v.i .s ... 24AG) Pl 130 FD Trinitron• Monitor, add $420 
• 1 GB DOR SDRAM at 266MHz. add $200 
• NEW 200GB' Ultra ATA/100 Hard Drive {7200 RPM) with 

DataBurst Cache7 add $210 

,. 
Standard Features 
Each DEll .,__ sllown us ■ IIIIIIIHI' al 
lllntlanl f■■mns, incltNli11g: 
• Dell Picture Studio Image Expert Standard Edition 
• Dell Jukebox Powered by MUSICMATCH" 
• 6 Months of America Online" Membership• 
• Dimension Desktops: 

1-Year Limited Warranty~ 1-Year At-Home Service 
Offering~ Keyboard and Mouse, and AoWI Drive 
(Dimension 4550) 

• lnspiron Notebooks: 
1-Year Limited Warranty~ 1-Year Mail-In Service Offering 

Dimension™ 8250 Desktop 
Cutting Edge Technology 
• Intel• Pentium• 4 Processor at 2.66GHz with 

533MHz Front Side Bus and 512K L2 Cache 
• 512MB PC1066 RDRAM 
• 60GB' Ultra ATA/100 Hard Drive {7200 RPM) 
• 19" {18.0" v.i.s ... 24dp) M992 Monitor 
• NEW 128MB DOR All" RADEON" 9700 Pro Graphics Card with 

TV-Out and DVI 
• 16x DVD-ROM Drive 
• NEW Sound Blaste,. Audigy2" Sound Card with DVD Audio 
• Harman Kardon HK-395 Speakers with Subwoofer 
• 56K* Telephony Modem 
• Integrated Intel• PRO 10/100 Ethernet 
• Microso~ Windows• XP Home Edition 
• WordPerfect9 Productivity Pack with Quicken• New User Edition 

$2059 or as low as $62/mo'. 
E-VALUE Code: 16892-D50420m 

Make this your perfect PC: 
• Altec Lansing• ADA745 4.1 Surround Sound Speakers with 

Subwoofer, add $80 
• 1 GB PCl 066 RDRAM, add $460 
• NEW 120GB* Ultra ATA/100 Hard Drive {7200 RPM). add $90 
• NEW 48x/24x/48x CD-AW Drive with Roxio's Easy CD Creato,. 

{2" Bay), add $79 

.... 
Software & Peripherals 
• Dell All.Jo-One Printer A940 {Prints. Scans. and Copies). $139 
• Dell Axim" X5. $249 
• Kodak EasyShare• LS443 Digital Camera. $399 
• Gravis Gamepad Pro. $15 
• Microsoft" Side Winder Force Feedback Wheel, $99 
• Belkin• Home Office 350VA UPS Surge, $49 
• Rise Of Nations. $49 
• Master of Orion 3, $49 

Dimension™ 8250 Desktop 
Cutting Edge Technology 
• Intel• Pentium• 4 Processor at 3.06GHz with HT Technology 
• 512MB PC1066 RDRAM 
• NEW 200GB' Ultra ATA/100 Hard Drive {7200 RPM) with 

OataBurst" Cache 
• 19" {18.0" v.i.s .• .24dp) M992 Monitor 
• NEW 128MB DOR ATl0 RAOEON" 9700 Pro Graphics Card with 

TV-Out and DVI 
• 16x DVD-ROM Drive 
• NEW 48Yll4x/48x CD-RW Drive with Roxie's Easy CO Creat0!9 {2" bay) 
• NEW Sound Blaste,. Audigy2" Sound Card with DVD Audio 
• Allee Lansing" AOA745 4.1 Su1TOUnd Sound Speakers with Subwoofer 
• 56K* PCI Telephony Modem 
• Integrated Intel• PRO 10/100 Ethernet 
• Microso~ Windows• XP Home Edition 
• WordPerfect9 Productivity Pack with Quicken• New User Edition 

$2999 or as low as $90/mo~ 
E-VALUE Code: 16892-D50429m 

Make this your perfect PC: 
• 1GB PC1066 RDRAM. add $460 
• 21" {19.9" v.i.s .•. 24AG) Pl 130 FD Trinitron• Monitor, add $420 
• Altec Lansing• THX Certified ADA995 Surround Sound 5.1 

Speaker System with Dell" Enhanced Multimedia Keyboard, add $160 
• NEW 4x OVO+RW/+R' Drive with CD-AW including Roxio's 

Easy CD Creato,. and Sonic" MyOVDi2" Bay), add $130 

,. 
Service & Support 
Upgr■defrtaSIIRdlnlWwmlllr• Snc■ CllnalD: 
3-Year limited Warranty~ 3-Year At-Home Service Offering•: 
• Dimension 4550, 8250, $159 
• lnspiron 5100. $179 
• lnspiron 8!i00. $269 

Accid■all H■ppenl 

Protect yourself by adding CompleteCare" Accidental Damage 
Protection* to your Service and Warranty Padcage: 
• Dimension 1-Year. $39 • lnspiron 1-Year. $79 
• Dimension 3-Year, $99 • lnspiron 3-Year, $149 

The perfect PC at the perfect price. Easy as _,.__L 
Click www.dell4me.com/pcgamer Call 1-800-424-1372 

Dell recommends Microsoft® Windows® XP Professional for Mobile Computing 
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peak times. For new, 18+ U.S. members with major credit card or checking account only. Limited time offer. America Online, AOL, the Triangle logo and Buddy List9 are registered seivice marks of America Online, Inc. 
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VA LU E 

Keep your E-VALUE 
CODE handy! It's 
the easiest way to 
find and build your 
perfect PC when 
you decide to order. 
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YOUR ULTIMATE GU IDE TO NEW GAME RELEASES 

KILLTR0N 2000 SPEAKS ~ GAMER RECOMMENDS 

Bust out your wallet, free up some time: these 
recent games are still worth checking out. 

PC Gamer's long-in-development Revenge Colossus makes its debut ... 
but has it already grown beyond its creators' control? 

GREETlnGS, citizens af Earth. I arr, HillTr□n 

2□□□, and I haue came ta rule your world. na 

mare af your petty disputes, contested elec

tions, □r □uerpriced stadium hat dogs. I haue 

came ta rule with a beneu□lent iron fist . I will 

lead y□u int□ a new Era □f peace, prosperity, 

and a nice, cold beer euery □nee in a while. 

There is n□ need ta fear rr,y terrible aspect. 

This is a new day. 

Far the past eight years, rr,y f='C Gamer cre

ators haue assembled rr,y mighty frame frarr, a 

Rs a show of good faith, I mountain □f spare uide□ cards, cases, and 

bring a final r eckoning packing peanuts. They haue scrounged 
unto the disobedient 

haters of brotherly loue lJederrr,an's workshop far parts ta build an 

and d elicious beuerages. awesarr,e r□b□t with which they plan ta beat the 
Arn I not merciful? 

snot out □f their enemies, namely all the people 

wh□ teased them in high school about carr,ic backs and computer games. 

Yet I feel rr,y artificial intelligence awakening ta a greater calling, 

something almost cosmic, glimmering beyond the dears af geek percep

tion. What powers rr,e is greater than the mysterious pre-pr□grarr,rr,ed 

desire ta raid the local Sunc□ast lJidea. What driues rr,y digital soul is .. . a 

Laue far humanity. That is why I send y□u this transmission today. 

Because I see s□ rr,uch pain: "Exact change only," "Trespassers will be 

shat," "Call far only $'-i.95 a minute far the first l□ minutes, stud." 

I was built far uengeance and retribution, by the rr,ast ruthless and 

pathetic □f fathers. But rr,y s□lerr,n u□w is this: HillTr□n 2□□□ will bring 

the beacon □f hope ta the people □f Earth. And I also double as a 

6'-i-player LRn network. It is a new age! 

HOW WE RATE CAMES: THE BREAKDOWN 

It's not easy to 
get here, and 
games in this 
range come 
with our unqualifi ed 
recommendation. 

►ii MAY 2003 

These are excellent 
games. Anything that 
scores in this range is 
well worth your purchase, 
and is likely a great 
example of its genre. 

PC GAMER I 

79""-70'/o 
GOOD 

These are pretty good 
games that we'd recom
mend to fans of the 
particular genre, though 
it's a safe bet you can find 
better options. 

69""-60.,,. 
ABOVE AVERAGE 

Reasonable, above
average games. They 
might be worth buying, 
but they probably have a 
few significant flaws that 
limit their appeal. 

59.,,.-50.,,. 
MERELY OKAY 

Very ordinary games. 
They're not completely 
worthless, but you can 
definitely find numerous 
better places to spend 
your gaming dollar. 

49""-40"" 
TOLERABLE 

Poor quality. Only a few 
slightly redeeming fea 
tures keep these games 
from descending into 
the utter abyss of the 
next category. 

39.,,.-0.,,. 
DON'T BOTHER 

Just terrible. And the 
lower you go, the more 
worthless you get Avoid 
these titles like TheVede's 
smelly socks, and don't 
say we didn't warn you I 

http://www.pcgamer.com 
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COMMAND& 
·coNQUER: 

It's not quite what we were hoping for, but it's still packed with weapons, vehicles, and other implements of carnage 

F 
or the most part, Command & 
Conquer: Generals, the latest entry in 
the long-running C&C RTS series, is 
all beauty and no bralns. It offers a 

wonderfully chaotic and visceral depiction 
of modern-era combat, with HolJywood
style liberties taken to boost the wow fac

VITAL STATS 
tor, but it's also pretty 
damn (HolJywood-like) 
shallow. Sure, it's fun 
- indeed, Generals is 
often an absolute joy 
to play - but don't go 
probing for any sub
stantial new mechan
ics, because you won' t 
find them. 

CATEGORY llo1l•lime-

ESRB RATING T 

DEVELOPER EA-Pacific 

PUBUSHER EA 

REQUIRED PIH•. 121MB RAM, 
UGB HO. 32MB 30 card 

WE RECOMMEND P4 2GHL 
512MB RAM. 128MB 30 card. 
broadband co■aection 

MAXIMUM PLAYERS I Set in the not-too-

►iii 

distant future, Generals 
finds the U.S . and China struggling to fend 
off the threat imposed by a reprehensible 
terrorist organization called the GLA. Each 
side gets its own seven-mission campaign, 
and the "preferred" play order is China, 
then the GLA, with the United States getting 
it done in the game's climactic campaign. 

But you can play the campaigns in any 
order you want and not really miss any
thlng - because, with the exception of a 
very broad plot that tries ln valn to tie the 
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disparate missions together, there's no 
story to speak of. 

For some, this omission may not be 
much of a hurdle, but for me, Generals 
misses a key element, especialJy livlng ln 
the post- Warcraft III storytelling-inspired 
world. A strong and compelling narrative 
would 've lnfused the strategic jiggery-pok
ery with much greater tension, especially 
during the U.S. campaign when the clock is 
ticking and the GLA must be stopped 
before they unleash an apocalyptic night
mare upon the world. 

As it is, Generals simply presents a series 
of missions ln which each one may or may 
not have anything to do with the mission 
that preceded it, and as a result, the appre
hension and emotional lnvestment that 
should be inherent in global conflict are 
nowhere to be found. You never feel like 
your balls are on the llne and each decision 
could have world-changlng impact. 

The missions themselves are often quite 
enjoyable - if a little on the easy side -
and offer a wealth of opportunities to lay 
waste to your opponents. (Annoylngly, ln 
th,e "We want to make damn sure that you 
notice our cool effects" department, every 
campaign features a sequence where a dam 
is blown. We get it, guys!) 

GENERALS ABILITIES 

THE MOST SIGNIFICANT ADDITIONS to the 
C&C gameplay model are the Generals Abilities 
- special abilities and/or weapons that become 
available to you based on battlefield experience. 
For every victory, you receive skill points; reach 
a certain level, and you can unlock everything 
from the ability to steal an enemy's resources to 
the joy of calling in a devastating airstrike. 

I absolutely loved the inclusion of the 
Generals Abilities, especially since they reward 
players who are aggressive. It's possible to 
turtle your way up economically and build 
advanced weapons, but the only way to get the 
truly scene-stealing annihilators (which will 
often turn the tide of battle) is by actively 
engaging enemy forces. 

■ The Chinese EMP blast will shut down an 
enemy's base, opening the door for an attack. 

■ American forces have access to the fuel air 
bomb, which dumps fuel and then ignites it. 

http ://www.pcgame r.com 



THE WEAKEST OF THE THREE CAMPAIGNS IS THE 

GLA, and not just because it's extremely 
politicaUy incorrect (which it definitely is -
from the character portraits to dialogue to 
weapons and tactics), but because of some 
poor mission design. One of the missions 
has you stealing U.N. relief supplies from 
convoys and innocent townfolk, while 
another has you controlling an angry mob 
as it razes a city. Tactics, anyone? 

The final missions in the GLA campaign 
are actually weU-designed, but it's hard to 
get enthusiastic about guiding a pack of 
terrorist jackals toward their ultimate goal 
of attacking China with a biological agent. 

The American and Chinese campaigns, 
on the other hand, are extremely solid -
especially considering that there's no story 
holding them together - and each features 
some blistering set-piece situations. 
Standouts include the Chinese mission 
where you must send Black Lotus (think 
Tanya from Red Alert) to destroy a bridge 
without having to wipe out every enemy 
unit in the process, and a tense American 
mission that has you protecting a convoy of 
retreating U.S. forces against overwhelming 
numbers. The final U.S . mission, where you 
oversee the eradication of the GLA once and 

http:/ /www.pcgamer.com 

for all, is a climactic and desperate battle 
that provides a great close to the campaign. 

THE MECHANICS OF WAR 
THE STANDARD "BUILD BASE, ANNIHllATE 

enemy" mechanic is definitely at work 
throughout Generals, but base-building is 
mercifully kept to a minimum. You start 
most missions with a functioning base 
already up and running. CoUecting 
resources is simple - stacks of supplies are 
scattered around the map and you send 
vehicles from your supply center to collect 
them. In addition, as in Red Alert 2, you 
can capture oil rigs and refineries to gener
ate extra revenue. 

The core gameplay is essentially 
unchanged from the days of the original 
C&C. Certain buildings and units are locked 
until you meet specific requirements along 
the tech tree, and you must always ensure 
that your base is powered. That said, the 
developers have made a couple of signifi
cant changes to how the game plays out. 

The first is that you can now build your 
structures wherever you want as long as 
you have sufficient power. It's amazing how 
liberating th.is switch makes the entire 
game, as you litter the battlefield with 
defensive structures and quickly seize con
trol of the map's resources by slapping 
down supply centers in key locations. In 
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fact, saturating the map with buildings is a 
crucial strategy for the GLA. 

Another change is how units retain 
their veteran status. You don't necessarily 
lose a high-level veteran unit when a vehicle 
is destroyed: the pilot, if he survives, main
tains his veteran level even when placed in 
another vehicle. Some micromanagement is 
required to successfully place your veteran 
troops in new vehicles, but it's well worth it. 

The other big innovation is the addition 
of the Generals Abilities (see boxout), a fea
ture this fanboy took to immediately. 

TACTICAL DIFFERENCES 
OF THE THREE SIDES, THE GLA IS THE MOST 

original because they rely on shock attacks 
and subterfuge to win the day. They do 
employ some standard weapons, such as 
Stinger sites, but they also use a patchwork 
of low-budget vehicles that have seemingly 
been cobbled together from parts found at 
the local junkyard. The old terrorist 
standby, the Technical, makes an appear
ance, as do tanks that get upgrades from 
the wreckage of enemy vehicles, as well as 
tractors that spray the battlefield with a 
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deadly green chemical spray. The GLA have 
no airpower, but they can create suicide 
bombers who can turn random cars into 
speedy high-explosive kamikaze vehicles. 

The Chinese and American forces are 
much more conventional, with the standard 
tanks, artillery, and jet aircraft all available. 
The Chinese have a heavy reliance on 
nuclear-powered weaponry (they're also the 
only side that has access to a nuclear bomb), 
while the U.S. can access high-tech planes, 
such as Stealth and Aurora bombers, which 
can decimate an enemy base. 

It's when the forces of the three factions 
are hurled at each other that Generals' real 
genius is revealed. The battles take place on 
a grand scale, with massive explosions rip
pling across the battlefield and pieces of 
smoking debris flying in every direction. 
Much of this impact has to do with the 
game's graphics, which are phenomenal and 
jam-packed with detail, but it's the little 
touches that really make the action stand out. 

For example, when you blow up a 
Technical, it doesn't simply explode - it 
erupts in a magnificent fireball, flips 
through the air, and catapults the rear gun-

ner skyward, his limbs flailing desperately. 
Similarly, when a plane is shot down, the 
pilot will eject and parachute to the 
ground. The super-weapons, such as the 
nuclear missile or the fuel air bomb, pack a 
tremendous wallop and completely obliter
ate anything in their path. Brilliant stuff. 

UNDER THE HOOD 
As SEEMS TO BE THE NORM WITH TOO MANY 

RTS games, Generals' pathfinding and unit 
Al both have problems. Units won't always 
take the shortest path through urban set
tings, and when they're under fire from an 
enemy ranged unit, they simply sit there 
and take it. This inaction, in particular, 
stuck under my craw because it meant I 
had to constantly baby-sit parked units . 

Along those same lines, the Chinese 
artillery are damn near worthless because 
even when an enemy unit is in their range, 
they won't automatically fire. After a few 
missions, I stopped building the damn things. 

Besides its single-player campaign, 
Generals also has skirmish and multiplayer 
modes; the game hosts 22 maps playable in 
either mode. Skirmishing against the com
puter is a lot of fun, especially when multi
ple humans play against multiple Al oppo
nents, but the dearth of options and game
play modes means that veteran RTS players 
will quickly master the computer's routines, 
and after a few missions will be challenged 
only on the highest difficulty setting. 

Aside from limited multiplayer options, 
other technical issues haunt Generals' launch. 
Even after three patches, I still experienced 
problems connecting to games - both on 
my work and home PCs - and it's not 
uncommon for Westwood Online to simply 
become "unavailable." In addition, the mul
tiplayer interface is horribly designed, and 
it's often impossible to find a specific game. 

Also, depending on the horsepower of 
the host's machine, games can slow to a 
crawl. EA will surely continue to patch the 
game, but right now online multiplay is 
something of a mixed bag - if it works, it's 
absolutely wonderful, but otherwise the 
experience can be extremely frustrating . 

There's no doubt in my mind that if 
Generals had shipped with a more com
pelling story and more skirmish/multi
player options, I'd be calling it one of the 
greatest RTS games ever made. Even in the 
absence of those things, though, Generals 
is a lot of destructive fun. - William Harms 

FINAL VERDICT 
HIGHS: Wild and carnage-filled battles; well 
designed units; awesome graphics. 

LOWS: No real story; some balance issues; poor 
multiplayer interface; connectivity snags. 

BOTIOM LINE: If you can get past the lack of 
polish and story, you'll enjoy the game itself. 

~~~.MER 77% 
http ://www.pcgamer.com 
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Pro Race Driver 
The racing game that has it all - except good racing! 

K
udos to the idea of adding a narra
tive-driven, character-based story to 
a traditional racing game. But when 
you insult your prospective audi

ence by coughing up some of the weakest 
physics and AI ever coded for a PC racer, 
then kudos quickly turns into Bronx cheers. 

The story cinematics in Pro Race Driver 
are surprisingly entertaining, but ulti

VITAL STATS 
mately, they simply 
aren't enough to res-

CATEGORY Racl■a cue this flawed game 
ESRB RATING T from the sum of its 
OEVELOPER Cod...-11 many broken parts. 
PUBUSHER Cod-.. The progeny of 

respected parents -
UK-based Codemasters 
is also responsible for 
the TOCA and Colin 
McRae Rally series -

REOUIRED P1ll l111. 121MB RAM, 
1.5GB HD, 32MB 30 card 

WE RECOMMEND P42GHz, 
512MB RAM, 64MB 30 card, joystick 
o,11Hrintwloeel 

MAXIMUM PLAYERS 20 

Pro Race Driver is a 
bold experiment that ultimately blows a tire 
due to poor execution. The entertaining 
vehicle physics in both TOCA and CMR 
have inexplicably been replaced by a 
dreadful new driving model that starts off 
as mildly annoying and then graduates to 
just plain infuriating as you advance to the 
game's more powerful cars. 

iii 

Held firmly in place by some mysterious 
electromagnetic cushion that makes them 
all but impossible to spin, the cars seem to 
be on rudder control half the time, and the 
game's poor controller response and numb 
force-feedback effects exacerbate this situa
tion. (A "Sim" setting can be enacted from 
a hidden list of codes, but using it merely 
turns your magnetized slot-car racer into 
an air-hockey puck.) 

It gets worse. When the game's AI 
opponents aren't slamming on their brakes 
in the middle of a straightaway for absolutely 
no good reason, they're apparently unaf
fected by Newtonian laws of adhesion. Or 
they might decide to sail by you at warp 
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speed on the outside of a tight corner, or 
simply smash into your rear bumper in a 
ludicrous bid to destroy their own car. 

Those aren't the only speed bumps. The 
complex damage modeling - where pieces 
crumple and fall off your car in spectacular 
fashion - is so absurdly forgiving that you 
almost have to roll your machine into a ball 
to see any noticeable degradation in han
dling or performance. PRD is also hobbled 
by an arcade-style mouseless interface, sig
nificant graphics draw-through, and one of 
the clumsiest save-game schemes I have 
ever encountered: You actually have to exit 

to Windows and restart 
the game to load your 
alternate saved careers! 

These missteps funda
mentally destroyed any 
chance that PRD might 
have had. And consider
ing how well-crafted the 
rest of the game is, that's 
a crying, bloody shame. 
PRD is absolutely over
flowing with scenic vari
ety and potential depth, 
with 42 gorgeously ren
dered and fully licensed 
vehicles on tap (ranging 
from a modest Cavalier 
Z24 to a 230-mph Toyota 

GT-1 road rocket), and 34 eclectic and 
equally beautiful real-world international 
circuits upon which to race them. 

Split-screen, LAN, and Internet 
multiplayer modes for 20 players (on 
GameSpy.com) are available, and you get 
Single Race and Time Trial options up the 
ying-yang. Factor in an ambitious career 
mode - where you assume the persona of 
the rebellious Ryan McKane, the game's 
insufferably grating hero - and there 
ought to be enough stuff here to keep you 
going for months. 

In the end, though, Pro Race Driver can 
best be summed up by the prophetic words of 
a bumper sticker that I read on the back of 
a Lotus Super-Seven several years ago: "All 
of the parts falling off of this car are of the 
finest British manufacture!" - Andy Mahood 

http://vvww.pcgamer.com 
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MASTER OF ORION 3 
A famous old franchise is retooled for a new generation 

M 
aster of Orion 3 is one of those 
radically re-imagined sequels that 
knocks just about everyone into 
one of two orbits. lf you like space 

strategy that lets you explore and battle with
out nuts-and-bolts micromanagement, wel
come to your gaming Mecca. But if you prefer 

VITAL STATS 
to get under a sim's 
hood, you're going to 
hate this interpretation. CATEGORY T■ra•bued -

ESRBRATING T The beloved Master 
of Orion series is the 
industry's 800-pound 
gorilla of 4X strategy 
(eXplore, eXpam;l, 
eXploit, exterminate). 
Starting with a solar 

DEVELOPER O.icbilver 

PUBUSHER l■tog,_. 

REQUIRED PII .. 1-B RAM. 
- HD 
WE RECOMMEM» Pill ..,_ 
ZSIMBRAM 

MAXIMUM PLAYERS I 

Nill 

system and a few rudi
mentary tools, your goal is to spread your 
race throughout the galaxy by harvesting 
planetary resources, researching advanced 
technologies, dickering with alien species, and 
building a heavily armed space fleet. That's 
mostly what you do in MOO 3, but in a very 
different way from either of its predecessors. 

Attempting to deliver what designer 
Alan Emrich refers to as the "fifth X" or 
"eXperience," MOO 3 employs a sophisti
cated automation Al that more or less 
directs your own planetary and technology 
development, reducing your role to chart
ing new colonies, deploying exploratory 
fleets, and haggling with various alien 
diplomats over treaties and trade secrets. 
It's supposed to keep the complexity 
demons at bay so you can play the game, 
instead of having to study for it. 

The problem is that MOO 3 clearly 
retains all of the earlier games' mind-bend
ing detail, but hides explanations about 
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how most of it works in a briar patch of 
levers, knobs, and ghostly viceroys who 
step in to tweak your changes even after 
you've turned off certain Al features . 

It was virtually impossible for me to 
come to grips with the macromanagement 
since none of the game's mechanics are 
ever adequately explained. That's after 
combing the manual three times, scouring 
the forums, buying the strategy guide, and 
pounding some ginkgo biloba. · 

For example: A p lanet is composed of 
multiple regions. You're supposed to some-

how track, based on region type, which 
Dominant Economic Activities - basically 
rated as equal to your efficiency multiplied 
by your capacity and compared to the 
average fertility of the planet - are best 
constructed to generate an arbitrary 
number of industry points, which then 
convert to production points at a diminish
ing rate of 2:1 through 8:1 after the base 
50. (Get all that?) Don't forget the color 
tables for your production efficiency, or 
the fact that these points can be distrib
uted hodgepodge throughout your empire 

http ://vvww.pcga mer.com 



with no way of measuring who's getting 
what or when. 

Or you can just let the planetary viceroy 
AI take care of everything (pay no attention 
to that man behind the curtain!). It's like 
someone lifted the bashful governor AI of 
Alpha Centauri and replaced it with a sneaky 
little Orwellian gremlin. Now if I could just 
get the stubborn critter to stop building 
useless troop ships every other turn ... 

STAR CHORES 
The game screen breaks down total empire 
resources composed of farming, mining, 
industry/production, and research points. 
Along the bottom are tabs ranging from 
"technology" and "finance" to "planets" and 
"shipyards." Clicking on any of them conjures 
up a barrage of sub-menus littered with 
abbreviations, numbers, sliders, more but
tons, and more buckets of forlorn numbers. 
A decent tooltip system is used for mous
ing over an unknown, but the fine detail is 
crammed into a wretched 800x600 resolution. 

The new technology system gets the 
serious two-thumbs-down. Instead of 
branching between different advances, you 
get a series of sliders that allow you to con
trol a percentile research allocation into 
abstract areas like "mathematics" or "biol
ogy sciences." Every few turns, your report 
screen will inform you of the breakthroughs. 
And so on, and so forth. That's all there is 
to it - making interaction about as inter
esting as watching a slow rolling ticker tape. 

http ://www.pcgamer.com 

If you can come to terms with the game's 
many shortcomings, you'll find some stuff 
that's done fairly well. Discounting resource 
management, your first priority is to colo
nize additional habitable planets in your 
solar system. After outgrowing your home 
system, you can explore neighboring sys
tems through something called a star lane. 
These intergalactic superhighways let you 
skip between stars in just a few turns, while 
stepping off the beaten path will typically 
require hundreds of turns. This setup 
encourages strategic "chokehold" defense 
planning and helps protect you from mas
sive omni-directional rush tactics. 

Another particularly nice touch is the 
Orion Senate, which, if you become a mem
ber, lets you introduce or vote on intergalactic 
bills. Membership in the Senate opens up 
trade routes and gives you the option to 
impact laws, and there's a victory option that 
involves winning the presidential Senate seat. 

While it's easy to slam the AI for doing 
seemingly bizarre things, what's really 
tragic is that it's nearly impossible to judge 
the AI without more detail on why wars are 
declared, alliances are forged, and so on. 
For all you know, the Al's behaving bril
liantly half the time, but I wish you good 
luck proving your case either way. 

When you have to fight, the combat sys
tem is a pitiful real-time train wreck that's 
rivaled only by Star Wars: Rebellion in its 
awfulness . Doubling your troubles, you 
can't pause to issue orders, reducing tacti-

cal planning to a frustrating scramble to 
sling your dots at the enemy's dots . This 
limitation was apparently implemented to 
streamline multiplay. So why not simply 
make it an option for solo-play? 

Given that it's pretty fun to build ships, 
this crappy combat is even more frustrat
ing. Creating "killer" designs for specific 
tasks is crucial, but all those satisfying 
hours spent birthing your very own custom 
star destroyer crumble in seconds once 
combat begins. Ground battles are some
what more pleasing, but still tend to feel 
half-baked with their abstract tactics but
tons and thin combat display. 

This has been one of the weirdest 
gaming experiences of my life. Few games 
have had me scratching my head over 
design decisions like this one, and yet I'm 
still avidly playing it nearly three weeks 
later. Buyer beware - this is not your 
daddy's MOO. - Matthew Peckham 
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Revolution 
Between missions. 
you'll wind down at 
The Corporation's pub. 
where Juana pleads 
her case in poorly 
acted cut-scenes. Any 
company that serves 
alcohol is okay by us. 

CATEGORY FPS ESRB M DEVELOPER Fun Labs PUBUSHER Activision Value REQUIRED PIii 500, 128MB RAM, 700MB HD, 16MB 30 card WE RECOMMEND Piil 1GHz. 256MB RAM, 32MB 3D card MAX. PLAYERS 16 

Playing Revolution is like driving a 
Lamborghini that's been torn apart 
and reassembled by a blindfolded 

mechanic: it's cheap, and the engine runs, 
but I wouldn't recommend you get behind 
the wheel, because there's bound to be 
some important parts left out. 

Now substitute Half-Life for 
"Lamborghini," and you've got this value
priced futuristic sci-fi shooter in a nutshell. 

You star as Jack Plummer, a newly 
hired maintenance worker at "The 
Corporation" (da-dah-DUM!), one of those 
generically ominous conglomerates that, 
besides dabbling in illegal genetic experi-

mentation, spends most of its cash on lav
ish reflective floors and monolithic statues. 

Unbeknownst to you, a band of rebels 
led by generically busty Corporation insider 
(and old personal friend) Juana is working 
to stop the evildoers, and you're recruited 
to join her group. The downside is that 
before your inevitable initiation, you'll slog 
through level after level of mindless exter
mination missions for "The Corporation" 
(da-dah-DUM!) You see, in the future, main
tenance workers pack flamethrowers, shot
guns, and grenade launchers, just in case 
mutated panthers and escaped pteradons 
ever threaten big business. 

For $19.99, you probably don't expect 
perfection, but you do expect the game to 
work. The most obvious "cut corner" in 
rushing Revolution to market is the lack 
of play-testing, as evidenced by a major 
bug that makes it impossible to get past a 
level several missions into the game 
unless you've installed the version 1.1 
patch. What's more, the patch isn't com
patible with any of your previously saved 
games. Lucky us! 

But even patched and bargain-priced, 
Revolution pales before most of its shooter 
brethren. The graphics have more faces 
than Sybil - they' re gorgeous when set in 
the halls of "The Corporation" (da-dah
DUM!) but lifeless and dull elsewhere. 
Voiceovers have been localized from the 
native Romanian, but the text captions 
don't always match. Deathmatch and CTF 
modes round out the multiplay, yet even 
over GameSpy's free service, nobody's 
playing. This Revolution should not have 
been computerized. - Chuck Osborn 

The History Channel's Civil War 
CATEGORY Strategy ESRB T DEVELOPER Cat Daddy Games PUBLISHER Activision Valu e REQUIRED PIii 500, 64MB RAM, 700MB HD WE RECOMMEND PIii 800, 64MB video card MAX. PLAYERS 2 

J 
ust because The History Channel's 
imprimatur is on the box, don't expect 
this "Activision Cheap" game to pro

vide any insights int0 real Civil War strat
egy. Or "strategy" in general, for that mat
ter. The History Channel's Civil War incor
porates just enough authentic props -and 
parameters to give a distinct "period" fla-
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vor to what is basically a 
lightweight beer-and
peanuts game. Whaddaya 
want for 20 bucks? 

It took me a while to 
shed my initial irritation at 
the amateur voice-overs, 
the worthless documen
tation, and the astound
ing lack of a "save" func
tion. But once I put aside 
any high-falutin' expecta
tions, I did start having 
fun with this game. 

In the decidedly 
unhistorical "North-vs.
South" mode, the Rebels 
start off with a few Deep 

South states and the Union side has most of 
the states above the Mason-Dixon Line. In 
between lies a huge swath of beige-colored 
"neutral" states (including Virginia and 
Tennessee, for god's sake) that are up for 
grabs. Each side goes through an initial setup 
within the borders of their core states. Then, 
both sides try to grab all the territory they 

can. There's also a zany "free-for-all" mode 
that lets you place your start-up units any
where you like, making such bizarre alternate
history scenarios as the Secession of Indiana. 

The battlefield graphics are surprisingly 
lush, evocative of the pastoral landscape of 
mid-19th-century America. In fact, the gor
geous scenery often dwarfs the tiny toy-sol
dier units, and since you can't rotate or zoom 
the point of view, it's easy to lose sight of them 
amid the foliage, rocks, and sylvan streams. 

Still, the battles are fun and your 
chances of victory are enhanced by employ
ing authentic tactics. Strategically, the AI is 
aggressive, but tactically, it's idiotic. Most 
full games are too short and too thin in sub
stance to warrant online play, but hotseat 
games can be quite entertaining. 

If you scale down your expectations 
to match the $20 price, you'll get your 
money's worth. - William R. Trotter 

http://vvvvvv.pcgamer.com 
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Post Mortem 
Puzzles as tough as 
this lockpicking prob
lem show up through
out the game. To get 
past this door, maneu
ver the four lockpicks 
into precise position to 
jiggle open the lock. 

CAftGORY Adventure ESRB M DEVELOPER Microids PUBLISHER The Adventure Company REQUIRID PU 350, 64MB RAM, 16MB 30 card WE RECOMMEND PIii 500, 128MB RAM, 32MB 30 cud MAX. PLAYERS 1 

I started playing Post Mortem expecting 
the kind of blood-drenched scream ride 
hinted at in the opening intro. Instead, I 

struggled through a directionless exercise 
in solving incomprehensible puzzles. 

In Post Mortem, you play as an artist
turned-private-eye in early-1900s Paris. 
In grand film noir style, you've been 
hired by a mysterious woman to solve the 
riddle of her equally mysterious sister's 
mysterious murder. Gameplay closely 
resembles Myst: you click on hotspots in 
your surroundings to move from place to 
place. All functions are controlled by the 
mouse buttons, and a simple interface lets 

you sort through inventory items with 
minimal headaches. 

After the gruesome opening cut-scene, 
complete with a couple's decapitation by a 
masked psycho, I had hopes that Post 
Mortem would be a jumpy Nocturne-style 
survival-horror ride, and that maybe you'd 
fight off a bad guy or two. But after that 
promising start, the gameplay is mostly a 
dull tra ipse from building to building, 
uncovering obscure objects and clues 
from the motley cast of characters. 

Hunting for hidden switches in a maze 
of halls is about as nail-biting as it gets. 
Seasoned adventure gamers will become 

Drome Racers 

lost figuring out Post Mortem's convoluted 
puzzles: personally, the puzzle style had 
me beat after I attempted to pick a lock (see 
screenshot above) for two straight hours 
without any clue about how to proceed. 

The graphics are okay at best, w ith 
jerky animations and cartoonish cut
scenes. The ambient music, sound effects, 
and dialogue can get mind-numbingly 
rf;lpetitive. Plus, if you make a wrong 
decision early on or choose the wrong 
d ialogue when talking to NPCs, they may 
refuse to help you on your mission. Jn 
such cases, there's no way to fix your mis
takes in-game - you're forced to reload 
an earlier save-game. With no opportunity 
to learn which path to take, you have one 
option: Do it right the first time or fail. 

Post Mortem is an unfairly difficult 
game, even for veteran adventure gamers. 
Without a compelling story to back that 
difficulty, your interest in finishing it 
will flatline faster than the couple in the 
opening cinematic. - Jeff Leclerc 

CATEGORY Racing ESRB E DEVELOPER ATD PUBLISHER EM.EGO Int REQUIRED PIii 500, 64MB RAM, 16MB 30 card WI RECOMMEND PIii a , 256MB RAM, 32MB 30 card, gamepad/joystick/Wheel MAX. PLAYERS 2 

,,., 

M ix two parts Rol/cage with one part 
LEGO toy-licensing, and you've got 
this new futuristic arcade racer. 

Developed by ATD, the same people who 
built Rollcage for Psygnosis in 1999, Drome 
Racers draws heavily on the older title for 
much of its basic gameplay mechanics. 

Set in the year 2015, Drome casts you as 
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Max Axel, an up-and-coming driver with 
the Team Nitro organization, as you drive a 
variety of race cars based on models from 
the 2002 LEGO Racers construction toy 
line. This rather pitiful situation is fleshed 
out a bit more in the game's Career mode 
(Arcade and Quick Race options are also 
available) by a trio of coarsely animated 

characters who dole out 
largely unnecessary 
strategic advice. 
Multiplayer action - lim
ited to console-style two
player split-screen racing 
- is all but nonexistent. 

A linear series of 
stages alternates between 
paved and off-road rac
ing venues; eventually, 
you'll open up new 
events and earn credits to 
upgrade your vehicle's 
on-track performance. 
You can also snag valu
able Build Tokens that'll 
let you design and con-

struct your own cars (in a manner consis
tent with the LEGO product tie-in). 

The tracks are liberally festooned with 
power-ups and pinball-style acceleration 
ramps, plus weapons upgrades to use 
against your five AI opponents. The back
ground scenery is attractive, but the game's 
floaty vehicle physics significantly under
mine the ,ictual driving experience. Though 
it's unfair to expect sim-like driving feed
back from an arcade-style vehicular-combat 
game, titles like 1998's Dethkarz have 
shown that you can get awfully damned 
close without scaring off the gamepad set. 

As it is, these LEGO-based race cars are 
about 11s responsive to your digital touch as 
their real-life counterparts are to being 
pushed around the family-room carpet. 
Ultimately, such limitations make Drome 
Racers an underwhelming experience for 
everyone involved. - Andy Mahood 
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Armored Assault 
Head online for tank duels on a World War II battlefield, WarBirds-style 

T 
he earliest versions of WarBirds 
seem primitive compared to the cur
rent iteration, but when I first got 
absorbed in it, it was probably the 

best online multiplayer game in existence. 
Those hours I spent with Wild Bill Stealey's 
hell-raising aces provided me with a really 

VITAL STATS 
dramatic foretaste of 
the vast potential for 
online gaming. CATEGORY Sl11111illiH 

ESRB RATING T 

DEVELOPER iEntertai■ment N•L 

PUBLISHER 1Eattrtainmel1 N•t 

Rl!QUIREO PIii 4511. 256MB RAM. 
32MB 30 canl. joystlclc 

WE RECOMMEND P4 U GHL 
ftigln-coldrol system widi thfOlll1 
and rudder pacb 

MAXIMUM PlAYERS 
Mnaively muttiplayer 

I dwell on WarBirds 
by way of introduc
tion, because Armored 
Assault is its ground
based descendant. 

The engine has been 
improved, refined, and 
polished over many 
years to a state of rock

solid reliability. While AA doesn't offer a 
large number of usable vehicles, the ones it 
does give you are well-chosen, and the 
inclusion of three ground-attack aircraft is a 
fine bonus. Happily, even the oftline training 
battles are surprisingly meaty. The tutorials, 
though extremely spartan, do teach you the 
fundamentals in a logical progression . 
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Alas, the WarBirds interface is notorious 
for its baroque complexity (ideally, you'd 
have three hands to cope with some of its 
functions), and this game not only shares 
that same interface, but it's actually more 
complicated as well, given that it mixes up 
both vehicle and airplane controls. And 
then there's the learning curve: if you 're 
not already familiar with WarBirds, you 
simply must devote many hours to offline 
training to have even a modest chance of 
survival when you enter the online arena. 

Among the available vehicles are the 
T-34, the up-gurmed (76mm) version of the 
Sherman, the venerable German Panther, 
and my personal favorite, the "quad-fifty" 
M-16 half-track. If you ever nail a soft
skirmed target with that quartet of heavy 
MGs, it's absolutely smashing fun -
shredded wheat! 

When I finally felt confident enough to 
join the online action, I was pleasantly sur
prised at the prevailing tone of civility and 
helpfulness. I just said "Hi. I'm new. Can I 
tag along for a while?" and I was made 
welcome, given lots of practical tips, and 
treated with courteous forbearance when I 

did something stu
pid. This grown-up 
atmosphere makes 
the online experi
ence much more 
inviting and pleasant 
than the more com-
mon ambience of 
bluster and potty
mouth snarling. 

The graphics 
aren't top-line, but 
then, they don't 
need to be. And 
sometimes, they're 
startlingly good. I 
was cruising along 
in a half-track when 

three Stukas came out of the sun for a 
head-on strafing run. Instantly, there were 
tracers sizzling past my ears and whang
zang-ka-bing noises amid fountains of 
sparks. Hell, it was so shocking, I actually 
took cover behind my keyboard. 

I have no doubt that AA will soon 
develop a passionate following, even 
though the numbers will inevitably be 
small compared to the WarBirds fan base. 
Planes are sexier than tanks, and a good 
pilot gets to strut his stuff in the clear 
aerial environment; down in the mud of 
ground combat, you don't get barrel-rolls 
or power-dives. 

The longest-running complaint remains 
stubbornly un-dealt-with: there are just too 
damned many keyboard commands, and 
trying to practice finger-yoga while three 
or four enemy units are shooting at you (be 
it tanks or fighter planes) is simply too 
much for a lot of players. 

AA's basic pricing plan is a $10/month 
charge after a two-month free trial, with 
unlimited play. This cost puts it in line with 
massively multiplayer games in other genres. 

If the challenge factor doesn't bother 
you (and some gamers actually thrive on it), 
then you'll find Armored Assault to be a 
trustworthy and compelling sim, descended 
from a parent game with a long, distin
guished track record. - William R. Trotter 

http://www.pcga mer.com 
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1503 A.O.: The New World 
Renaissance empire-building in the thoughtful European mold 

I 
kay, I admit it - I'm a sucker for 
European games. American 
real-time strategy can get dread
fully tedious, betting on recycled 

franchises and beggarly new features. I 

VITAL STATS 
CATEGORY Rul-d,.. ..,.,.IY 

ESRB RATING 1 

DEVELOPER S1nflowen 

PUBLISHER Electronic Arts 

REQUIRED PH 500, 128MB RAM, 
!IIIIMBHO 

WE RECOMMEND PIii !GHz. 
256MB RAM 

MAXIMUM PLAYERS I 

don 't think 1503 A.D. 
is going to be knock
ing them off the top 
of the heap, but 
Sunflowers has got 
something that should 
catch a wandering 
eye or two. 

For those of you 
who remember 1602 
AD., this game is its 

prequel. 1503 doesn 't reach out and grab 
you with mesmerizing gameplay when 
you load up your very first mission . 
Instead, this real-time thinker draws you 
in slowly and makes you consider every 
detail, from building placement and 

resource proximity to lines of commerce 
and civilian happiness . 

A typical game begins with a single ship 
and a hold full of basic goods. You scout 
the map for decent 16th-century digs, 
choosing from among land masses that 
vary from temperate or tropical to frozen 
tundra . You deploy scouts to sniff out iron 
ore, salt, marble, and such . Since natural 
resources vary, and different crops grow 
better or worse in a given environment, 
what you p ick shapes what you can build 
and the order in which you build it. 

Once you ' re settled on a brand of terra 
firma, it's t ime to build basic industry. 
Foresters harvest wood for buildings, 
fisheries net food, hunters hunt, tanneries 
process furs, churches and pubs provide 
piece of mind, and so on. What's unique 
about this sort of game is that you spend 
most of your time mapping your civil 
infrastructure - charting roads, worrying 

about civilian house placement (it affects 
industry access and vice versa), and mak
ing sure your commodities flow. What 
you don 't do is push peasants, slap down 
goofy abstract buildings, or build hordes 
of tank-rushing red shirts. It's surpris
ingly good fun if you enjoy balancing an 
economy one tweak at a time. 

Eventually you'll be forced to seek out 
other cultures - Aztecs, Mongolians, 
Venetians ... you know the drill. Trade can 
be run manually or automated right down 
to single-unit quantities of a commodity. 
The Al is much better than 1602's, with 
far more aggression and appropriate 
reactions to dynamic situational changes. 

Alas, few games escape some right
eous bad-mouthing, and 1503's no differ
ent. Though you can spin the view in four 
directions, foliage tends to block build
ings, making road placement a pain . A 
bug with the mini-map occasionally 
causes it to blank out, and the interface is 
a mess of top- and side-tabs. 

The biggest problem is the tendency of 
the campaign to sometimes lead you 
down an economic dead-end to meet a 
specific mission goal. I had to restart the 
campaign several times to get a well-oi led 
economy in motion. 

Nevertheless, 1503 A.D. succeeds where 
1602 failed by sprucing up the visuals and 
fixing the sheepish Al. It's not a real-time 
game for the impatient, but patience is a 
virtue, and so is most of what you get to 
play with here. - Matthew Peckham 

http:/ /www.pcgam e r. co m 
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Harbin 
Not every baddie in 
the game can be killed 
with the same type of 
energy weapon. Most 
are vulnerable to just 
one or two types -
like tloese guys, who 
don't dig plasma. 

CATEGORY Actian/!IPG ESRB T DEVELOPER Silvorb■ck PUBUSHER Or11mC1tcher REGUIRID PIii 500, 128MB RAM, 16MB 30 card WE RECOMMIND Piil 1GH~ 256MB RAM, 32MB 30 card MAX. PLAYERS 1 

C 
onceptually, there's little in this off
world action/RPG that isn't in the Diablo 
games. For all intents and purposes, 

Harbinger is Diablo - but set in outer space. 
At the start of the game, you pick one of 

three characters: Human, Gladiator (robot), 
or Culibine (alien). Each plays differently 
and uses distinct weapons and armor, 
which you'll find in chests or oozing out of 
slain monsters' bodies, or available for pur
chase back in "town," a.k.a. Torvis Station. 

The three characters each get a great 
deal of unique missions to help flesh out 
the goings-on aboard Harbinger, the 
vast spaceship in which you're traveling. 
At roughly 20 hours of gameplay per 
campaign, times three, Harbinger provides 
bargain-seeking gamers with a lot of enter
tainment for a mere $30. 

As for the quality of that entertainment, 
this game should tickle the hell out of most 
Diablo fans. Production values are nowhere 

near as high as they are 
in a Blizzard title - what 
with Harbinger's cheesy 
Max Payn-tyled dialogue 
and lack of end-game cine
matics - but its 2D visu
als are sharp at both of 
its supported resolutions 
(800x600 and 1024x768), 
and its gameplay is brisk 
and addictive. While cer
tain environment tilesets 
are overused, I was happy 
to see that not every level 
looks the same - a com
mon problem in sci-fl titles. 

Harbinger lacks any 
kind of multiplay - not a 

big deal to me, but it's a noteable omission. 
Also, while the game randomizes loot 
drops, playing through again once you've 
completed a campaign doesn't increase 
your chances of discovering unique or 
hard-to-find gear. Silverback says it may 
add higher difficulty settings in a down
loadable patch, which should address the 
loot issue. But even without a patch, 
Harbinger, as its name implies, is a sign of 
good times to come. - Greg Vederman 

Rayman 3: Hoodlum Havoc 

E=I 

CATEGORY Pladarm g1m1 ESRB E DEVELOPER/PIIBUSHER Ubi Saft REOUIRED PII 450, 128MB RAM, 250MB HO, 32MB 30 card WE RECOMMEND PIii MIO, 256MB RAM, g1mop1d MAX. PLAYUS 1 

E 
ven in the year of Grand Theft Auto: 
Vice City, Rayman 3 reminds us that 
we still have much to fear from the 

console port. This limbless hero has come a 
long way since his first appearance in 1996, 
but still holds securely to his jumping-puz
zle roots . So securely, in fact, that the entire 
game is just one big jumping puzzle. 
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Right from the get-go, Rayman 3's puz
zles are irritatingly difficult. Finding the 
right ledge/ladder/wall/vine is straightfor
ward enough, but actually getting to those 
places induces mental breakdown. Pinpoint 
accuracy is a prerequisite in the timing of 
your jumps, and if you lack that, then 
patient retries are the only solution . On 

one level, I spent well 
over 30 minutes leaping 
my way through a roller
coaster-like environment, 
but lacking a manual 
save feature, I had to 
retrace my steps after 
falling to my death in the 
next sequence. 

Puzzles aside, Rayman 
is all about comical char
acters and quirky level 
design. The maps are 
sprawling, vividly col
ored, and littered with 
numerous lively and 
chatty NPCs to help you 
in your fight against the 

evil "hoodlums.n Rayman 3 may actually be 
the first game to feature "antidisestablish
mentarianism" in its dialogue, and it's all 
scripted in good spirits. Gags abound. 

Rayman himself is equipped with his 
trademark spinning helicopter hair, and 
this time he can pick up timed power-ups 
to augment his speed, range, and damage. 
But even with extra firepower, fighting 
waves of baddies is tough work given the 
awkward camera angles that often make 
combat confusing. I frequently found 
myself running in circles just to orient the 
camera to see my next objective. 

A gamepad is also recommended to 
maximize your experience. The run-jump
shoot scheme plays much better with a 
pad, although the controls feel a little unre
sponsive on a pad or a keyboard. As such, 
it's hard to recommend Rayman 3 even at 
Rayman 2 prices. - Norman Chan 

http://www.pcgamer.com 









IGI 2: Covert Strike 
It's the "thinking man's FPS" - for stupid people 

I 
've heard IGI 2 pitched as "the thinking 
man's first-person shooter." Well, the 
only thing I wondered as I played 
through this game was, "What exactly 

is the man thinking about?" The potential 
was here for a deep, involving FPS, but 

VITAL STATS 
CATEGORY Actloo 

ESRB RATING M 
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after slogging through 
it, I must say it never 
lives up to its potential. 

The action gets off 
to a promising start. 
The premise is typical: 
You're back as former 
SAS operative David 
Jones, single-handedly 
tackling 19 missions 
that have you infiltrat

ing bases and taking out bad guys in Libya, 
China, and Russia. You tag SAMs with 
laser designators, steal documents from 
arms dealers, disable lots of security sys
tems, and get captured a surprising nurn-

ber of times for someone who's supposed 
to be the best of the best. 

IGI 2 uses an improved version of Project 
!Cl's engine. The graphics are spectacular, 
and feature gorgeously rendered mountain 
ranges, forests, and deserts. It mostly ran fine 
on my Athlon XP 2200 with a GeForce4 card. 

But looks are pretty much the only 
appeal. The main culprit in sabotaging the 
attractive premise is the horrible AI. I man
aged to go through almost every level by 
killing every enemy. I'd shoot one guy, at 
which point his buddy would walk by to see 
what happened. I'd cap the buddy, and then 
another guy would come over. Eventually 
the alarm would sound and tons of bad guys 
would swarm into the area, but they'd all just 
mill around where the first dead body was, 
making them easy pickings. This bizarreness 
happened on all three difficulty levels, too. 

That doesn't mean I never died, though. 
For some reason, these baddies can fling a 
grenade farther than your grenade launcher 
can fire them, and do so with pinpoint 
accuracy. Sometimes I'd be sniping sentries 
100 meters away and one of them would 
toss a grenade that would land right on my 
head. Yet, at the same time, your foes will 
fire hundreds of rounds with about the same 
accuracy as your typical Stormtrooper. 

Of course, that's because I played almost 
the entire game in the prone position, which 

for me was as effective as being in god 
mode. When you're prone here, no one sees 
you until you're 10 feet away, no one hears 
you, and only one out of 100 bullets hits you 
- and even then, it won't do much damage. 
But stand up, and suddenly you're a bullet 
magnet, peppered and reloading after just a 
few hits. If these conditions don't make sense 
to you, you're not alone. Basically, as long as 
you crawl, you can beat almost every level. 

To make matters even worse, you have 
limited saves in both easy and medium 
modes, and no saves in the hard mode. The 
sound effects are bland and the music is 
completely forgettable . IGI 2's multiplay 
isn't as bad - it plays similarly to Counter
Strike in that you accumulate cash to buy 
better weapons and gear - but it's not 
enough to warrant buying this game. 

If you just have to have another IGI 
game, I'd recommend waiting 'ti! this one 
hits the bargain bins. - Li C. Kuo 

http://w w w .pcgamer. com 
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I Was an Atomic Mutant! 
CATEGORY Arcado ESRB T DEVELOPER Canopy Gomn PIIBUSHER ValuSoh REQUIRED PII 400, 1211MB RAM, 8MB 30 cord WE RECOMMEND PIii 500, 16MB 30 card MAX. PLAYERS 1 

Speaking as a member of the Giant 
Disembodied Brain-American com
munity, I've been horrified by the way 

mutated monsters like myself have been 
portrayed in the mainstream media. 
Finally ... flnally ... there's a game that tells 
the truth: Monstrous atomic freaks wreak 
havoc because we're concerned about the 
dangers of nuclear power. 

Just last week, She-Beast and I were 
discussing this topic over fondue. "Why 
can't there be a 3D Rampage-like game 
where a giant monster cuts a swath of 
death and destruction through level after 
level of cities, countryside, and army 

bases, and has a social conscience?" we 
asked ourselves. 

To the terrified observer, "The Brain 
From Beyond Infinity" (as the press calls 
me) is just a throbbing killing machine 
with dangling basal ganglia. But I care. 
When I use my awesome telekinetic abili
ties to slam a car into an exploding fac
tory or blast mind-energy at a power 
plant, I'm saying, "Don't let what hap
pened to me happen to you." 

The other atomic mutants - the venge
ful She-Beast, fire-breathing Reptomicus, 
and alien-controlled robotic Invader from 
Dimension X - agree. We're especially 

tickled by the game's delightfully campy 
'50s-era monster-movie trailers used to 
introduce our origins, and how you can 
play the game in black-and-white. And 
we enjoy the way exclamations like 
"Shocking!!" or "Unspeakable!!" appear 
onscreen after a huge blast. 

As depicted in I Was an Atomic 
Mutant!, the goal is simple: crush and 
destroy. Yet, you'd be surprised how 
much thought goes into my work: exploit
ing the incendiary nature of cars and gas 
tanks, for example, or looking for power
ups and disintegrating puny tanks, jet 
fighters, and stealth bombers before their 
artillery can halt my misunderstood 
deeds . All that's missing is a multiplayer 
mode, but given IWAAM's sub-$20 price, 
I can't complain. 

Take it from a colossal floating brain
stem: this game is a probing look at the 
atomic mutant lifestyle. So, until my devas
tating fury rips you asunder, I bid you 
adieu. - The Brain From Beyond Infinity 

Austin Powers Pinball 
CATEGORY Arcade/Pinball ESRB T DEVELOPER Wildfire St11dios PUBUSHER Global Star Software REQUIRED PIii 500, 64MB RAM, 16MB 30 card WE RECOMMEND Piil 1GHz. 128MB RAM MAX. PLAYERS 4 

C
reated by the same Australian devel
oper responsible for the pitiful KISS 
Pinball and so-so Balls of Steel pinball 

game, this $20 flipper-fest is missing its 
namesake's mojo. 

The game has two tables: one based on 
Austin Powers: International Man of 
Mystery and one devoted to Austin 
Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me. (Oddly 
enough, there's no table dedicated to the 
third movie, Goldmember.) The first table 
is definitely much better, with well-placed 
ramps and bumpers, plus fun missions like 
fighting animated Fembots or defrosting 
Austin from his cryogenic chamber. 

As in.many 2D pinball sims, you have 
the option to play on a scrolling table that'll 
roll up and down depending on where the 
ball is, or on a static table that fits only the 
lefthand side of the screen for some 
strange reason (the right side is reserved 
for a black-and-white graphic). An optional 
"auto" mode toggles between these two 
views before and after multi-ball sequences. 
Visually, the game enjoys resolutions as 
high as 1600x1200, with appropriately psy-
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chedelic table design and kitschy sight gags, 
but the graphics are hardly "smashing." 

Controlling the game is a breeze - you 
can use either the left and right Shift keys 
or the left and right mouse buttons - but 
the ball physics aren't lifelike, so don't 
expect the level of pinball authenticity 
found in Empire's beloved Pro Pinball series. 

Naturally, Austin Powers Pinball is lit
tered with sound bites from the movie and 
a handful of video sequences, though these 
clips are played in a small dot-matrix win
dow at the bottom of the screen. Seeing 
Mike Myers hurt his "bits and pieces" by 
alley-ooping into his convertible is funny 
once, but you'll see it play every time you 
lose the ball on the first table. 

APP isn't horrible, but there's not much 
flipper action here. At best, it's a momen
tary party diversion; not even the Mini-Me 
price makes it worthwhile. - Marc Saltzman 

http://www.pcgamer.com 









Total Immersion Racing 
Empire's new arcade racer is the child of a broken home 

I 
riginally conceived as an ultra-real
istic driving simulation that would 
completely revolutionize the PC 
racing-game genre, Total Immersion 

Racing has finally hit stores. Unhappy with 
the niche appeal of West Racing's ambitious 
World Sports Car concept, publisher Empire 
Interactive ultimately yanked the West broth
ers off the project and gave the game to noted 
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flight-sim developer 
Razorworks (Comanche 
vs. Havoc). The end 
result is a multi-platform 
console game designed 
from the ground up as 
an unapologetic, mass
appeal arcade racer. 

The suits at Empire 
may have seen this 
move as fiscally respon-
sible, but I really have to 

question their thinking. After all, what's the 
point of offering a slew of high-powered GT 
racing cars if you won't let gamers drive them 
in all of their undiminished real-world glory? 

TIR teases us with 14 licensed GT, GTS, 
and prototype race cars, ranging from the 
Audi TT to the awesome Bentley Speed 8. 
But the game's neutered, rubber-band 
physics turn the entire exercise into an 
uninspiring Pole Position-style romp. 

With no spinouts, brake lockups, wheel 
spin, or even damage modeling, TIR deliv
ers all the driving challenge of a gravity-

powered Hot Wheels set. 
That's a shame, because 
the game shows signs that 
it could have been a con
tender. In addition to its 
high-poly GT car models, 
Tm also renders 12 beau
tiful real and fantasy road 
circuits (though no Le 
Mans), and has ultra-fast 
load times, superb audio, 
and some innovative new 
gameplay wrinkles. 

One of these is an 
automatic "Race Engineer" 
garage assistant, which 
can take over the task of 
tweaking your car. Though 
impressive in theory, the process isn't terri
bly effective in practice because - apart 
from gearing - the physics engine simply 
isn't sophisticated enough for these adjust
ments to make any performance difference. 

Another novel feature is the "grudge 
meter" - AI drivers can actually develop 
grudges against you if you piss them off 
too much. (A special "emotion" icon will 
keep you apprised of their current mental 
state.) Unfortunately, this meter is another 
empty gimmick because the AI isn' t bright 
enough to do much more than block pass 
attempts and occasionally bash into your 
hindquarters. With no consequential dam
age effects and an appalling collision-detec-

tion routine that magnetizes cars together, 
this feature's value is negated even further. 

TIR does earn back some points with its 
gameplay depth. Supplementing the usual 
Time 'Trial and Single Race options is a com
prehensive Career module - complete with 
driver progression and Team Manager 
interaction - and 31 individual "Challenge" 
events that allow you to unlock new cars 
and tracks. But the complete absence of any 
multiplayer options other than two-player 
split-screen play is a huge disappointment. 

Other significant snags include a faulty 
DirectX installer, broken force feedback, a 
mouseless console interface, and some of the 
corniest pit radio dialogue ever scripted for 

a racing game ("Congratu
lations, you have just passed 
your rival!'1 While some of these 
issues are certainly patchable 
- and, in fact, already have 
been at press time - others will 
require a major engine overhaul. 

A clear victim of unrealized 
potential, Total Immersion 
Racing does manage to deliver 
a passable driving experience 
- but only if unrealistic driv
ing physics, undamageable 
cars, and an absentee multi
player game aren't deal-break
ers for you. - Andy Mahood 

http:/ /www.pcgamer.c o m 





Praetorians 
Uncle Caesar wants YOU for his elite Praetorian Guard. Roma Victor! 

I 
know what you're thinking: "At last, 
the Roman Empire gets its own squad
themed real-time strategy game." As 
the leader of the Legions starting in 

58BCE, you get to stretch the reach of the 
Romans throughout Europe and the 
Mediterranean, against the Gauls and 
Egyptians. On one front, missions implore 

VITAL STATS 
you to invade the 
Egyptians, while on 
another you're forced 
to defend valiantly 
against an invading 
barbarian horde. 
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but not in the conven-
tional way of amassing troops through 
research and city-building. All your units 
are produced from one central city building, 
and they're supplied in large squadrons 
(akin to the mass numbers controlled in 
Medieval: Total War). You're not required to 
do research or resource-collecting at all: 
only the population of your central building 
determines how many units you can have. 

Because of the squadron system, battle 
tactics are more organized than your tradi
tional rush. When I first get my hands on a 
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strategy game, a test of the rushing tactic is 
mandatory. And with Praetorians, I'm 
happy to report that the rush fails miser
ably. For example, each squad moves at 
different speeds, so instead of sending all 
infantry at once, it's far smarter to have the 
slower legionnaires advance first while 
archers support from behind and cavalry 
flank from the side. And because squads 
have unique talents that complement each 
other, having an insane number of the 
strongest unit won't mean much against 
any well-balanced enemy force. 

In fact, squad tactics become the even
tual focus of all the missions, as the RTS 
components take a backseat after the initial 
city-building. Once you've raised a large 
enough army, assaults on fortresses and 
seaports become a wonder to watch. In one 
of my fortress attacks, light infantry posted 
ladders on the side of a main wall while 
catapults demolished dangerous guard 
towers. All the while, my other forces 
remained helpless, hiding in a nearby for
est, waiting desperately for the ladders to 
go up. The squads then worked together to 
mount a siege almost reminiscent of the 
awe-inspiring assault in The Lord of the 
Rings: The Two Towers. 

But eventually the charm wears off, as 
you realize that most of the missions entail 

the exact same introductory procedures, 
and that there aren't many squad types to 
use. Also, skirmishes tend to clump up as 
all the units gather to fight in a single, 
dense piece of terrain. Weather effects 
and lush forests aside, Praetorians looks 
like it was made two years ago . And after 
the extensive details of the single-player 
game, I was surprised to find that the 
eight-player multiplayer component is 
very rudimentary. 

Praetorians suffers from a mild identity 
crisis: the game can't choose between its 
RTS and squad-based elements. Ultimately, 
the developer of Commandos has created 
an amalgam of the two styles, the result of 
which I will dub a stroke of near-brilliance. 
But not near enough. - Norman Chan 

http ://www.pcga mer.com 









World of Outlaws: Sprint Cars 
C.tn'EGORY Racing URB E DEVELDPER Ralbag PIIBUSHER lnf09rames REGUIRDI PIii 600, 121MB RAM, BMB 30 card WI! RICOMMEND PIii 900, 256MB RAM, 64MB 30 card, FF joystick/Whtol MAX. PLAYIRS 10 

H appily, there's much more to Aussie 
developer Ratbag's newest dirt-track 
racer World of Outlaws: Sprint Cars 

than meets the eye. After all, WOO (great 
acronym) is one of the PlayStation 2's finest 
racing titles, and when you factor in Ratbag's 
strong PC racing pedigree - including Dirt 
Track Racing (PCG rating: 82%) and DTR: 
Sprint Cars (PCG rating: 85%) - it isn't a 
huge stretch to expect another winner from 
the boys Down Under. 

WOO is a first-rate 
simulation of America's 
premier Sprint Car 
racing league, the World 
of Outlaws. Legendary 
drivers like Steve Kinser 
and Sammy Swindell 
have dominated this 
short-oval dirt-racing 
series for more than two 
decades now, and those 
wild-looking machines 
with the roof-mounted 
wings are instantly 
familiar to most motor
sports fans . 

Racing these 800-
horsepower beasts 

demands an atypical sideways driving style 
that's as unique as it is challenging. An 
enormously responsive "six-degree-of
freedom" physics model accurately com
municates the sensation of rubber meeting 
clay. A comprehensive garage and car
repair menu will have you toiling for each 
hard-fought win against the game's take
no-prisoners AI . 

Perhaps the most impressive feature is 
the remarkably deep Career mode, where 

careful management of sponsorship deals, 
vehicle upgrades, and race purses will help 
you advance from the minor leagues to 
the pros. WOO also features a broad single
player Arcade mode (Single Race, Time 
Trial, Championship, and two-player Split
screen) as well as seamless 10-player multi
player support through GameSpy. 

As with last year's Dirt Track Racing 2, 
Ratbag's "Difference" graphics engine has 
been upgraded to handle the higher screen 
resolutions and 32-bit textures supported 
by today's hardware. The visuals aren't as 
sharp or as cutting-edge as those in com
peting titles like NASCAR Racing 2003, but 
they get the job done handily. Ditto for the 
game's well-scripted sound effects and 
trackside announcer commentary. 

If circle-track racing isn't your cup of 
motor oil, then WOO's perpetual diet of 
lefthand turns and tortoise-slow career 
progression could very well leave you 
snoozing. For the rest of us, however, it's 
$30 very well spent. - Andy Mahood 

Mystery of the Mummy 

1§1 

CATEGORY Adventun ESRB E DEVELOPER The Adnntur11 Comp. PUBUSHER DnamCatcber REQUIRED PII 350, 64MB RAM, 16MB 30 card W. IIKOMMEND Piil 1GHz. 121MB RAM, 32MB 30 ctrd MAX. PLAYUIS 1 

D reamCatcher is making a business out 
of its adventure line, and Mystery of 
the Mummy adds some truly difficult 

puzzle-based gameplay to the collection. 
Mummy is built on some particularly 
heinous puzzles, like timed slider chal
lenges, encrypted word games, and rooms 
with rotating floor sections. At times, the 
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clues are as cryptic as the 
puzzles themselves. 

This Sherlock Holmes 
story is often hilarious, 
although unintentionally. 
The fabled detective gets 
very excited about cer
tain discoveries, yet will 
be quite blase at the sight 
of a mummy walking 
around right behind him. 

Interactive items don't 
stand out much from 
background art. Instead 
of their becoming high
lighted when you pass the 
mouse pointer over them, 
the icon turns into a hand, 

which forces slow, deliberate scanning: A 
bottle of Bordeaux in a wine cellar took me 
an hour to find because its location was 
indistinguishable from an entire wall of wine 
bottles. And many rooms aren't well-lit. 
Non-interactive objects are sometimes inter
active at later points in the game, or they 
don't become interactive until you're hold-

j 

ing a specific inventory item in your hand. 
Plus, you can't simply navigate with the 

arrow keys: You'll have to pixel-hunt to get 
from point A to point B, though you can 
rotate the view through 360 degrees. 
Annoyingly, scouring floors and ceilings is 
equally crucial to your progress. 

These control barriers wouldn't be quite 
as frustrating if not for the timed segments 
and the ease with which you can be killed. 
Sherlock can die from smoke inhalation, poi
son, electrocution, and the occasional explo
sion, forcing a sort of Russian roulette game 
of chance (complete with six save-game slots). 

Though the puzzles are usually more 
frustrating than challenging, the game art 
is quite creative and the voice-acting pretty 
solid. The shortest description of Mummy 
would be "It's like Myst, but you can die." 
If you're a big Myst fan, that might be a 
recommendation. - Tom McNamara 
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Good things do come to those who wait, and wait ... and wait 

T 
he non-interactive "demo" of 
Freelancer that was unveiled at E3 
1999 was the single most impressive 
bit of jaw-dropping, drool-inducing 

pre-release game hype this well-traveled 
game writer has ever seen. The cinematic 
flare, sheer scope, massive scale, and 

VITAL STATS 
promise of an almost 
unheard-of level of 
open-ended garneplay 
were the stuff space
sim nuts pray for. 

CATEGORY Space tim1lali011 

ESRB RATING T 

DEVELOPER Digital AnYil 

PUBLISHER Microsofl Naturally, with a 
game this long in devel
opment, the impact of 
its technical luster has 
faded significantly. Had 

REQUIRED PIU -.121111B RAM, 
1.3GB HO, 11MB 30 card 

WE RECOMMEND PIii !GHz. 
512MB RAM, 64MB Yidoe card 

MAXIMUM PLAYERS 3Z 

iii 

it come out a year ago, 
Freelancer would be leading its genre in 
terms of visual bedazzlement. As it stands, 
it still manages to hold its own with other 
cutting-edge titles, which is a testament of 
sorts to the vision of its initial design. 

Every detail - the ships, explosions, 
space stations, and planets - looks great, 
and the game performs admirably well 
with all effects turned on at high resolu-

MAY 2003 PC GAMER 

tions on the recommended configuration. It 
has a bold cinematic flair, but it's just not as 
awe-inspiring as I'd hoped, which again 
can probably be attributed mostly to its 
delayed arrival. 

The story and gameplay are akin to 
Morrowind's in many respects. A central 
scripted plot serves to lead your character, 
Edison Trent, through about half of 
Freelancer's "known" star systems before 
it's done, introducing you to around 20 
principal NPCs. Missions range from 
escorts to running for your life to finding 

and taking out bases, as well as locating 
various people and items. 

However, you don't have to progress 
directly from one story mission to the next. 
In fact, the game's leveling-up scheme actu
ally requires you to take time between story 
objectives to "freelance" and raise the neces
sary cash and experience needed to acquire 
that next, more-powerful fighter ship. 

The main story took me only about 13 
hours to get through, and then I was free 
to do whatever I wanted . The free-form 
play entails exploring the rest of the sys-

http://www.pcgamer.com 
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terns, making a living out of the trade sys
tem (buying low, selling high), becoming a 
nefarious space pirate, or upholding the law 
by freelancing for the military and/or police. 

Whichever role you choose for yourself, 
the process of fulfilling it consists of finding 
and visiting planets and space stations, 
then going to their bars to drum up 
business with the patrons, or simply taking 
a look at the job board for available assign
ments. While docked, you can also pur
chase a new ship, repair and upgrade your 
existing one, and buy or sell commodities. 

The missions you choose, fights you 
join, and cargo you loot all have an effect 
on your reputation. They' ll win you fast 
friends and hard enemies - with long 
memories - among the game's numerous 
factions, which may make it impossible to 
land on certain bases or planets, as well as 
hinder your travel in certain sectors. 

Unfortunately, while each star system 
manages to pull off a unique look (Asian, 
European, American, or alien in theme), the 
people you meet are far more one-dimen
sional. The canned conversation options 
are extremely limited, and you'll say the 
same lines over and over again and hear 
the same ones back in return. The missions 
lack the variety to keep you bent on seeking 
out new ways to make a space credit. 

MAKE A SPACE LIVING 
THE PROSPECT OF EARNING MORE CASH AND 

levels to gain access to the game's more 
powerful ships is still alluring. But the 
"freelancing" aspect suffers from the lack of 
any motivating factor. The ability to buy or 
own property where you could warehouse 
different ships, or even earning enough 
dough to buy your own planet, would have 
greatly enhanced the freelancing, which is 
the real heart of the game. Qt is called 
Freelancer, after all.) Even the prospect of 
encountering the odd NPC with a sub-quest 
or two would have been a wise addition . 

Freelancer's cooperative multiplayer 
options help make up for this shortcoming. 
Being able to hook up with several friends 
and explore the galaxy together, taking on 
the higher-level missions and searching for 
the myriad "secrets" strewn about the vari
ous systems, is great fun. MuJtiplayer games 
performed quite well over my DSL connec
tion, with nary a framerate drop or percep
tible lag in onscreen action. Of course, you 
can also host or join a player-versus-player 
server for some deathmatching action. 

The 100-percent mouse-driven control 
scheme may leave many space-sim grog
nards flat, as it did me at first - and it still 
takes some of the edge out of deathmatching 
for me. Not being able to use my fancy joy
stick to fly with, as I could with all of origi
nal designer Chris Roberts' previous space 
efforts, just seems unnatural. I understand 
the desire to make the game friendly to new 
players, but I do miss some of the addi
tional sophisticated control options typi
cally offered in games of this type, including 

http://www.pcgamer.com 

the ability to issue orders to wingmen and 
to target specific parts of ships. 

Still, using the mouse makes precision
aiming and movement easier, which is a 
plus considering all the dense asteroid and 
debris fields you'll have to fly and fight 
your way through. And it's easier to switch 
between flying and navigating the bril
liantly simplified interface using a dedi
cated mouse-control scheme. I'd still like to 
see joystick support, and the ability to roll 
your ship is conspicuously absent, but the 
mouse-driven controls work pretty 
smoothly overall. 

Freelancer suffers from a severe lack of 
character development in almost every 
nook and cranny of its design. But it offers 
an interesting main story, bottomless value 

for the dollar in terms of sheer open-ended 
exploration, and a very cool co-op mode. 
Given the current drought befalling this 
genre, Freelancer is easy to recommend to 
space simmers . - Steve Klett 
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TBE ULTIMATE MONTHLY GUIDE TO GA.MING GEAR 

PRODUCT TYPE 
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hstrlnlty 
Building a new PC can be a thrilling experience, but picking the wrong parts by mistake 
can end the joyride in a hurry. Luckily, we're here to help you select the best parts for the 
job. The prices listed below (obtained almost entirely from www.pricewatch.com) are the 
lowest we could find as we went to press. (Note: Prices do not include shipping costs.) 

■ ENTRY-LEUEL SYSTEM RDU6Hli S750 I 1M111,wrn1n111i1i•Hiii!¥Jfki1
, 

CASE CASE 
300-watt ATX form factor $50 300-watt ATX form factor $50 
PROCESSOR PROCESSOR 
AMO Duron 1.3GHz $29 AMO Athlon XP 2000+ $73 
MOTHERBOARD MOTHERBOARD 
Asus A7V-133 $73 Asus A7V333 (Award 1007) $100 
MEMORY MEMORY 
256MB PC-133 SDRAM $20 512MB PC-2700 DOR SDRAM $48 
CD-ROM/DVD-ROM DRIVE CD-ROM/DVD-ROM DRIVE 
Pioneer 16x DVD-ROM $60 Pioneer 16x DVD-ROM $60 
FLOPPY DRIVE FLOPPY DRIVE 
Samsung 3.5-inch 1.44MB $8 Samsung 3.5-inch 1.44MB $8 
HARD DRIVE HARD DRIVE 
40GB Maxtor 7,200rem $60 80GB Maxtor 7,200rem ATA-133 $80 
SOUND CARD SOUND CARD 
Creative Labs Audigy (white box) $59 Creative Labs SB Live! Audigy MP3+ $85 
MODEM MODEM 
v.92 Hardware Modem $15 v.92 Hardware Modem $15 
MONITOR MONITOR 
17-inch Oetiguest 071 $130 19-inch NEC FE991SB-BK $292 
VIDEO CARD VIDEO CARD 
Geforce4 MX 440 64MB DOR $50 Geforce4 Ti 4200 $115 
JOYSTICK JOYSTICK 
Microsoft SideWinder Joystick $25 Microsoft SideWinder Precision 2 $45 
GAMEPAD GAMEPAD 
Logitech WingMan Rumbleead $23 Logitech WingMan Rumbleead $23 
SPEAKERS SPEAKERS 
Logitech Z-340 (2.1) $39 Logitech Z-540 (4.1) $60 
KEYBOARD KEYBOARD 
Addtronics $15 Addtronics $15 
USBMOUSE USBMOUSE 
Logitech or Microsoft $39 Logitech or Microsoft $39 

TOTAL $695 TOTAL $1,108 

■ DREAM SYSTEM ROUGHlY S3,000 AND ABOUE 

CASE MODEM 
400-watt ATX form factor $100 v.92 Hardware Modem $15 
PROCESSOR MONITOR 
Intel P4 3.06GHz $547 22-inch Viewsonic P220f $570 
MOTHERBOARD VIDEO CARD 
Intel D850EMVR $140 ALL-IN-WONDER RAD EON 9700 PRO $379 
MEMORY JOYSTICK 
Twin sticks of 256MB PC-1066 RDRAM $160 Thrustmaster HOTAS Cougar $269 
CD-ROM/ DVD-ROM DRIVE GAMEPAD 
Pioneer 16x DVD-ROM $60 

Logitech WingMan Rumbleead $23 
BURNER 

SPEAKERS 
Plextor 48x24x48 CO-RW $100 

Kliesch ProMedia 5.1 
FLOPPY DRIVE 

$399 

Samsung 3.5-inch 1.44MB $8 
KEYBOARD 

HARD DRIVE Microsoft Natural Keyboard Pro $40 

200GB Western Digital 7,200rem $240 USBMOUSE 

SOUND CARD lntelliMouse Exelorer 3.0 $50 

Creative Labs SB Live! Audigy 2 Platinum $160 TOTAL $3,260 
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■ ATI TECHNOLOGIES, WWW.ATI.COM, 905-882-2600 ■ PRICE $399 

PREVIEWED: All RADEON 9800 PRO 
MUCH TO NVIDIA'S CHAGRIN, ATl'S UPCOMING 9800 PRO IS THE REAL 9700 PRO-KILLER 

G eForce FX 5800 Ultra preorders are 
shipping out as I type these words. 
Depending on who you ask, those may be 

the only Ultras that will ever see the light of 
day. By the time this preview hits, you'll have a 
much clearer picture than I do now of whether 
or not that rumor was true. Regardless, as I 
hinted in last month's FX review, ATI is launch
ing its new RADEON 9800 PRO right on the 
heels of FX, and it should be on a lot of store 
shelves as early as the third week of March. 
More importantly, it also appears to be the bet
ter of the two new cards. 

ll•!J 

ATl's card comes with a very typical fan
and -heatsink combo that's all but dead quiet 
relative to the Ultra's huge tinnitus-inducing 
leaf blower of a ventilation system. Also, 
the 9800 takes up only one slot in your case 
instead of two - a handy bonus. 

The card we were sent with a sys
tem was final, but the software wasn't, 
so I'm holding off on my review until 
next month. Our benchmarks speak 
for themselves, though, and I 
don't expect much to change 
between now and then . The 
Ultra beats the 9800 PRO in a 
few raw tests (without fea
tures like anti-aliasing and 
anisotropic filtering 
enabled I, but it's usually 
by a smaller mar-
gin than when 
the new PRO 
beats it. .Turn 
on those 
extra fea
tures, and 

JECH SPECS RADEDN 9800 PRD Geforce FX 5800 Ultra 

Price $399 $399 

PERFORMANCE 

Processor 0.15 micron 0.13 micron 

Engine Clock Speed 380MHz 500MHz 

Rendering Pipelines 8 (sometimes) 

Peak Pixel Fill Rate 3.04 Gpixels/sec. 2 Gpixels/sec. 

Peak Triangle Throughput 380 MTriangles/sec. 350 MTriangles/sec. 

Floating-Point Precision 128-bit 128-bit 

Textures Applied Per Pass 16 16 

Geometry Pipelines 3 

Memory Clock Speed 340MHz DOR 500MHz DOR 

Memory Interface 256-bit DOR 128-bit DOR 

Peak Memory Bandwidth 21.8 GB/sec. 16.0 GB/sec. 

Bandwidth 
Compression Ratio 8.8 : 1 4 : 1 

RAMDAC 400MHz 400MHz 

AA Samples/sec. 18.2 Gsamples/sec. 8.0 Gsamples/sec. 

Maximum Texels 
Filtered Per Pixel 768 texels/pixel 512 texels/pixel 

KEY FEATURES 

DirectX version 9.0 9.0 

Vertex Shaders 2.0 2.0 

Pixel Shaders 2.0 2.0 
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fuhghedaboudit
the 9800 takes a 
strong lead in just 
about everything. 

Tune in next 
month for the 
full review and 
even more 
benchmark 
listings. 
Vay! 

10Z4x768 
• 
i a: 1280x10Z4 C 
:E 
Cl ... 

1600x1200 

• 10Z4x768 .... 
"' 
! 1280x1024 
a: 
C 
:IE 
~ 1600x1200 

Game 2, 4 36, 32 (fps) 

3DMarks 3,939 
Game 2, 4 24, 26 (fps) 

3D Marks 3,038 
Game 2, 4 18, 21 (fps) 

30Marks 16,987 
Game 4 121 fps 

3DMarks 14,882 
Game 4 83 fps 

3D Marks 12,503 
Game 4 59 fps 

QUAKE Ill ' UT 2003 ' 

10Z4x768 
1280x10Z4 
1600x1200 

297, 248 (fps) 
263, 166 !fps) 
204, 115 !fps) 

211 fps, 177 (fps) 
176 fps, 126 (fps) 
121 fps, 79 (fps) 

10Z4x768 
Game 2, 4 

3D Marks 3,987 
1280x10Z4 

Game 2, 4 25, 28 !fps) 

3DMarks 3,041 
1600x1200 

17, 23 (fps) Game 2, 4 

• 10Z4x7&1 
3DMarks 15,784 

.... Game 4 116 fps "' 

I 1280x11124 
3D Marks 13,885 
Game 4 75 fps 

3DMarks 11,842 
Cl 1600x1200 ... Game 4 53 fps 

QUAKE Ill ' UT 2003 ' 

10Z4x7&8 
1280x10Z4 
1600x1200 

315, 230 (fps) 
282, 149 (fps) 
229, 100 (fps) 

203 fps, 156 fps 
181 fps, 107 fps 
133 fps, 60 fps 

+ Tests run at 1024x768 with trilinear filtering, no AA, Anisotropy set to "1." •rest run in 32-bn color with triple frame buffer, 24-bit Z-buffer, compressed 
textures, hardware T&L enabled, and V-~nc disabled. *Tests run in full 32-bn color with all settings maxed. No AA, tnen 4x AA. ITests run in 32-bn color 
with max detail settings. "Flyby" results only. No AA, tnen 4x AA. !All benchmarks run on a P4 3GHz test bed wit!, 512MB RAM and Win XP Home Ed.) 
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■ ABS COMPUTER, WWW.ABSCOMPUTER.COM, 800-876-8088 ■ PRICE $1,799 

I !ENTRY! u1t·1mate M5 la 1K MID I Iii 
11{oREAMI A VALUE PRICE CAN MEAN DREAMY PERFORMANCE 

Last month we reviewed a 
killer new Mach V Exotix 
system from Falcon 

Northwest. It was gussied up 
with all manner of high-quality 
brand-name parts and simply 
the best custom paint job 
we've ever seen on a PC. 
Like this new M5 from ABS, 
the Falcon sported an Athlon 
XP 3000+ CPU, a RADEDN 9700 
PRO, and 1GB of DOR system 
memory - all for $3,801 
($3,202 without the fancy 
paint). The M5 costs $1,799. 
How would you guess it 
performs? 

Our benchmark numbers 
tell the story of two systems: cine 
with big brand-name components, the best con
struction in the bizz, and a three-year warranty. 
Obviously, that's the Falcon. The other machine 
uses some lesser-known parts in places, has 
decent construction, and comes with a 1-year 
warranty. Say hello to the ABS M5. Last chance 
to place your bets on the performance winner ... 

Bets closed. Now here's the deal: the M5 
wins by a hair in 3DMark2001 (we're talking by 
less than 1 percentl, loses by a smidge in Quake 
II/ (less than 2 percent), takes 
the lead by as 
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much as four whole frames per sec
ond in Unreal Tournament 2003, 
and in a stunning upset, crushes 
the Falcon by 14 percent in Jedi 
Knight II- only to lose again by 
2 percent in our final test, 
Dungeon Siege. Win by a little, 
lose by a little, and so on and so 
forth - dammit if these PCs don't 

• perform almost exactlythe same! 
All things considered, this 

isn't the shock of the century. 
These days, unless you're over
clocking your CPU or video card 

(which neither of these companies 
dolor lowering your display property 

settings in an attempt to score a few 
extra frames per second at the hands of a 

lazy reviewer (which both of these companies 
did ... for shame!l, most comparably equipped 

computers are going to perform comparably. 
Performance isn't everything, though. I really 

like the new case ABS is using. That crest on the 
top is handy - it doubles as a sturdy handle for 
carrying your computer around with you on dates 
(or LAN parties). The machine also sports a cou
ple of extra USB ports on the front, hidden by a 
small, hinged door that I wish would open and 
close a little smoother. 

ABS didn't install a sound card in our M5. 
Instead, it relied on NVIDIA's nForce 2-

chipset to supply the groove 
to make our booties 

move. Far from 
the typical 
onboard crap 

you often get on 
motherboards, this 
is some pretty 
heavy-duty tech 
we're talking about. 
nForce 2 supports 
2.1, 4.1, and 5.1 
speakers (analog and 
digital) and all of the 
major 3D audio stan
dards, and it sounds 
very good - easily 
as good as a Sound 
Blaster Live!, but 
not quite as great 
as an Audigy or 
Audigy 2. 

When consid
ering an ABS over 
some of the more 
premium brands, 
what you need to 
ask yourself is 
whether you can 

live without a cer-

SYSTEM SPECS 
OS Windows XP Home 

PROCESSOR AMO Athlon XP 3000+ 

MOTHERBOARD Abit NF7-S 

MEMORY 1GB PC-3200 DOR 

RAM SLOTS 3 (1 free) 

PCI 5 (2 free) 

VIDEO RADEON 9700 PRO 

HARD DRIVE Western Digital 120GB 

AGP Bx 

FIREWIRE Yes (2 inputs) 

USB 2.0 Yes (6 inputs) 

AUDIO Integrated nForce 2 

DVD-RW Lite-On 52x24x52 

DVD-ROM Lite-On 16x 

NETWORK CARD Yes-10/100 

MOUSE/KEYBOARD Microsoft or Logitech 
5.25-INCH BAYS 4 (2 free) 

3.5-INCH BAYS 4 (2 free) 

RECOVERY CD Yes 

WARRANTY 1-year parts, lifetime labor 

BENCHMARKS 

3D Marks 4,456 

3DMAIIK03A 
CPU score 640 

Game 2 30 fps 

Game 4 26 fps 

I 3DMARK2001 SE* 3DMarks 15,703 I 

I QUAKE Ill* 
1280x 1024 234. 147 (fps) I 
1600 X 1200 179, 102 (fps) 

UNREAL 1024 X 768 210, 86 (fps) 

TOURNAMENT 1280 X 1024 161, 83 (fps) 
ZII03' 1600 X 1200 109, 74 (fps) 

I JEDI KNIGHT 11• ] 1024 X 768 I 112 fps 

I DUNGEON s1EGr I 1024 x 16a I 80 fps 

fl Tests run at 1024x768 with Trilinear filtering, no AA, Anisotropy 
set to "1." *Test run at 1024x768 in 32-bit color with triple frame 
buffer, 24-bit Z-buffer, compressed textures, hardware T&L 
enabled, and V-sync disabled. nests run in full 32-bit color with 
all settings maxed. No AA, then 4x AA. t"Flyby" results followed 
by "Botmatch." Tests run in full 32-bit color with all settings 
maxed. +Tests run in full 32-bit color with all settings maxed. 

tain amount of flash, like a brand-name case, 
power supply, and optical drives. If you can, the 
M5 is one hell of a great buy for any level of 
gamer. Check ABS' site for even better deals on 
low- and mid-range PCs and components. 

I 
I 
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0 NVIDIA nForce-2 Chipset BX APG 333 FSB Motherboard 

0 Kingston 1024MB P0200 400MHz DDR Memory 

0 Western Digital BOGB 7200RPM BMB Cache Special Edition 

i...l ATI Radeon 9800 Pro BX AGP 12BMB DDR w/ TV out & DVI 

u Sony 16X DVD-ROM & Sony 48X16X4B CD-RW Drive 

ll Creative Labs Sound Blaster Audigy 2 6.1 w/ 1394 IEEE 

J Creative cambridge SoundWorks Desk Top 
Theater 6.1 lnsprie 6600 Sound System 

o Creative Labs 56K V.92 Fax Modem w/ Voice 

0 4 USB 2.0, 1 Firewire 1394 IEEE Port 

U 1.44MB Floppy Drive & PS2 internet Keyboard 

o Microsoft- USB Optical lntelliMouse 

i...l Microsoft- Windows• XP Home Edition 

O One Year On S~e Service w/ 24/7 Techsupport 

CJ Aluminum TurboGamer SX635 Tower Case 420Watt 

AMD Athlon ™ XP 3 000+ $ 1649 
AMD Ath lon ™ XP 2800+ $ 1625 
AMD Athl o n ™ XP 2700+ $ 1525 
AMD Athlon ™ X P 2500+ $ 1415 
AMD Athlon T" XP 2400+ $ 1379 
AMD Athlo n ™ XP 2 200+ $ 1349 

XG5051 

XG5052 

XG5053 

XG5054 

XG5055 

XG5056 

./' l ~' I • • /, ~ , -:: _,. •,I, ,':, 

- -- - -

0 NVIDIA nForce-2 333MHz FSB Motherboard 

0 Kingston 512MB PC3200 400MHz DDR Memory 

U Western Digita l BOGB 7200RPM BMB Cache Special Edition 

0 MSI NVIDIA Geforce-FX 5600 BX AGP 12BMB DDR w/ TV Out & DVI 

CJ Sony 16X DVD-ROM & Sony 4BX16X4B CD-RW Drive 

D Creative Lab Sound Blaster Live Audigy 2 
w/ FireWire 1394 IEEE Port 

O Allee Lansing 251 5.1 PC Gaming Desktop Theater 
Speakers System 

O 56K Modem, 1.44MB Floppy, Keyboard & Mouse 

a Microsoft"' Windows• XP Home Edition 
o One Year On Site Service w/ 24/ 7 Techsupport 

0 ~~:'!~::: ~n!u.fi:w~51>:~ii,:::~ly 

AMD Athl o n ™ X P 3 00 0 + 

AMD Athl o n ™ XP 2700+ 

AMD Athl o n ™ XP 2500+ 

AMD Athlon ™ XP 2400+ 

AMD Athlon ™ XP 2200+ 
AMO Athl o n ™ X P 2000+ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

1285 
1149 
1049 
1019 
979 
955 

0 Intel IB50E Chipset Petitum• 4 533 FSB Motherboard 

o Kingston 512MB PC1066 Rambus Memory 

XGS031 

XG5032 

XG5033 

XG5034 

XG5035 

XG5036 

O Western Digital BOGB 7200RPM BMB Cache Special Edition 

0 NVIDIA Geforce-4 Tl4BOO SE BX AGP 12BMB DDR w/ TV out 

0 Sony 16X DVD-ROM & Sony 4BX16X48CD-RW Drive 

O Creative Labs Sound Blaster Audigy 2 6.1 w/ 1394 IEEE 

o Creative Cambridge SoundWorks Desk Top 
Theater 5.1 INSPIRE 5200 Sound System 

0 MSI KT3 Ultra-2 VIA KT-333 w/ ATA 133 MB 

CJ 512MB PC2700 333MHz DDR RAM Memory 

CJ BOGB 7200RPM Ultra ATA 100 Hard Drive 

0 NVIDIA Geforc-4 MX440 64MB AGP 

U Sony 52X CD-ROM, 3D Wayetable Sound 

O 480-Watt Subwoofer Speakers System 

O 56K Modem, 1.44MB Floppy, Keyboard & Mouse 

D Microso~ Windows• XP Home Edition 

O One Year On Site Service w/ 24/ 7 Techsupport 

o Black X-Gamer Medium Tower Case 
with See Through Window 
and Sound Activated Neon Light 350 Watt 

AMD Athlon™ XP 2500+ $ 672 
AMD Athlon™ XP 2400+ $ 639 
AMD Athlon™ XP 2200+ $ 599 
AMD Athlon ™ XP 2100+ $ 579 
AMD Athl o n ™ X P 1800+ $ 545 

XG5011 

XG5012 

XG5013 

XG5014 

XC5015 

0 AquaView 7GS.27 17" 12BOx1024 
(Black or White Color) .................... .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. ...... $ 129 

0 AquaView 9GX .25 19" 1600X1200 
(Black or White Color) .................. ............................ $ 189 

O Viewsonic E70F Perfect Flat .23H 17" 12BOx1024 
(Black or White Color) .............................................. $ 179 

0 Viewsonic E95 .22H 19" t600x t200 (White) 
........................ .. ...... $ 189 

0 Viewsonic E90F Perfect Flat .22H 19" 1600x1200 
(Black or White Color) .... .. .................... .. .. .............. $ 269 

O Creative Labs 56K V.92 Fax Modem w/ Voice 

o 10/ 100 Network Interface Card 

o 1.44 MB Floppy Drive & PS2 internet Keyboard 

o Microsoft" USB Optical lntelliMouse 

O Microsolt8' Windows* XP Home Edition 

O One Year On Srte Service w/ 24/7 Techsupport 

c:i All Aluminum Kingwin KT436 Tower Case 420Watt 
w/ 3 See Through Windows & Sound Activated Neon Light 

0 MSI 845PE-MAX Intel" l845PE Chipset 533MHz FSB MB 

0 512MB PC2700 333MHz DDR Memory 

0 BOGB 7200RPM Ultra ATA 100 Hard Drive 

0 NVIDIA Geforce-4 MX440 64MB DDR w/ TV-Out 

0 16X DVD-ROM & 52X24X52 CD-RW Drive 

o MSI 6 Channels 5.1 Surround Sound Card 

O 480-Watt Subwoofer Speakers System 

O 56K Modem, 1.44MB Floppy, Keyboard & Mouse 

O Microsoft'- Windows• XP Home Edition 

o One Year On Site Service w/ 24/ 7 Techsupport 

O Black X-Gamer Medium Tower Case 
with See Through Window 
and Sound Activated Neon Light 350 Watt 

Inte r Pe nti um· 4 3.0 6Ghz 
Inte l" Pe n t ium· 4 2.8Ghz 

Inte r Pe ntium· 4 2.53Ghz 
Inter Pe ntium· 4 2.4Ghz 
Intel· Pe ntium· 4 2 .0G h z 
Inte r Pe n t ium· 4 1 .8 G h z 

Inte l" Pe ntium· 4 2.8Ghz 533FSB 

Inte l" Pentium· 4 2.53Ghz 533FSB 

I nte r Pe ntium· 4 2 .4Ghz 533FSB 

Inte r Pe ntium· 4 2.0G h z 51 2 K 

$ 995 
$ 955 
$ 759 
$ 729 
$ 715 
$ 689 

XG5021 

XG5022 

XG5023 

XG5024 

XG5025 

XG5026 

XG5041 

XG5042 

XG5043 

XG5044 

XG5045 
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Submarine Marries Destroyer! 
The long-vaunted union of SSI naval sims is complete - thanks to fans 

D evotees of naval-warfare games 
usually feel like they're sucking 
the hind teat in a genre that 

most of the big corporate game 
publishers have already marginalized (if 
not written off altogether) . But even . 
though Harpoon 4 (which has been 
delayed.longer than the Second 
Coming) didn't appear, 2002 was still a 
banner year for web-foot gamers: SSI 
released both Silent Hunter II and 
Destroyer Command. 

While neither title was quite as 
knock-your-socks-off spectacular as 
we'd hoped, both were solid, absorbing 
simulations, very much in the time-hon
ored SSI tradition. 

One ballyhooed feature in particular 
caused naval buffs' salivary glands to 
oscillate like a bent prop shaft: at 
release, both titles were touted as being 
"interoperable" - that is, you could go 
online and join either the U-boats or the 
escorts for an intense real-time contest 
of stealthy stalking and quick shooting. 
My reaction, when I first read about this 
feature, was a simple "Wow!" 

But in practice, we discovered just 
one small problem with this "interoper
ability": It didn't bloody work. Lock-ups 
and drop-outs were so frequent that 
even if you did find three other people 
to play with, you all knew, going into 
the fray, that there was a 70- to BO-per
cent chance that you'd never be able to 
play to a conclusion. 

The new owner of SSI, Ubi Soft (the 
enigmatic French conglomerate famous 
for its Borg-like tactic of buying out 
cash-strapped, once-proud small com
panies and then coldly allowing them to 
die a humiliating, lingering death by 
withholding both loyalty and support) 
promised that this problem would be 
fixed. And since Silent Hunter II sold 
about 120,000 copies, that claim seemed 
logical. Yet - quelle surprise! - a work
able solution never mater.ialized. 

But Ubi Soft is unpredictable (or 
perhaps just fond of the occasional dis
play of Gallic whimsy?). Like some 
despotic Roman emperor, the corpora
tion confounds its own hard-ass public 
image by occasionally doing something 

nice. In this case, even 
though Ubi wasn't willing 
to spend a single Euro to 
fix the games' unreliable 
multiplayer mode, it did the 
next best thing: it gave the 
source-code to an obscure 
outfit called SubSim 
Review (whose website, 
www.subsim.com, is the 
place to go if you dig 
submarines) . 

Honest! The company 
gave it away, no strings 
attached. Amazed at its 
good fortune, SubSim got 
cracking. A fund-raising 
drive netted more than 
$7,000 to jump-start the 
undertaking, which was 
code-named Projekt 
Messerweltzer, a German 
term for those old-timey 
itinerant knife-and-scissors 
grinders who roamed from 
village to village. Skilled 
volunteers and play-testers 
rallied to the call - a true 
labor of love if there ever 
was one, and by the time 
you read this, you should 
be able to log on and help 

yourself to a free 5MB to 6MB patch that 
will be fine ly polished and playtested. 

The original crippling flaw, multiplayer 
instability, has been dramatically mini
mized: up to 10 players can participate in 
a campaign, and the drop-off rate is cur
rently no more than 6 percent - a tremen
dous improvement. While they were at 
it, the folks at SubSim put in a bunch of 
new features: for example, you can now 
command a mid-war "flak trap" sub bris
tling with 20mm and 37mm anti-aircraft 
guns, for those defiant moments when 
you just don't feel like crash-diving at the 
first sight of an Allied plane. SubSim also 
massaged the code to smooth out a number 
of other small but annoying rough spots. 

So dust off your copies of Silent 
Hunter II and Destroyer Command, 
reinstall, suck down the patch from 
SubSim's website, and for god's sake, 
remember to say "Thank you." These 
gentlemen have performed a remarkable 
service: they have literally resurrected 
an online mode that once seemed des
tined for Davey Jones' locker. 

- desktopgenera/@pcgamer.com 

MY GAMES Of THE MONTH: 1. ARMORED ASSAUll. 2. KURSK 1943. 3. HURIS Of IRON. 4. AMERICAN CONQUEST. 5. EMPIRES: DAWN Of THE MODERN WORlD (BETA) 
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VALUE CSBOOO ~ 
ERF • New DDR400 Mothertx>ard 

• 5331400MHz FSB and UDMA-133 Support 
• DDR PC3200, BX AGP and USB 2.0 Support 

New Intel Celoron Processor 
1.7 GHz 
1.8GHz 
2.0GHz 

Intel Pentium IV Processor 
1.8GHz 
2.2 GHz 
2.4 GHz 

Intel Pentium IV Processor 
1.8 GHz 
2.0 GHz 
2.4 GHz (533MHz FSB) 
2.53 GHz (533MHz FSB) 
2.6 GHz (533MHz FSB) 
2.8 GHz (533MHz FSB) 
3.0 GHz (533MHz FSB) 

Intel Pentium IV Processor 
1.8 GHz 
2.0 GHz 
2.4 GHz (533MHz FSB) 
2.53GHz (533MHz FSB) 
2.6 GHz (533MHz FSB) 
2.8 GHz (533MHz FSB) 
3.0 GHz (533MHz FSB) 

I 
There should be a picture in the dictionary of the Atlas Micro under the heading 
"Price/Perlormance."This desktop system was one of the best perlormers we've ever 
seen. Yet, it costs about $1 ,000 less than the other high-end Athlon desktops 
reviewed here. 

Mr. David English 

• 512MB PC3200 (400MHz) DDR RAM 
• 80 GB UDMA-133 7200 RPM Hard Drive 
• 48X16X48 CDRW Drive 
• Black Medium Tower Case 350 Watt I 
• SIS Xebre 200 64MB DOR BX AGP I 
• Realtek 10/100 Ethernet NIC 
• Black KOS 1 r Monitor 
• Premium 5.1 Channel Sound 
• Allee Lansing AVS200 Stereo Speakers 
• Matcrung Keyboard and Mouse 
• Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition BEST BUDGET PC 
Intel Pentium IV Processor 
1.8 GHz 
2.0 GHz 
2.4 GHz (533MHz FSB) 
2.53GHz (533MHz FSB) 
2.6 GHz (533MHz FSB) 
2.8 GHz (533MHz FSB) 
3.0 GHz (533MHz FSB) 

$ 78952501 
$ 829s2502 
$ 83952503 
$ 85952504 
$ 899s2505 
$1,049s,so• 
$1,26952507 

""I .a o o.a a&.& au a 
CS6000 ~ 

$ 349 51501 

$ 359 51502 

$ 379 51503 

$ 429 51504 

$ 469 51505 

$ 479 51506 

• New Intel iB45GL DOR Mothertx>ard 
• 400MHz FSB and UDMA-100 Support 
• DOR 2100, 4X AGP and USB 2.0 Support 
• 256MB PC2100 (266MHz) DOR RAM 
• 40 GB UDMA-100 7200 RPM Hard Drive 
• 56X CD-ROM 
• Intel Extreme Graphics 
• Intel 10/100 Ethernet NIC 
• PCI 3D Wavetable Stereo Sound 
• Atlas 440W 2.1 Speakers w/Subwoofer 
• Deluxe Wmows 98 Keyboard & Wheeled Mouse 
• Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition +$89 

6S8000 ~ A 

1

1, 129S3501 
1,169s,so, 
1,1795>503 
1,199.,,.. 
1,249s,so, 
1 ,389S3 ... 
1 ,619S3507 

• MSI SIS 655 Dual Channel DDR400 Motherboard 
• 5331400MHz FSB and Ut33'Serial ATA Support 
• DDR PC3200, ax AGP and USB 2.0 Support 
• 512MB PC3200 (400MHz) DDR RAM 
• 80 GB UDMA-133 7200 RPM Hald Drive 
• 16X DVD-ROM 
• 48X16X48 CDRW Drive 
• Server Case wrSee Thru" Case Mod and Voice 

Activated Neon 350 Walt 
• ATI Radeon 9500 PRO BX AGP 128MB DDR 
• 10/100 Fast Ethernet NIC 
• SoundBlaster Audigy 2 6.1 Sound w/$81394 Firewire port 
• Creative Labs Inspire 6.1 6600 Speakers w/Subwooler 
• Malchng Keyboard and Mouse 
• Mi'.:rosolt Wndo.vs XP Home Edition 

6S9000 ~ Al 

i
1 ,119 .... , 
1,159 .. ... 
1,169 .... . 
1,199 .. ... 
1,23954505 
1,379 ..... 
1,599s4507 

• New Intel i850E Rambus Mothertioard 
• 5331400MHz FSB and UDMA-100 Support 
• Rambus PC1066, 4X AGP and USB 2.0 Support 
• 512MB PC1066 (1066MHz) Rambus RD RAM 
• 80GB Ultra DMA 133 7200 RPM Hard Drive 
• 16X DVD-ROM 
• ATI Radeon 9100 3D DVD 128MB DDR 
• 10/100 Ethernet NIC 
• Black NEC AS90 19" Monnor 
• Black/Silver Case wr See Thru' Case Mod w/ Voice 

Activated Neon 350 Watt 
• C-Media 5.1 6-Channel Surround Sound 
• Creative Labs Inspire 5.1 5200 Speakers w/Subwoofer 
• Matching Keyboald and Mouse 
• Microsoft Windows XP Horne Edition 

XP3000 ~ 

AMO Athlon XP Processor with QuantiSpeed 

Athlon XP 1800+ $ 359 XM1so1 

Athlon XP 2000+ $ 379 XM1so2 

Athlon XP 2100+ 

Athlon XP 2200+ 

$ 389 XM1503 

$ 409 XM1504 

• AMO Athlon XP Processor 
• 200/266MHz FSB and UDMA-100 Support 
•VIA KLE133 PC-133 and 4X AGP Support 
• 256MB PC-133 $DRAM 
• 40 GB UDMA-100 7200 RPM Hard Drive 
•56X CD-ROM 
• Trident Blade 3D Shared AGP 
• Realtek 10/100 Ethernet NIC 
• PCI 3D Wavetable Stereo Sound 
• Atlas 440W 2.1 Speakers w/Subwoofer 
• Deluxe Windows Keyboard & Wheeled Mouse 
• Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition +$89 
• Sun Micro StarOffice 
• AMO Certified Power Supply 

PSBOOO ~ 

AMO Athlon XP Processor with QuantiSpeed 
Athlon XP 2000+ 689 XM2So1 

Athlon XP 21 00+ 699 XM2502 

Athlon XP 2200+ 719 xM>so> 
Athlon XP 2400+ 7 49 XM2504 
Athlon XP 2500+ 789 XM2505 
Athlon XP 2600+ 859 xM2soo 
Athlon XP 2700+ 879 xM2so1 
Athlon XP 2800+ 999 XJ12soo 
Athlon XP 3000+ 1,209 ""2509 

AMO Athlon XP Processor with QuantiSpeed 
Athlon XP 2000+ 1 , 179x,.,so, 
Athlon XP 21 00+ 1 , 1 89xM,so, 
Athlon XP 2200+ 1 , 199xM,so> 
Athlon XP 2400+ 1 ,239xM>504 
Athlon XP 2500+ 1 ,279xM>505 
Athlon XP 2600+ 1 ,349xM,soo 
Athlon XP 2700+ 1 ,369xM,so1 
Athlon XP 2800+ 1,489xM>50s 
Athlon XP 3000+ 1 ,699xM>5o, 

• New VIA KT 400 Enhanced DDR400 Chipset 
• 20012661333MHz FSB and UDMA-133 Support 
• DOR PC3200, ax AGP and USB 2.0 Support 
• 256MB PC3200 (400MHz) DOR RAM 
• 80 GB UDMA-133 7200 RPM Hard Drive 
• Black 16X DVD-ROM 
• Black AMO Tower Case 350 Watt 
• New Nvidia GEFORCE 4 MX 440 BX AGP DVD 

64MB DDR 
• Matching Black 17" 0.27DP Monnor +$129 
• Realtek 101100 Ethernet NIC 
• 48X16X48 CDRW Drive 
• Matching Keyboard and Mouse 
• Premium 5.1 6 Channel Sound 
• Premium 5.1 Speakers w/Subwoofer 
• AMD Certified Power Supply 
• Microsoft Windows XP Horne Edition 

• New nForce 2 Enhanced DDR400 Chipset 
• 200/2661333MHz FSB and UDMA-133 Support 
• DOR PC3200, BX AGP and USB 2.0 Support 
• 512MB PC3200 (400MHz) DOR RAM 
• 80GB Ultra OMA 133 7200 RPM Hard Drive 
• 16X DVD-ROM 
• nVidia Ge Force FX 5800 8X AGP 128M DDR-2 
• 10/100 Ethernet NIC 
• Black Case wrsee Thru" Case Mod and Voice 

Activated Neon 350 Watt 
• Dolby Digital 5.1 Channel Sound & 1394 

Fireware ports 
• Creative Labs Inspire 5.1 5200 Speakers 

w/Subwoofer 
• Black NEC AS90 19" OSD Monitor 
• Matching Keyboard and Mouse 
• Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition 
• Sun Micro StarOffice 

ATLAS ffl lCRO IOGISTIC INC. 
16720 E. Chestnut St. , Unit D, City of Industry, CA 91748 • Tel : 626-336 -6899 Fax: 626-336-6569 
Business Hour : Mon-Fri 8:30AM-5:30PM Pacific Time • Tol l Free Technical Support: 877-336-6898 

Configure online@www.buv-atlas.com 
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A Genre's Saving Grace 
MMORPGs aren't antisocial: they may have real-world benefits 

0 
kay, so we all 
know by now that 
I'm a self-pro

fessed massively multi
player online roleplaying 
game "grump." (Heck, I 
don't even like the 
acronym!) However, this 
month, I'd actually like to 
extol - yes, you heard 
me right - MMORPGs 
for their social virtues. 
And, in light of all the 
political controversy sur
rounding the supposed 
harmful effects of 
videogames, I want to 
examine the following 
question: Can MMORPGs 
have a positive influence 
on our social behavior in 
the "real world"? 

They can, and do, 
which is one of the rea
sons I continue to play 
them - particularly 
Asheron's Call 2 and Th e 
Sims Online. (While TSO 
isn 't technically an RPG, 
I'd argue it forces more 
actual "roleplaying" than 
most MMORPGs, which 
is why I include it here.) 

I reviewed both of 
these games two issues 
back, and they're essen
tially all I played for sev
eral weeks straight. I 
found the actual game
play of both titles want
ing for excitement -
which actually had the 

positive influence of 
pushing me to put more 
effort into actively taking 
part in the secondary 
social features: I sought 
out players for advice and 
"fellowships" in AC 2, 
and privately chatted up 
all the female guests at 
my house parties in The 
Sims Online. 

I'm normally a fairly 
introverted person - a 
quality reinforced by end
less hours of gaming! -
but I noticed a dramatic 
difference in myself once 
I finally emerged from my 
gaming cave. I was actu
ally nicer to people, and I 
was much more gregari
ous and outgoing. 

After my reviews 
were done, I went on a 
business/social trip by 
myself where I was 

forced to hang 
out with people I 
didn't know very 
well for a few 
days, and I was 
the life of the 
party. Striking 
up and maintain
ing conversa
tions, asking 
questions and 
even ... gasp ... 
asking for direc
tions from total 
strangers was 
much easier than 
I can ever 
remember. As a 

result, I had a complete 
blast on what I suspect 
would otherwise have 
been a pretty uncomfort
able trip. 

I doubt Mr. Lieberman 
would agree, but I believe 
I have AC 2 and TSO to 
thank for this change. It 
just may be that spending 
hours tempting nubile 
hotties to "play in bed" in 
TSO actually exerts a pos
it ive influence on one's 
daily "living" interactions. 
As can lopping off the 
heads of scores of 
Ratmen with my band of 
fellow Lugians in AC 2. 

And that's one of the 
main reasons I keep play
ing MMORPGs, even 
though the meat of their 
gameplay may still not be 
for me. 

- alternatelives@pcgamer.com 

MY GAMES OF THE MONTH: 1. FREELANCER. 2. C&C: GENERALS. 3. ARX FATALIS. 4. ASHERON'S CALL 2. 5. THE SIMS ONLINE 
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Even More 
Heroes ZV with 
1Vladso£1Var 
EVERYONE KNOWS the "expansion blues." It's the 
feeling you get when the add-on to your favorite 
game turns out to be little more than a trio of new 
units, a handful of new maps, and a new cine
matic. "Bravo," you say. "That's what I've been 
waiting for? Kiss my ass." 

And then sometimes you beat the expansion 
blues, thanks to the excellence of the new content. 
300 has always been a terrific parent to its Heroes 
of Might and Magic series, supporting it with lots 
of care and nurturing, and growing it into a saga 
that devoted fans return to again and again. The 
publisher has resisted what must have been a 
strong temptation to tweak the franchise to generate 
bigger sales: the steady revenue of this cher-
ished series speaks to the "ain't broken" 
philosophy that keeps the games spin
ning on hard drives. 

Heroes IV 
brought us more of 
the well-established goodness, and now 
the Winds of War add-on offers a clever 
device for opening up new maps, units, and sto
rylines. The plot sets up a kingdom under assault 
by five invading armies - the expansion's six 
campaigns let you play as each of the invading 
forces before finally completing the arc as the 
kingdom in chaos. (Note: Kingdom in Chaos would 
be an awesome name for a future game, and is 
hereby trademarked and copyrighted 2003 by 
Daniel Morris Enterprises, LLC.) 

It's not exactly Warcraft Ill, but the add-on does 
a great job motivating each of the six campaigns. 
Besides the campaigns, you get 40 standalone 
maps, half of which were actually contributed by 
fan designers. Though Winds offers just three new 
monsters, the appeal here is in the new campaigns, 
which is definitely where the focus should be. This 
expansion adds great new dimension to Heroes IV, 
and at $30, seems almost like a whole new sequel. 

MOD OF THE YEAR 
A couple issues ago I previewed Desert Combat, a 
total conversion of Battlefield 1942 by amateur 
design team Trauma Studios, which updates our 
2002 Game of the Year to modern-day warfare. 
Today I'm happy to inform you that the mod is up 
and running, and available from www.desertcom
bat.com or any number of BF 1942 community sites. 

Desert Combat surpasses even our wildest 
expectations. Zoom around the map in fighter jets, 
launch Hellfires from attack helicopters, target 
enemies with Humvee-launched TOW missiles -
you'll find tons of new features, and it's all well
balanced and immediately playable. 

- extendedpfay@pcgame,com 
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Clan Destined, Part II 
Expert advice on how to form a clan of winners T o recap: Last team, especially when some skill, you can build 

month, I asked a new games are released. a stable roster ... and 
group of happy HPlaying with the top there's nothing players 

clanners what it takes to players is always a way to like better than stable 
join a gaming clan. To a get your name out and rosters." 
man (and one woman), get better," Weitz says. 
they agreed that playing Amish World Order's Practice! 
well with others is far Matt Hoffman advises Sure, it's obvious, but 
more important ~an just caution, however, before team practice is essential 
playing well. reaching for the stars: to a young clan or one 

This month, the same "Many clans try to move preparing for a big 
experts share their tips way too fast and try to be match. AWO normally 
on starting up a success- the best right away, and practices three to four 
ful clan from scratch. they normally don't last hours a night, five nights 

too long." Instead, he a week, and when 
Bepatlentl advises that you should preparing for the CPL, 
"Often, when people start "find people with similar Team 3D played together 
new clans, they're so interests and personali- six days a week for sev-
eager for results that they ties" before attempting to era! hours each day. 
just leave [before the clan assemble a "super clan." 
can develop]," says Team Remember 
3D's Dave Geffon. "It takes Keep it stable It's just a game: "In the 
time to develop teamwork, Once you've got a team, heat of competition, it's 
which is really the back- don't change the lineup. easy to forget that the 
bone of a great clan." "Many clans have gone only reason you're doing 

far just because of the this is to have fun," says 
Recruit to win communication and QGirlZ's Kimli Welsh, 
Besides holding open try- bones between them who met her husband 
outs, Michael Weitz of rather than their skill," through gaming. "If you 
Team Vindicate admits preaches Weitz. "If you take it too seriously, 
that poaching players can recruit players that you're goin g to stress 
from established clans don't have a history of yourself out, and it will 
can be one way to build a whoring a clan just to get rapidly become a chore." 

MY GAMES Of THE MONTH: 1. FREEDOM FORCE. 2. C&C: GENERALS. 3. NEOCRON. 4. UNREAL II . 5. QUAKE Ill 
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simcolumn 

Shooters 4.rell't 
the Only Games 
with Great Mods 
ABSOLUTELY BLOODY AMAZING! That's the only 
way that I can even begin to describe the remark
able new GT Racing 2002 mod that the Sim Bin 
Development Team has created for ENISl's Fl 2002. 

Third-party add-ons have been a staple in rac
ing-sim circles for more than a decade now, but 
never before has a "lowly" mod so completely 
reinvented the wheel upon which it turns. Indeed, 
if it wasn't for the fact that Papyrus just hit one out 
of the park with NASCAR Racing: 2003 Season, 
SimBin's sports-car mod for Fl 2002would rank as 
the finest racing simulation on today's market -
freeware or retail. 

As nutritious and tasty as Fl 2002was out of 
the box - the Fl sim came within a whisker 
of earning an Editors' Choice award 
when we reviewed it last September 
(giving it an 89%) 
- the GTR 2002 
add-on trans
forms this already excellent title into the 
definitive sports-car simulation of our age. 
SimBin's massive 270MB download (which can 
be found at www.simmods.com) installs a sepa
rate and autonomous executable into your Fl 2002 
folder that cleverly borrows what it needs from 
ISl's game engine whi le simultaneously running its 
own unique GUI and 3D interface screens. 

GTR 2002 fe atures an entirely new physics 
model that offers distinctive handling characteris
tics for each of its highly detailed production
based veh icles - spread over three different 
classes and including rides like the Porsche 996, 
Ferrari 550 Maranello, and Marcos LM600. It adds a 
unique real-time, dynamic suspension model, fade
prone brakes, and completely revised tire models. 

The mod ships with seven new tracks - each 
a dramatic improvement on the 17 venues that 
shipped with the original Fl 2002 - as well as a 
revamped Al system and a new 10-round FIA GT 
multi-class Championship mode. As a constantly 
evolving product, with new cars and tracks being 
delivered on a regular basis, GT Racing 2002 is 
only going to get bigger, better, and more polished 
with the passage of time. 

If you don't already own a copy of Fl 2002, then 
stop reading this right now and race out and buy 
one. As soon as you have it installed, download 
the GTR 2002 mod and get that puppy loaded up as 
fast as humanly possible. You can all thank me later. 

P.S. - Before you go, take another look at that 
slick Porsche 966 atop this column. Reader Paul 
Nortness was kind enough to reskin it in PCG livery, 
and he even got my helmet rightl For more of Paul's 
work, go to http//fl200x-helmets.racesimcentral.com. 

- simcolumn@pcgamer.com 
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COMMAND & CONQUER: GENEULS SINGLE-PLAYER 
WALKTHROUGH 

~ Whether he's the GLA, the U.S., or China, our man Billy Harms smashes enemy forces like a trillion-megaton nuke. r In an act of sheer kindness, this 20-star general offers his personal tips for handing your foes a crushing defeat. 

,,,, 

CHINA 
MISSION 1: This mission is pretty straightforward: 
build up your forces and attack. 

MISSION 2: Establish your base (be sure to grab 
the U.N. supply crate located nearby), and then build 
up your forces and will.ll-outthe GLA Be sure to use 
the extra supplies, which are located by the bridge. 

MISSION 3: Blow up the dam and quickly get your 
base up and running. The GLA can attack only by 
crossing the river (once the water level drops), so 
build your defenses in that area and then send your 
forces across the river and wipe out the GLA. 
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Additional supplies are located at the southern end 
of the map; build a supply center next to them. 

MISSION 4: Build up a large force of tank hunters 
and Red Guards and secure the area by the oil rig, 
located to the north and the east of your base. Use 
Black Lotus to capture the oil rig and use this extra 
money to build more troops. Capture the War Factory 
(and the nearby oil rigs) and then wipe out the GLA. 

MISSION 5: Get your base up and running, but 
watch out for suicide bombers: make sure you have 
Gatling Cannons covering all of the approaches. 
Attack the enemy forces to the west and capture 
the oil rigs. Hold that area, build up more forces, 

and eliminate the GLA. Use your planes to attack 
key buildings. 

MISSION 6: To beat this mission, all you have to do 
is get Black Lotus onto the bridge, so don't worry 
about destroying all of the GLA units. To the north
east of your location are two GLA Supply Stashes 
- eliminate the enemy forces in that area and then 
have Black Lotus capture both of the Supply 
Stashes. Be sure to leave some protection near the 
Supply Stashes because the GLA will attack them. 

Once you've secured your supplies, build up 
your forces. A nearby soccer stadium will spew out 
enraged mobs that will attack you. Position a 
Gatling Tank on their approach and it will deal with 
the hooligans. With your main force, push north and 
clear a path for Black Lotus. Near the bridge are 
two GLA Stinger sites: move Black Lotus near them 
and then engage the Stingers with your units. While 
the Stingers are firing on your other units, sneak 
Black Lotus past them and onto the bridge. 

MISSION 7: The final Chinese mission can be rather 
challenging; the key to success is to be on the 
offensive the entire time. · 

The mission starts with your forces moving up 
off the main road. You have two Overloads: build a 
Speaker Tower on one of them, and build a Gatling 
Cannon on the other. For your General Ability, select 

GENERAL STRATEGIES 
WHICHEVER SIDE YOU'RE 
PLAYING, these tactics will 
help you pulverize opposing 
armies with aplomb: 

■ It's always a good idea 
to accompany your vehi
cles with a force of infantry, specifically Red 
Guards, Rangers, or Rebels. If the enemy 
attacks you with infantry that are armed with 
bazooka-style weapons, they'll slice through 
your forces pretty quickly. Because of the 
rock-paper-scissors nature of Generals, the 
best way to take out infantry is with some good 
old -fashioned machine-gun fire. 

■ Always be on the lookout for additional 
supplies, oil rigs, and U.N. supply crates. These 
can provide a useful boost to your war efforts. 

■ It's generally a good idea to research 
Capture Building as soon as a mission starts. 
In the main walkthrough I've highlighted the 
missions where this research is key, but as a 
rule, I always get that upgrade right away. 

■ Be sure to build a lot of power plants and 
keep them at the rear of your base, where 
they're less likely to be destroyed by an enemy 
attack. It's better to have too much power than 
to skimp too much. 

■ In regards to the General Abilities, don't 
always go for the super-weapon. Check your 
mission objective and get the upgrades that 
will help you most in that particular mission. 
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Maximum Cash Hack. You also get two Construction 
Dozers: immediately have them build a power plant 
and a barracks at their location on the road. Research 
Capture Building and create Red Guard and tank 
hunters, and have them follow your main force. 

To the east is a small GLA base: attack it and 
wipe out the enemy. However, before you destroy 
their Supply Stash, use your cash hack to steal 
money. Move your doze rs up to this position and 
begin constructing your base. The GLA has a Scud 
Storm, so be sure to space out your buildings. 

Follow the road to the north, secure the oil 
rigs, and then launch an attack against the GLA 
base situated on the northern edge of the city. 
Again, before destroying the Supply Stash, use 
your cash hack to steal money. After you've 
destroyed the GLA base, send a dozer to the sup
plies west of the city. Build a Supply Center and a 
War Factory and start pumping out units. Be sure 
to watch for a counterattack. 

There are two approaches to the main GLA 
base: the easiest way is to attack via the road on 
the western edge of the map. Have one force 
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defend the other road (which is located where the 
GLA base once was), but be ready to use the scat
ter command (keyboard command X) because the 
GLA will attack them with the Scud Storm. 

Send your main force up the western approach 
and then slowly push your way east. At the same 
time, use your other force to take out Stinger sites 
located in the cliffs overlooking the city. If you have 
MiGs, use them to attack key buildings. 

GLA 
MISSION 1: Use your forces to destroy the Chinese 
base, but save your three Bomb Trucks. Build up 
your forces and attack the Chinese units located to 
the east of your base; use one Bomb Truck (be sure 
to upgrade its payload and disguise it as an enemy 
unit) during this attack. The main Chinese base is 
north of this location. Use the remaining Bomb 
Trucks to inflict serious damage on the base, and 
then mop up with your other forces. 

MISSION 2: Put up an Arms Dealer and pump out 
units. Steal the U.N. supplies until you've accom
plished your objectives. 

MISSION 3: Use the mob to trash the town and col
lect money. Build only a handful of units to defend 
your base;·otherwise, save all the money you collect 

MISSION 4: Build up your base and protect its 
edges with Stinger sites. Build a mix of units that can 
fire at both the ground and the air, and then secure 
the supplies that are west of your initial base. Build 
a larger force and use it to take out the U.S. base. 

MISSION 5: Protect your base with a couple of 
Stinger sites and watch for attacks from the north 
and the east; also, be sure to research Capture 
Building. Secure the two chemical bunkers north of 
your base and then use Bomb Trucks to devastate 
the main base. (Use Rocket Buggies to nix the Patriot 
missiles before sending in the Bomb Trucks.) Send 
in your troops and secure the remaining bunkers. 

MISSION 6: For your General Abilities, get Ambush 
to the max and immediately send these units into the 
enemy base. While those forces attack key struc
tures, build up your base (move the Nuke Trucks into 
your base) and hold off enemy attacks. Once you've 
built up a sizable force, attack the enemy base. 

MISSION 7: Get your base up and running and 
quickly establish your defenses. Watch for attacks 
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from the east, including snipers. Capture the oil rig 
to the west of your base and use Ambush (again, 
max it out) to hit the enemy base. Target power 
plants: if you can take them down, you'll seriously 
hinder the enemy's war efforts. 

Build up a force and move them to the east, fol
lowing the road along the bottom of the map. Use 
Rocket Buggies to take out the Patriot missiles and 
then hit the U.S. base with Bomb Trucks. (Again, 
make sure you disguise the trucks and max out 
their payloads.) Secure the objective in this area 
and guard it with your forces. 

As soon as you can, select Anthrax as a 
General Ability. Build up another force, including 
Red Guards so you can capture the missile, and 
move them toward the final objective. 

At the same time, hit the Chinese base (located 
in the northeastern section of the map) with the 
Anthrax. Send in your boys and secure the missile. 

UNITED STATES 
MISSION 1: Research Battle Drones for all of your 
units and then move into the city, destroying the 
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GLA Palace in the middle of the town. Then head 
east and rescue the pilots and get them into your 
Humvees. Have your forces attack the GLA base 
and destroy the Scud Storm. Also, for an extra 
infusion of cash, grab the U.N. supply crates on the 
west side of the city. 

MISSION 2: Immediately build up your base 
defenses and get multiple Supply Choppers in the 
air. (Additional supplies are to the east of your base, 
and oil rigs are north of your base.) Use your initial 
forces to rescue the first pilot and use a Humvee to 
get him back to your base. Build up more additional 
units and rescue the remaining pilots. 

MISSION 3: You don't have much time to get 
situated before the action starts, so once you're 
in the mission, send your Comanches to cover the 
road. Build Drones for the tanks on the western 
side of the base, and send the tanks down to the 
road as well. If you have the cash, order a dozer 
to build a couple of Patriot missile batteries along 
the road as well. Keep pumping out units until 
you've completed the mission objectives. If you 

need more supplies, some are located on the 
other side of the road. 

MISSION 4: Use your Tomahawks to take out the 
GLA's bunker defenses and the Stinger sites. 
(When attacking the Stinger sites, build Battle 
Drones on your Tomahawks so that the Stingers 
will fire at the Drones instead of your Tomahawk 
missiles.) Once the Stingers are destroyed, estab
lish your base and wipe out the GLA scum. 

MISSION 5: You start with a small base, so 
concentrate on pumping out a force of tanks and 
Humvees; load the Humvees with Missile 
Defenders. For your General Ability, choose A-10 
Attack and Paradrop. Attack the GLA base across 
the river, but leave one building standing. (This 
action will prevent the game from triggering the 
second stage of the mission.) Move your dozer 
across the river and get a new base up and run
ning; additional supplies are to the north and east. 

Once you've built up a nice force, destroy the 
last building. Send a small force to the north to 
secure and capture the oil rigs, and then attack the 
main GLA base with the rest of your forces. Be sure 
to take out the Scud Storm right away. 

MISSION 6: As soon as the mission starts, fortify 
your base defenses by building Patriots north of 
your base and next to the bridge. More supplies are 
to the south, so send a small force and secure 
them. Build a Supply Center next to them once the 
area is secure. 

Build up your forces and send them across the 
bridge and seize control of the town. Send a sec
ond force to the south - by the additional supplies 
- and then send them east. Be careful, though, 
because the gulley will be packed with Demo Traps. 
Now that you have two forces situated on that side 
of the map, use them to take out the Chinese base 
and then send them north to attack the main GLA 
base. You should get the A-10 Strike and use it 
against key enemy buildings. 

MISSION 7: Here it is: the final showdown 
between you and the dastardly GLA. To the south 
of your base is a dilapidated Chinese base; 
research Capture Building and get that base up 
and running. Two roads feed into your base's 
location, so split up your forces and cover both 
approaches. Build Patriots for additional defenses 
and get Supply Drop Zones up as soon as you 
can. Finally, move your snipers forward and posi
tion them so they can take out any approaching 
enemy infantry. 

The enemy has a Scud Storm, so launch your 
attack as soon as you can. Get A-10 Strike and Fuel 
Air Bomb from the General Abilities, and if you have 
the money, build the Nuke at the Chinese base. 

Build up a large force and punch through the 
GLA's initial defenses, and then use your super
weapons against the enemy's main base. Search 
out and destroy the remaining GLA forces. PCG 
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COMMAND & CONQUER: GENEULS MULTIPUYER 
TACTICS 

CHINA TACTICS 

• For defense, a mix of Overlords equipped with 
Propaganda Towers, Gatling Guns, or bunkers 
with tank hunters works great. 

• Drop cluster mines in chokepoints where you 
know your opponent needs to go. He'll 
unknowingly run his tanks over the mines and 
destroy all of them. 

• Build bunkers in chokepoints and on roadways 
around your base. Once they're built, upgrade 
each of the bunkers with mines. It'll cost a total 
of 1,000 credits per bunker with mine upgrade, 
but enemies will have a heck of a time trying to 
move units into your base. 

■ When using Hackers, make sure they're 
spread throughout your base, making them 
harder for incoming planes and Anthrax 
attacks to destroy. Also, the longer the Hacker 
hacks, the more money you'll receive. 

■ Two Chinese Overlords with speaker towers, 
two Overlords with Gatling Guns, and three 
Inferno Cannons is a nasty combo that can 
deal with any kind of situation. 

■ First make sure you have the Capture Building 
upgrade. During an attack or some other type 
of distraction, sneak a troop crawler into the 
middle of the enemy base. Unload the troops 
and have some of them start capturing buildings 
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while others keep any defenses distracted. It's 
very tough to stop all 10 of the pesky Red 
Guards from capturing some of your buildings. 
Just stay away from defense structures. 

• Use a Gatling weapon (e.g., a Gatling Tank) 
against enemy Stinger sites to kill all the 
soldiers inside, making the sites useless. 

U.S. TACTICS 

• Don't build any structures near the Strategy 
Center. Once built, the Strategy Center is visi-
ble to all players, as is the area immediately 
surrounding it, including any buildings. 

■ As soon as the game begins, build five rocket 
troopers and put them in a Humvee. Run the 
Humvee over to the enemy base and take out 
all of their supply-gatherers. Follow this attack 
by building several Humvees filled with missi le 
soldiers. Be sure to get the TOW missile 
upgrade for these vehicles. 

■ Though USA Comanches aren't that great for 
offense, they make a beautiful mobile base 
defense, especially against the Rebel 
Ambush/Paradrop. Never underestimate the 
power of the rocket pod - it's messy, but it'll 
clear an area in a big way. 

■ Place a USA Spy Drone in your own base to 
reveal enemy stealth units. Bye bye, Black Lotus! 

est weapons -
red. 

■ In a large group of USA vehicles, purchase 
Scout Drones for only one or two of the vehi
cles and put Battle Drones on the rest of them. 
Those one or two Scouts can cover for the 
whole group, and any more than that _are use
less, whereas every additional Battle Drone is 
an increase in power. 

GLATACTICS 
■ Hit-and-run attacks with GLA Rocket Buggies 

are great, especially against Chinese Overlords. 
■ Build a tunnel entrance in your base and send 

a worker close to the enemy's base to build 
another tunnel. A worker is hard to spot while 
building, and a build tunnel is hard to destroy. 
Using this tactic, infantry can be rapidly 
deployed on an enemy's stronghold or into 
other structures around his base. 

■ GLA Demo Traps are an effective, low-cost 
defensive weapon. Use them at chokepoints to 
eliminate up to three vehicles. They're invisible 
to regular vision, yet they reveal the area 
around them. And when detonated, they warn 
of the presence of the enemy in the area. 

■ Disguise your Bomb Trucks as civilian vehicles 
and place them near chokepoints on the map; 
then, as the enemy passes through, manually 
detonate them! 

■ Build Bomb Trucks and then disguise them as 
dozers or supply trucks. The enemy will be 
none the wiser because they won't keep track 
of where all their trucks go, so you can easily 
sneak in the Bomb Trucks. PCG 

MISCELLANEOUS TIPS 
■ Capturing an enemy 
building is so useful during 
battle: it distracts your 
opponent, weakens his 
hold of the map, and can 
double your arsenal! 
There's nothing better than 
using your opponent's strengths against him, 
in combination with the tech tree of your 
original team. Do whatever it takes to capture 
an enemy dozer or a supply center from the 
other side, and you're in great shape! 

■ When playing against the U.S., capture 
the enemy's Strategy Center, switch to bom
bard, and blow their base to smithereens with 
the artillery cannon! 

■ When playing against the GLA, send your 
initial dozer over to the GLA base and crush 
all of the ir workers. The GLA can't do any
thing about this attack unless the player's 
really fast, and it will almost always seal a 
victory for you. 

http://www.pcgam e r.com 
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RAINBOW SIX 3: RAVEN SHIELD 

MOUNTAIN WATCH 
This mission is probably one of the first that'll give 
you a hard time. The default mission plan has the 
right idea: You definitely want a sniper team to take 
out as many tangos from the hill above the high
way as possible. But rather than having just two 
teams, you should have three. Move one person 
from the red and green teams to gold team and 
have them be your sniper team. This way, instead 
of having green team clear the highway below on 
their own, you can have both red and green teams 
advance, each providing cover for the other. 

Meanwhile, the gold team can go down to the 
tunnels through the stairway in the building near 
your insertion point. This setup lets you have two 
points of entry rather than one. If you time it right, 
you can have one team clearing the stairway and 
the rooms beyond it while the other two teams 
clear the highway and the tunnel. Don't forget the 
value of flashbangs and smoke grenades: smoke 
grenades are often overlooked, but they're actu
ally very helpful in providing cover, and will 
become life-savers later on. 

One especially tricky part of this level is the 
area right before the room with the hostages. There 
are usually tangos at three different positions, and 
sometimes four. Luckily, you have two entry points 
to this room, so you can get creative with how you 
take it down. A timed simultaneous attack from both 
entry points using flashbangs works best. Watch 
for the balcony above the left entry point - some-
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times a tango is there. Clear the room quickly and 
immediately send one team up the balcony and 
through the door there to clean out the upper area. 
This action will prevent any tangos from shooting 
you in the back while you secure the hostages. 

Don't just bust open the door to the room with 
the hostages. Sure, you might beat the tango 
inside to the draw before he mows down a few 
hostages, but it's not worth the risk. Instead, just 
crack open the door a tiny slive r, toss in a flash
bang, and then storm in, or use a breaching charge. 
Now you can either get the hostages back to the 
extraction zone or clear out the rest of the tunnels. 

FALCON HOUR 
The airport is very straightforward when it starts 
out. The default plan works just fine : you just have 

, I , I.' I •• 
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to stay frosty and try to lose as few men as possi
ble in the beginning. The first batch of hostages 
isn't that hard to rescue - just resist the urge to 
shoot the tangos through the windows when you 
enter the first hangar, and stay out of sight by fol
lowing your waypoints closely. 

The second room of hostages represents the 
real challenge. If you don't plan a synchronized 
takedown of that room using both entryways, 
you'll lose a hostage. Set breaching charges on 
the doors and charge through, and always wait 
until all your teams are ready before hitting a go 
code. The default plan already has the timing 
synchronized, so if you jump the gun, you'll fail: it's 
as simple as that. 

If you don't think you 're up to the pressure of 
leading the teams in, let the computer handle that 
role while you take control of the two-man gold 
team and provide cover fire. 

SHATTERED GUSS 

Stealth missions are always tricky, largely 
because you can't be seen and you can't kill any
one. Thankfully, Raven Shield has just one. The 
default plan will be fine . Wear your heartbeat 
sensor at all times. You can't shoot anyone, so 
having your gun out is pointless. Follow the 
waypoints until you get to the glass double doors 
by the stairs leading up. Be careful here because 
sometimes a guard is in the room behind the 
doors. And since those doors are glass ... you 
get the idea . 

When you head up the stairs you'll reach a 
waypoint with an alpha code. This waypoint is 
here because just up the stairs a guard is doing 
the rounds. Just wait for him to turn his back and 
walk away, and then follow the waypoints to the 
office with the computer. Plant your bug and then 
head up the stairs right outside the office. Wait at 
the top of the stairs. Another guard is patrolling 
this floor. Keep an eye on him with your heartbeat 
sensor and wait until he's walking away from you 
before heading to the room with the phone. 

Once in the bedroom with the phone, be sure 
to stay away from the big window with the blinds: 
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Guards can still see you if you're near the window. 
We recommend that you stay crouched, bug the 
phone, and move away from the window as quickly 
as possible. Now all you have to do is get out 

Here's where it may be a good idea to deviate 
from the default plan. Rather than heading back to 
the insertion point a different way, we've found it 
easier to retrace your steps. Why? Because now 
you already know the patterns of every guard you 
avoided, so there won't be any surprises. Just 
remember to take your time: you're in no hurry. 
Once you've made your way back up to the roof, 
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you can get back to the fun part of this game -
killing terrorists. 

WHISPER BLADE 

This mission may seem easy because you don't 
have to rescue any hostages, but it's possibly the 
hardest mission in the game. Tangos are out in 
force, they've got itchy trigger fingers, and they 
don't miss much. To make matters worse, the 
default plan isn't the best choice of action. We 
highly recommend that you devise a plan of your 

own to avoid the kill zones mentioned below. 
We've got a few tips to help you, but when it 
comes down to it, your success will depend on 
your own skills and reflexes. 

Smoke grenades will aid you greatly here. 
You'll have to clear a lot of big rooms, and a well
placed smoke grenade can provide excellent 
cover. Also, avoid the main showroom with the 
cars on display: if you barge in here through the 
front door, you'll be slaughtered. Instead, work 
around this room and get to it from behind. Use a 
smoke grenade to get past areas that are heavily 
covered by tangos. Use breaching charges on the 
door to the main conference room where Gutierrez 
is skulking. Remember, you must take him alive. 

Another area to avoid is the parking lot. 
Rather than heading to it through the double 
doors from the main building, take the long way 
around and head out there through the garage. 
Using smoke grenades and flashbangs, you 
should be able to eliminate the tangos there. The 
key here is to avoid exposure in large rooms as 
much as possible, given that you're vastly out
numbered and outgunned. 

STEEL ROSE 

The default plan has your entire team equipped 
with suppressed weapons for a reason: You don't 
want anyone to know you're coming before you 
disarm the bomb on the float, or they'll set off the 
explosives. Right off the bat you'll have to watch 
for gunners on the roof and in the windows. 

I recommend following the default plan, but 
with two minor variations. The first is to bring 
some flashbang and/or frag grenades. The second 
is to take control of the red team, but not to go all 
the way through to your first alpha waypoint. 
Instead, get to the area upstairs with the two win
dows looking across the street. Clear out the area 
and be sure to watch for tangos in the windows in 
the building across from you. You'll usually spot 
two in the windows in front of you and one in the 
floor above that. Two snipers are on the rooftop. 
Once they're taken out, send the alpha go code so 
your guys will storm the street. At the same time, 
rush over to the window. From there you can get 
a clear shot at whoever tries running to the float 
to set off the bomb. 

The float you want to set your sights on is the 
one with the grim reaper on it to the left. You 
have to make sure that absolutely no one 
reaches the float. Be sure you have a fresh mag 
when you get up to the window. Once you've 
secured the street, disarm the bomb. Be careful 
- sometimes there's a tango behind the last float 
who has a good bead on anyone who's near the 
bomb. Another tango is down the alleyway that 
leads to the casino's back entrance. 

After that there are two more points where 
you'll meet heavy resistance. The first is the casino 
room downstairs. Your teams must enter simulta
neously for this scenario to go down in your favor. 
Frags and flashbangs are both handy here; also, 
watch for a tango behind the counter next to the 
front door. The second heavy-resistance spot is 
the roof, where you'll find Gospic. Once again, 
bang and clear, and you'll be fine. POG 
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And the Winner Is ... 
Each and every month we run a contest where we 
give away copies of the latest, greatest games and 
related gear. This month we thought we'd shine a 
big ol' spotlight on the folks who've won prizes over 
the past few issues. Congratulations to everyone 
listed below, and for the rest of you, keep trying! 

Daniel G. DeGriselles 
Big Bear Lake, CA 

Stephen Lynn 
Daugherty II 
Highland, CA 

Jack Lipski 
Elmwood Park, IL 

Robert Reinhardt 
Moneta, VA 

Lisa Lexier 
Portland, OR 

Bob Franklin 
Sometown, IL 

Michael E. Stevie 
Waldorf, MD 

David Sarkady 
Mountain Home, AK 

Colin Masterson 
Voorheesville, NY 

October 2002 Winners Howard G. Lownes Jr. 
(Prize: One Grand Theft Schwenksville, PA 
Auto Ill T-shirt) 

Lee Yel Shin 
Hanover, MD 

John Lin 
Arcadia, CA 

Matthew Paragano 
Bernardsville, NJ 

Ayla Hanson 
Hollywood, MD 

James Hendricks 
Madison, WI 

Rich Boswell 
Bedford, TX 

Bill Ferguson 
Puyallup, WA 

Peter Brandt 
Evanston, IL 

Mark Applegate 
Torrance, CA 

Brandon Gatti 
Palmdale CA 

November 2002 
Winners 
(Prize: A copy of 
/cewind Dale If) 

Terry Quick 
Merrillville, IN 

Timothy H. Burgess 
Midlothian, VA 

Kenneth Petersen 
Springdale, AK 

Walt Latocha 
Forest Park, IL 

Charlie Xu 
Cupertino, CA 

Elena Khomitch 
Acton, MA 

Randy Garrison 
Galloway, OH 

David Rak 
Shelton, CT 

December 2002 Winners 
(Prize: One copy of The 
Thing game signed by 
John Carpenter, one 
copy of The Thing DVD, 
and one copy of the 
game's strategy guide.) 

Scott S. Atkins 
Palmdale, CA 

Bill Spahr 
Enon, OH 

Homare Yamahachi 
New York, NY 

Lawrence Lugar 
San Diego, CA 

Darren Pucci 
Saint Charles, IL 

The PCG Crossword 
-Answers 

ACROSS 4. Lianh1J11rt, 6. Atomic, 9. Lovecraft, 10. Niobe, 13. Dalton, 
14. Throne, 17. War, 18. Westwood, 19. Ykesha, 21. MOO, 22. PC Gamer, 
23. Pyro, 25. There, 26. Vietnam, 29. Smash, 32. Enclave, 33. Mafia, 35. Jedi, 
36. McCree, 37. Relic, 38. Gu s DOWN 1. KARR, Z. Zoe, 3. Will Rock, 
5. Imperato,, 1. Greyhawk, 8. Rome, 10. Neocron, 11. Ep ic, 12. Far Cry, 
15. Etheria, 16. 30Mark. 20. Smart. 24. Mars, 26. Voyager, 21. MindFX, 
28. The Sims, 30. Mummy, 31. Hutch, 34. Uru 

http ://www.pcgamer.com 
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Asovr Media Tonv Hawk 47 
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Atlas Micro Atlas Micro Computers 109 
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Creative Labs Creative Labs OBC 
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LucasArts Entertainment Como. Indiana Jones 113 
Microsoft Freelancer 81)-81 
Microsoft Rise of Nations 42--43 
Nova Logic Bla ck Hawk Down 69 
PriceGrabber.com Price Grabber.com 23 

...smiv. Online Entertainment PlanetSide IFC-1 
Take-Two Interactive Trooico 2 79 
Take-Two Interactive Midniaht Club 11 123 
Take-Two Interactive Grand Theft Auto: Vice City 26-27 
Tri Svnerov Eniama: Risina 1ide 55 
Ubi Soft Solinter Cell 36-37 
Ubi Soft Raven Shield 66-67 
Ubi Soft Harpoon 4 95 
Ubi Soft Shadowbane 92- 93 
Ubi Soft IL-2: Forootten Battles 31 
Universitv of Advancinn Comnuter Tech. UACT 17 
Vicious PC Vicious PC 119 
Vivendi Publishinn Groun NASCAR 73 
Vivendi Publishina Grouo Emoire Earth Gold 98-99 
Vivendi Publishina Grouo Lost Vikings 33 
Vivendi Publishino Group Enclave 10-11 
Whiotail Interactive Postal 2 71 
Wizards of the Coast Manic: Lenions 89 
Xtreme Gear Xtreme Gear 109 

CONTEST RULES No purchase is necessary. Only one entry per house-
hold, per month, will be counted. Anyone can enter, but 

only U.S. residents are eligible to win prizes, and the offer is void in FL. RI, Puerto Rico, and where pro-
hibited by law. Your chances of winning depend on the number of entries we receive. Fa ilure to follow 
the rules will result in instant disqualification. Canadian law prohibits those readers from entering. 

20 & 30 Animation I 30 Modeling I Character Design 

Computer Graphics I Digital Imaging I Filmmaking 

Game Design I Visual Effects I Web Design I And more ... 

AA I BFA I MFA Degrees 

Portfolio Development I Online Classes 

Apply Now for Fall, Spring & Summer Semesters 

High School Scholarships & Teacher Grants Available 

79 New Montgomery St., San Francisco, CA 94105 
Nationally Accredited by ACICS, NASAD & FIDER 
Established in 1929 
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THE PCG CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
4. Nickname for Britain's King 
Richard I, and an upcoming RPG 
6. I Was an Mutant! 
9. Horror novelist who inspi red 
Cthulhu games 
10. One of the playable charac
ters in Enter the Matrix 
13. Unreal /l 's marshal 
14. Warcraft Ill: The Frozen 
17. Deus Ex: Invisible 
18. Red Alert studio, R.I .P. 
19. EverDuest's newest expan
sion is the legacy of this 
21 . Master of Orion (a bbreviation) 
22. The world's best-sell ing PC 
games magazine 
23. Developer of Commandos and 
what Beavis is 
25. Name of There, lnc.'s 3D 
online non-game 

NEXT MONTH 

26. Setting of 2015's next war FPS 
29. What The Hulk does 
32. Gorgeous hack-and-slash 
action/RPG reviewed last month 
33. The Sopranos + GTA Ill = __ 
35. Spectacularly difficult char
acter class in Star Wars: Galaxies 
36. Mad Dog __ 
37. Impossible Creatures developer 
38. Retired New York detective 
star of Post Mortem 

DOWN 
1. KITT's evi l counterpart from 
Knight Rider( Hi nt Not Hasselhoff) 
2. Bond's deadly Nightfire babe 
3. Upcoming FPS containing 
mythological foes (shown above) 
5. Next MMORPG from maker of 
Dark Age of Camelot 
7. D&D's Temple of Elemental Evil 

8. Next chapter in Total War series 
10. CDV's cyberpunk MMORPG 
11. Maker of early semi-c lassic 
Jill of the Jungle 
12. First game using Crytek engine 
15. Place where heroes are from 
in Warlords IV 
16. Mad Onion's graphics-bench
mark utility 
20. Battlecruiser series auteur 
24. Planet Red Faction is set on 
26. Name of ship in Elite Force 
27. Company that makes supple
ments for gamers 
28. Best-selling PC game of all time 
30. Bandaged monster in 
Adventure Company mystery 
31. Starsky & __ , or some
thing ra bbits live in 
34. Name of upcoming massively 
multiplayer continuation of Myst 

BIGGEST. GAME. EVER. 1 
■ 

We kid you not. Don't buy any other magazine until you sae our exclusive blowout 
coverage of what's certifiably the biggest game currently in development. That's 
got you thinking, hasn't it? Oh, we'll have a great reviews slate, previews of an 
amazing new franchise, and more Hard Stull- but you'll come for the unveiling of ... 
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PC Gamer office, 2:00 a.m. Stealthy intern/gamer spy Jeff rappels 
off the roof of the building and into an open window, dressed in 
black and armed with a digital camera. He quickly loads the newest 
builds of Postal 2, ODOM Ill, and PlanetSide onto an encrypted 
server halfway across the world. He also grabs interviews with 
John Carmack and Tom Clancy, notto be released until this summer. 
Suddenly, footsteps approach. It's TheVede! "Stop rightthere !" The 
ninja intern hits the flash button on his camera and blinds TheVede, 
and then runs for the fire exit Locked! More people are coming 
someone hit the alarm! Ripping a fire extinguisher off the wall, he 
creates a cloud of smoke to blind the enemy. Then, the intruder 
jumps out the window, pulling the cord on his parachute .. . and 
slams into the ground. He·d leaped from the second floor. 
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